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Foreword
From that historic day in April of 1670, a new archaeological record began.
Europeans settled on a small peninsula on a river then known as the Kiawah (now known
as the Ashley) surrounded by marsh, friendly natives, and, to them, foreign flora and
fauna. To the settlers, this colony meant opportunity~ to the investors, it meant more
money in their coffers-they all hoped. Hope and perseverance would eventually lead to
the establishment of the state of South Carolina and the creation of the United States.
It was this tried and true spirit that led Ferdinanda Legare Waring and Joseph Ioor
Waring to sell the first settlement at a drastically reduced price to the South Carolina
Tricentennial Commission. It was then, in 1968 that a well-established archaeologist by
the name of Stanley South arrived to investigate the archaeological record, which started
in that spring of 1670. His findings were highly significant and included the following
sites: the original 1670 earthen fortifications, the 1670 palisade walls, the late 18th
century HorrylLucas House ruins, a 1780 Revolutionary War earthen redoubt and the
only mound less Indian ceremonial center ever found in the southeastern United States.
Unfortunately, when the contract ended, Dr. South had to walk away from South
Carolina's birthplace. In the ensuing 30 years, the site became a part of the South
Carolina State Park Service and was known as Charles Towne Landing 1670 State Park.
The park"s goals and emphasis led it down a path away from archaeology and
comprehensive research.
In 1997, the South Carolina State Park Service experienced a major awakening
with the creation of the New Vision for the 21 st Century. No longer would sites be run
with a Hcookie cutter.... mentality and an emphasis on custodial asset supervision. The
HNew Visionn would manage parks with the resource in mind and the guiding principles
of Hstewardship and service..... This new initiative had great impact on South Carolina"s
birthplace. By 1999, the park became known as Charles Towne Landing State Historic
Site with a mission dedicated to the original settlement, history and education. Through
an appointed Implementation Committee made up of civic leaders, preservationists,
historians, archaeologists and tourism officials, archaeology and research was put at the
forefront of the site revitalization and rebirth.
As a part of this emphasis, Dr. Stan South proposed a research driven
archaeological contract with the University of South Carolina's Institute of Archaeology
and Anthropology. In May of2000, on a spring day probably much like one in April of
1670, Dr. Stan South returned to continue the investigation into the archaeological record
of our state"s birthplace. The following report is a testament to the hard work of Stan,
Michael Stoner.. Elsie Eubanks.. field and laboratory archaeologists and hundreds of
volunteers. They all know that the lesson is yesterday, the learning is today and the
promise is tomorrow.
Ron Fischer
Park Manager
Charles Towne Landing State Historic Site
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Preface
In 1968, the South Carolina Tricentennial Commission contracted with the
South Carolina Institute of Archaeology and Anthropology at the University of South
Carolina to undertake an exploratory project at what is now Charles Towne Landing State
Historic Site. The major goal was to recover clues to the location of 1670-1680 Charles
Towne, the first English settlement in South Carolina. A one month project was
undertaken, and I took leave from the North Carolina Department of Archives and
History to work with John Combes, assistant director of the Institute ofArchaeology and
Anthropology, to execute the exploratory project. An additional week was later added to
the field work to obtain further data.
My progress report on that work was published in 1969 as the first volume in
the Institute ofArcheology and Anthropology Research Manuscript Series. That volume,
entitled, ~'ExploratoryArchaeology at the Site of 1670-1680 Charles Towne on
Albemarle Point in South Carolina" (South 1969: 1). My book on the entire story of
archaeology at Charles Towne, entitled, Archaeological Pathways to Historic Site
Development is scheduled to be published by Kluwer AcademiclPlenum Publishers in
2002.
In April 1969 I accepted a pennanent position with the Institute as a research
archaeologist and continued excavation on the site until the fall of that year. The
archaeological crew numbered over 50 and we were able to locate the fortification
ditches for the original settlement on the south and north of a ten-acre area on the tip of
Albemarle Point. We also located a unique 200 foot square palisaded Native American
ceremonial center with a central temple and a number of burials related the use of
ceremonial sheds on the site. In addition to these exciting discoveries we worked on
revealing evidence for "Old Town Plantation", the name for the site after Charles Towne
was removed across the river to become Charleston by 1680. Our archaeology also
revealed an artillery emplacement ditch representing a redoubt built by Hessians under
British command during the seige of Charleston during the American Revolution. In that
project we were not able to excavate within the fortified battery area but my hope was
that some day I would return to look for evidence of 20 lodgings said to have been
located inside the fort when they first arrived. It was to be over 30 years later before I
was to return with Michael Stoner to conduct that search, along with Parks, Recreation
and Tourism archaeologists David Jones, Elsie Eubanks and Rusty Clark. This report
presents the result of archaeological research carried out on the site from 2000 to 2001.
In 1999 I received an invitation from William R. (Buddy) Jennings, director of
the South Carolina Department of Parks, Recreation and Tourism (PRT) to join others in
a PRT implementation strategy for the future ofCharles Towne Landing State Historic
Site. A new initiative for the development and interpretation of the site was developed,
involving historical and archaeological research along the lines I had recommended 30
years ago.
In that new project, focused on research and public education, visitors on
bleachers viewed excavations in progress while archaeological and historical
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interpretations were presented by archaeologists and guides. This public education model
was developed over many years of excavation and interpretation at the site of 16th
century Spanish Santa Elena on Parris Island, South Carolina by my colleague Chester
DePratter and me in partnership with the United States Marine Corps. The joint
archaeological project had as major goals: (1) the location ofevidence for one or more of
the Charles Towne "lodgings" known to have been inside the fortified area and: (2) a
search for archaeological evidence for the Barbadian connection and (3) the eduction and
entertainment of the visiting public.
Our efforts resulted in a classic demonstration of the archaeological discovery
process, involving shovel testing an area inside the northern part of the fortified area and
the four acres set aside for a churchyard by the colonists. The churchyard shovel testing
revealed no evidence ofgraves there. The shovel testing inside the fortified area,
however, showed one area where more 17th century artifacts were present, and this
allowed us to place a block excavation composed of 65 ten-foot squares over the central
part of the fortified north area of the site under the theoretical assumption that this
concentration of Charles Towne period artifacts would be associated with structural
evidence for a Charles Towne lodging. This expectation was based on South's
Brunswick Pattern of Refuse Disposal (South 1977: 48), which states that: "On British-
American sites a concentrated refuse deposit will be found at the points of entrance and
exit, in dwellings, shops and military fortifications. This refuse disposal pattern has been
demonstrated to apply to the 16th century dwellings at Spanish Santa Elena as well"
(South 1980:37).
The block excavation exposed a posthole pattern, for a 12 by 18 foot structure.
Our challenge then was to determine whether the structural evidence we had found was
contemporary with the Charles Towne fortification. To address this question we had to
determine if 1i h century artifacts clustered at the structural postholes we had found.
When Michael Stoner and his volunteers and crew carried out the analysis it was found
that the Brunswick Pattern of Refuse Disposal was again demonstrated through
concentration of 17th century artifacts in a tight cluster located adjacent to the structural
postholes.
A particular question that we were addressing with our research was to find
evidence for the relationship between the documents that reveal that the Charles Towne
settlers were from Barbados and any artifacts that might have come from there. Michael
Stoner had excavated in Barbados and had defined a lead-glazed earthenware type made
there as Codrington ware in his Master's thesis (Stoner 2000). He recognized Barbadian
made pottery in the assemblage from our Charles Towne dig and plotted the distribution
of this ware from the excavation blocks to determine if it also clustered east of the
structure as had the domestic ceramics such as North Devon Gravel Tempered ware
(Watkins 1960) and other 17th century objects. He found that indeed it did, verifying
that this Barbadian pottery was contemporary with the broken British ceramics discarded
from what was now demonstrated to have been the location of a 17th century Charles
Towne lodging. I believe that this lodging and others inside, were primarily used by the
50 militiamen and other individuals manning the guns there.
A major goal of our project has been the education of the public visitors and
volunteers to Charles Towne Landing State Historic Site regarding the role historical
archaeology plays in interpreting such a famous historic place. This aspect of our project
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has proved to be highly successful, with hundreds ofpeople viewing the archaeology in
progress and having the work and the historic site explained to them by the
archaeologists. It is our hope that in the years to come there will be a continued interest
in funding archaeological research into the rich legacy lying beneath the soil at Charles
Towne Landing State Historic Site as part of a continuing historic site development
program. I want to thank all those involved in this project. I am especially grateful to
Buddy Jennings, director of the South Carolina Department of Parks, Recreation and
Tourism, and Mike Foley, chief of Resource Management and Interpretation for PRT, for
the opportunity to become involved once again in the pathway to .historic site
development and interpretation at Charles Towne Landing State Historic Site. Thanks,
also, to Ron Fischer, park manager, for his support of our research there, and for writing
the Preface to this volume.
Stanley South
Project Manager
South Carolina Institute of Archaeology and Anthropology
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Abstract
The Charles Towne Archaeological Project of 2000/2001 was designed to
discover evidence for the remains of the 1670 Charles Towne settlement. The
investigation first used a sampling method called shovel testing to locate concentrations
of seventeenth-century artifacts in the northernmost portion of the fortified area of the
settlement. Once located, the project began to open a larger block of excavation in the
vicinity of this concentration. This, the first of two excavation blocks, ultimately
included 65 ten-foot squares and the excavation ofhundreds of features. This strategy
led to the discovery of an earthfast "lodging", which was bordered by a concentration of
seventeenth-century artifacts. The second block of excavation extended the original
block by 63 ten-foot squares to include the full extent of the seventeenth-century artifact
area of concentration. This project not only demonstrated the use of standard
methodological techniques used in historical archaeology but also provided a learning
environment for community volunteers and an educational opportunity for local schools.
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Introduction
Project Background
In the spring of 1999, William R. (Buddy) Jennings, Director of the South
Carolina Department of Parks, Recreation and Tourism (PRT) invited Stanley A. South,
archaeologist and Research Professor at the South Carolina Institute of Archaeology and
Anthropology (SCIAA) at the University of South Carolina, to participate in the
Implementation Committee, a committee charged with implementing a new research and
development design for the interpretation ofCharles Towne Landing State Historic Site
(CTL). Given that South had discovered and carried out historic site development at
Charles Towne Landing during the 1968 and 1969 investigations commissioned by the
Tricentennial Commission, South was charged with assembling and managing an
archaeological investigation to guide the site's future interpretation. (See Figure 1)
Recommendations by the committee were made and steps toward carrying them out were
begun in the spring of 2000.
Goals - PRT Interpretation and SCIAA Research
Largely through the efforts of D. Michael Foley, Chief of Resources
Management of the South Carolina State Park Service, the joint PRT and USC venture
began. Ron Fischer, Charles Towne Landing State Historic Site and Park Manager, along
with South, Charles Towne Archaeological Project Manager, coordinated their efforts to
assemble a crew ofarchaeologists headed by Michael Stoner, Principle Investigator. The
eighteen-month project commenced on May 15, 2000 with an initial ten weeks of field
excavations. This inter-agency cooperation resulted in a close and collegial connection
between the PRT's wishes for authentic site interpretation and the archaeological
research goals of SCIAA.
Archaeological Goals
With South having discovered the fortifications of the 1670-1680 Charles Towne
Settlement in 1968 and 1969, the primary goal of the Charles Towne Project was an
intensive survey followed by two sets of"block excavations" in a portion of the ten-acre
fortified area for archaeological evidence ofhouses occupied by the 20 colonial families
that once lived there. (See Figure 1) A second area ofexamination included a four-acre
tract of land "Behind the towne ... Laid out for a Church yard", used shovel tests to
discover evidence leading to the location of burials associated with the colonial church.
These objectives, however, required the examination of artifacts associated with the
thousands of years ofNative American occupation, as well as artifacts of "Old Town
Plantation", including African-Americans during the plantation period. These
investigations were to be accompanied by an end ofproject report. Native American
artifacts are tabulated and are on file at PRT and SCIAA.
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Figure 1. Archaeological base map of Albemarle Point showing the fortification ditches discovered and excavated in 1969,
the Revolutionary War redoubt, and the 2000 excavation block.
tv
3Public Education Goals
A secondary goal, in tandem with the archaeological research, was to offer an
opportunity to educate the general public. Under the supervision of Kevin Lynch, CTL
Education Director, Elsie Eubanks, CTL Park Archaeologist, sought to include volunteers
as a major feature in the education goal. By participating in the field excavations and
laboratory artifact processing and analysis, Eubanks ensured the volunteers and the
visiting public gained a better understanding of Charles Towne Landing State Historic
Site. With her assistant Rusty Clark, volunteers and visitors exp~ded their
understanding of history, archaeology, and South Carolina's historic site development, as
it pertained to interpreting and understanding the past. There was also a great interest in
using the results of historical archaeology on the site to underwrite interpretive programs
and exhibits. During the excavations, visitors on bleachers viewed the field work in
progress, with on-site archaeological and historical interpretation being presented to
them. This goal resulted in a close connection between research and interpretation for
public education.
Personnel
In addition to the personnel mentioned above, the project employed
archaeologists Linda "Polly" Worthy, Andrew Agha, and HeatWy Johnson, for the first
field season, and Agha, Nicole Isenbarger, and Katie Epps for the second field season.
Due to the efforts ofJohn Rashford, Ph.D., Department of Anthropology and Sociology,
College ofCharleston undergraduates like Meta Pike, Isenbarger, and Epps, interned their
curricular efforts in the field and laboratory in exchange for credit toward graduation. In
a "leam-as-you-work" atmosphere, interns and volunteers worked alongside Project and
Park personnel in the field and laboratory, details ofwhich are outlined in the following
chapter.
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Figure 3. Many thanks from the entire PRT/SClAA team.
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Figure 4. Raye Wall, pictured here with her husband (and our
friend) Curtis, was recognized as Volunteer of the Project.
Historical Background
The Charles Towne Settlement: 1670-1680
Prelude to Settlement
The land that became Carolina, despite having been claimed and intennittently
occupied by the Spanish as La Florida since the Sixteenth century, was first issued in a
grant to Sir Robert Heath by Charles I in 1629. By claiming a portion of the New World,
Charles at least appeared to follow in the footsteps of his father by expanding the realm
of the English empire. Heath, the royal Attorney General, received ~~a certain Region or
Territory, to be hereafter described, in our lands in the parts of America, betwixt one and
thirty, and thirty-six degrees ofNorthern latitude" (Parker 1963: 64). Given that the grant
extended from present-day North Carolina to southern Georgia, Heath was expected to
herect the said Region, Territory, and Isles into a Province, and name the same
CAROLANA" (Parker 1963: 66). In so doing, Heath would launch an effective
occupation of the land and thus, deny the papal-supported Spanish monarchy's further
claim to the land. Whether Heath or the popish Charles actually had this in mind is not
actually known, although some preparations to begin an expedition were made.
Ultimately, Heath never enacted a settlement effort and left the grant unfulfilled (Powell
1954: 16). Despite the fonnality, it would appear that Charles and his grantee lacked the
desire, or even the ingenuity, required to settle Carolina.
What was lacked in fonnality, however, was made up for in desire by later
settlement attempts. In 1662, a group of settlers took it upon themselves to explore and
attempt to settle in Carolina. Puritans from Charlestowne, of the Massachusetts Bay
Colony, launched an exploratory expedition in search of relief from that famous, albeit
crowded, port city. Having found an adequate site in 1662, a settlement party arrived on
the Charles River, the modern day Cape Fear, in April of 1663. This attempt failed as the
Puritans released their cattle and returned to Massachusetts without hsitting down" (Hall
1970: 98). Even as this attempt was failing, another effort to colonize Carolina was
already in the making.
Upon his restoration to the throne, King Charles II, for various political reasons,
rewarded a group of eight noblemen with the fonner Heath grant and renamed it the
Carolina Charter of 1663. With this charter, Charles II granted the ~·laudable and pious
zeal" of: Edward Hyde, Earl ofClarendon: George Monck, Duke of Albemarle: Lords
William Craven, John Berkeley, and Anthony Ashley Cooper: along with Sir George
Carteret, Sir William Berkeley, and Sir John Colleton. Under this charter, the ··Lords
Proprietors" were to undertake ··the propagation of the Christian faith and the
enlargement of [the English] Empire" with the proclamation ~·Wee doe for us our heires
and Successors Erect Incorporate and Ordaine ... into a Province and doe call it the
Province of Carolina and soe from henceforth will have it called" (Powell 1954: 23, 25).
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7The Attempt to Settle
With the 1663 Charter in hand, the effort to settle Carolina was reinvigorated.
According to the historian Charles Lesser, ··[the Lords Proprietors] negotiated with
adventurers in New England and Barbados to supply the start-up funds" (Lesser 1995:
11). A group of Barbadian planters, having gained baronetage status with their profits
from the sugar revolution in the first half of the seventeenth-century, became particularly
active in organizing reconnaissance and settlement efforts as the Barbados Adventurers.
The Adventurers, having the support of their contemporaries Anthony Lord Ashley
Cooper and Sir John Colleton, both with at least partial holdings in Barbadian sugar
plantations, gained the Lords Proprietors encouragement Uby all ways and means"
(Cheves 1897: 13). With the will stronger than ever, the quest to settle Carolina grew.
On August 10, 1663, William Hilton, sponsored by ··several Gentlemen and
Merchants of the Island ofBARBADOES [sic]," reconnoitered landings for possible
settlement (Hilton 1664: i). In an odyssey that originated in Barbados, Hilton sailed
along the coast of ·'Florida, from the Latitude of 31 Degrees to 33 Degrees, 45 minutes
North Latitude in the Ship Adventure" (Hilton 1664: 1). After making two voyages to the
Cape Fear River, Hilton not only found friendly Indians, but also discovered the cattle
left by the New Englanders. Finally he concluded:
We whose names are under-written do affinn, That we have seen facing on
both sides of the River, and branches of Cape-Fair aforesaid, as good Land,
and as well Timbred, as any we have seen in any other part of the world,
sufficient to accommodate thousands of our English Nation, lying
commodiously by the said River (Hilton 1664: 22).
From Hilton's recommendation, the Barbados Adventurers were about to undertake their
first Carolina settlement.
The Cape Fear Settlement
The Cape Fear settlement, in Clarendon County, soon followed Hilton's
exploration. Settlers ulanded there on the 29th May, Anno 1664, and are in all about 800
persons who have overcome all the difficulties that attend the first attempts" (Horne 2:
1666). "On the north bank of Town Creek at its confluence with the Charles River (Cape
Fear)", the settlers were to "(confine themselves and planters to) one side ofye mayne
riuer neare Cape faire" (Legg and Watson 1979: 20; Cheves 1897: 46). On head rights of
100 acres per man, Barbadians and New Englanders began to build their settlement
(Cheves 1897: 41-2).
The extent to which the Cape Fear settlement was built is largely unlmown and
without record. One contemporary description, however, attempted to entice prospective
settlers with:
844good houses to be in whilst their own are in building: good forts to secure
them from their enemies: and many things brought from many parts there,
increasing to their no small advantage. (Horne 1666: 2)
Whether these details were fictitious or not, it has not yet been confirmed. Archaeologist
Thomas Loftfield, however, suspects 44the Carolina settlement of 1664 was intended as a
colony of farmers, dispersed along the river and its tributaries" (Loftfield and Butler
1993: 21). In any event, the structures, along with the settlement itself, disappeared.
By the summer of 1667, the Charles Towne settlement on the Cape Fear was
abandoned. The situation became so bad that a church in Roxbury, Massachusetts 4'made
a collection to ye relief of our Brethren & countrymen who were reduced to extremeties
. at Cape-Fear" (Powel~ 195"8: xxvii). The failure of the 1664 settlement may have been a
direct result of the death of Sir John Colleton (in 1667), the settlement's most outspoken
Proprietor. With the commencement of hostilities of the Second Anglo-Dutch War
(1665-1667), a breakdown of an effective supply network may have driven the settlers
away. A third possibility, political strife between prominent members of the settlement,
Henry Vassall, the Massachusetts-born Surveyor general, and Sir John Yeamans, the
Clarendon Governor and Barbadian sugar planter, may have divided the settlement
irreparably. Whatever the situation, the Cape Fear settlement came to an end.
Craven County
Even before the beginning of the Cape Fear settlement, the seeds of a new
settlement were sown. In a resolution made on January 7th, 1665, the Lords Proprietors
declared that the area "Southward and westward of Cape Romania be a distinct
Government from the County of Clarendon ... and that it be called the County of
Craven." (Cheves 1897: 49) Even though it was not yet occupied, this "new" county
would, in a few short years, have the attention of the Lords Proprietors, and become the
focus of a new Carolina settlement.
Any doubts that the Lords Proprietors harbored from the Hilton voyage were soon
erased by Robert Sandford's report as he reconnoitered the Carolina coast. In 1666,
Sandford and his crew scouted south of Cape Romain for suitable ground on which to
mount a new settlement. Upon their return to Charles Towne on the Cape Fear,
Sandford's crew wrote:
Wee whose names are hereunto subscribed having accompanied Lt:Cololl
Robert Sandford in a Voyage of Discovery on the Coast & Rivers of this
Province ... Doe hereby declare and Testifie to the whole world That the
Country weh wee did search and see from the River Grandy nowe Harvey
Haven [Edisto River] to Port Royall ... Exceed all places that Wee Knowe
... And Wee doe assure Our selves that a Colony of English here planted
... would in a very short time improve themselves to a perfect Comon
Wealth ... (Cheves 1897: 81-2).
9Once again, a place to settle was found. The Lords Proprietors, however, were not nearly
as quick to react to Sandford's claim as they had with Hilton's.
Where Hilton's report spurred action within months, the Lords Proprietors waited
three years before commissioning William Sayle the governorship of Port Royal and
sending the first prospective settlers. In August of 1669, three ships, the Carolina, the
Port Royal, and the Albemarle, embarked from England with approximately 150 settlers.
(Cheves 1897: 117; Salley 1959: Ill) Having reached Barbados in October, the fleet's
progress was stalled by a storm and the Albemarle was wrecked. After taking on more
passengers and replacing the damaged ship with the Three Brothers, the journey
continued toward Port Royal via Bermuda. The journey suffered another setback when
the Port Royal became separated from the fleet, wrecked, and stranded passengers in the
Bahamas. Resolved to continue their journey, the survivors of the Port Royal built a new
boat and sailed to nearby Eleuthera, where they hired a shallop for transport to Bermuda.
Upon reuniting with their fellow settlers, already in Bermuda, the group acquired a sloop
(also named Port Royal) and their resolve was renewed (Salley 1959: Ill).
The three vessels resumed their journey and departed Bermuda on February 26,
1670 (Cheves 1897: 165). The fleet, however, would once again face adversity. During
a storm, the Three Brothers was blown off course and separated from the Carolina and
the Port Royal. Although the ships would eventually end their voyage at different times,
the fleet would reconvene at the new settlement in Carolina.
A Change in Plans
The Carolina and the Port Royal approached the Carolina coast somewhere
between Cape Romain and Port Royal in April 1670. Unsure whether they had reached
Port Royal, having known it only from Sandford's description a few years earlier, a
"longe boate went Ashoare ye better to informe as to ye certainty ofye place where we
supposed we were" (Cheves 1897: 165) Passenger Nicholas Carteret wrote of the
landing:
when we came a shoare [the natives] stroaked vs on ye shoulders with
their hands saying Bony Conraro Angles.... we then gave them Brass
rings & tobacco at which they seemed well pleased ... these Indians
understanding our business to st Hellena [near the Port Royal Sound] told
us that ye Westoes a rangeing sort ofpeople reputed to be the Man eaters
had ruinated yt place (Cheves 1897: 166).
Upon learning that they had reached the land of the Kiawah, just north of their goal, the
ships weighed anchor and headed to Port Royal.
Arriving in the Port Royal Sound a short time later, the settlers found that Kiawah
....was more fit to Plant in then st Hellena'" (Cheves 1897: 168). Some settlers, however,
disagreed and, apparently weary from their travels, thought "'it were more prudent
forthwith to Plant prouisions where they were then betake themselues to a second
voyage" (Cheves 1897: 168). With dissention growing among the settlers, William
Sayle, Governor of Craven County, spoke up. As Carteret, once again, relates:
10
the Gouernor adhearing for Kayawah & most ofus being of a temper to
follow thoug wee knew noe reason for it Imitating ye rule of ye
Inconsiderate multitude cryed out for Kayawah yet some dissented from it
yet being sure to take a new voyage but diffident ofa better convenience
those that inclyned for Port royall were looked upon straingely (Cheves
1897: 168).
With their original intentions of a Port Royal colony now changed, the group turned and
headed for Kiawah.
Any doubts that the settlers had made the wrong decision to plant in Kiawah
changed with the arrival of the Three Brothers in late May 1670 (Salley 1959: 112).
After having been blown off course and landing in Virginia, the Three Brothers sought to
reunite with their fellow settlers once again. While anchored off of St. Catherines Island
(Georgia), Maurice Mathews, a passenger, wrote:
The Indians very freely came aboard whom we Entertained ... they traded
with us for beads & old Cloth~s, & gave our people bread of Indian Come,
Peas, Leakes, Onyons, deare skins, Hens, Earthen pots &c. Vpon ye 16
day Came Aboard An Indian Semi Spaniard with a pfesent of bread &c. to
our Master ... our Master [and others] went a shoare with truck to buy
porke for the sloupes use [he] promised to be aboard next tyde, but he
came not ... the next day we heard A drume, & presently saw 4
Spaniards Anned with muskets & swords ... [they] bid us yield & submit
to ye soueraignty of sto Domingo & to us it were better soe for Of Capt was
in chaines (Cheves 1897: 169).
After enduring "a volley of musket shott & A cloud of Arrows.... for an hour and a half,
the remaining settlers hoisted sail and removed the ship out of the enemy"s reach: Finally
in the evening of the next day:
"they returned with our messenger & Capt Sheedou [an Indian captain] ...
& many more, then Sheedou told us that ye English with two Shipps had
been at Port royall & were now at Keyawa ... ye next morning we came to
saile for Keyawah where we found ye Bermudian sloupe going out A
fishing (Cheves 1897: 170-1).
Surely when the passengers of the other two ships heard of their comrades hair-raising
tale, and the loss of the Three Brothers" Captain Bailey, they too knew Kiawah was the
place they could call home.
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1670 Charles Towne
Before the Lords Proprietors had even heard of Kiawah, their plan to effectively
begin a settlement in Carolina included the building of a town. In a list of instructions to
Governor Sayle and his Council dated July of 1669, the Lord Proprietors stated:
3. You & yOf Councell are to choose some fitting place whereon to
build a Fort under ye protection ofwch is to be yor first Towne, placeing
yor houses soe as ye Gunns ofy Fortes may command all yof Streets
(Cheves 1897: 120).
With this plan already in mind, the expedition set forth to build their settlement on
"Albemarle poynt at Kyawaw" (Cheves 1897: 174).
With the experience at St. Catherines still fresh in their memories, fortifications
became the settlers first priority at Albemarle. Fearing the Spanish and the Indians,
particularly the Westoes, prominent colonist William Owen wrote:
Although we are something to ye northward of Porte Royall ... we haue
made choise for ye better, hauing pitcht on a pointe defended by ye maine
riuer with a brooke on ye one side, and inaccessible Marshe one ye other
wch att high tides is euer ouerflowne: ioyning itself to ye mainland in a
small neck not exceeding fiftie yards which now is pallizadoed, and with a
verye small charg might be made Impregnable: for neither by water on ye
one side nor by land on ye other cann ye enemie make any considerable
attack but yt a handfull of men may defend with securietie, if this neck of
land would be seuered from the Continent (Cheves 1897: 196-7)
It would appear that every consideration was taken for the settlement's defense. In fact,
even in naming Albemarle Point after the General that restored Charles II to the throne,
the Duke ofAlbemarle, and one of the Lords Proprietors, George Monck, invoked a
sense of great militaristic presence. Fortifications, however, were not the only planned
structures that the Proprietors outlined to effect the Carolina settlement.
Intending to keep the new settlement well supplied, the Lords Proprietors
mandated the building of two houses inside the fortification. In their directions to the
keeper of stores Joseph West, they wrote "in one [house] ofwch you are to putt or Stores
ofWarr, in the other [house], the Victualls, Cloathes, Tooles &c (Cheves 1897: 127-8).
Perhaps these were two of the buildings illustrated in the 1671 Culpeper Map (See Figure
8). Unfortunately, the existence of these buildings has not been confrrmed.
Archaeologist Stanley South, having undertaken archaeological excavations on the site
since 1968, suggests, "Given the lack of archaeological evidence, the buildings illustrated
on the 1671 Culpeper Map are most likely only representative of the town planned by the
Lords Proprietors" (Stanley South: personal communication).
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Figure 5. The Culpeper Map of 1671 shows the location of
Charles Towne (Cheves 1897: frontispiece).
Indeed, a town is exactly what the Lords Proprietors had intended. In their
instructions to Governor Sayle, once again, the Lords Proprietors wrote:
13. You are to order ye people to plant in Townes, And one Towne at least
in each Collony soe ordering & laying out the Townes as yoU & yor
Councell shall thinke most convenient & profitable for ye people yt are to
inhabit them (Cheves 1897: 122).
With their intentions clear, the Governor likely initiated this task upon the settlers' arrival
at Kiawah. According to Florence O'Sullivan, Surveyor General, the settlers were
building their Htowne upon a point of land called Albemarle point upon the River that
leads in from the sea called by us Ashley River where we are afortifieing ourselves" as
early as September 10, 1670 (Cheves 1897: 188). The most compelling details of the
settlement, however, originated not from it's own inhabitants.
A Spanish Spy's Visit to Charles Towne
With the founding of Charles Towne, as the settlement came to be called, the
town became the latest, and the closest, encroachment upon Spanish Florida. This detail
of the settlement, of course, was not lost with Governor Sayle. In a letter to Anthony
Lord Ashley Cooper, Sayle reminds the Proprietor, Hthe Spanyard watcheth onely for an
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opportuny to destroy us" (Cheves 1897: 185). Ever mindful of the Spanish presence,
Charles Towne settlers knew their proliferation would eventually arouse the attention of
the Florida government.
The eventuality of Spanish covert action against Charles Towne, however, was to
begin early in the settlement's history. In May of 1672, Don Manuel de Cendoya, the
Spanish Governor at St. Augustine, sent an experienced and talented Antonio Cumunas
on a mission of espionage to "'San Jorge," the name Charles Towne was known to them
(Childs n.d.: 1). Having sailed to Santa Elena and then making his way to Charles Towne
on foot, Cumunas very candidly approached the settlement to meet with then Governor of
Carolina, Sir John Yeamans.
Sir John Yeamans, having only risen to the governorship the preceding March,
formally received the known spy into his residence with all the cordiality, and
cautiousness, of a seventeenth-century English gentleman (Sirmans 1966: 29). Included
in his reception, Cumunas was given a tour of the settlement, of which he remarked:
at the entrance to the said village on the land side a matter of a quarter of a
league in the woods, they have a strong house ofwood roofed with
shingles. Around & within thi.s wooden fort, fifty men are stationed with
an infantry captain in charge ... and in the said house were many firearms,
shot-guns & naked cutlasses (Childs n.d.: 4).
The observant Spaniard continued his visit of Charles Towne, and later wrote:
The place where they have the village built is a wooded village consisting
of dwelling houses without having any formal streets although [I] could
count about ninety houses, some higher than others apparently according
to the means ofeach individual ... And inside of this fortification there are
some lodgings ... [that] were built at first when they began to settle
(Childs n.d.: 5).
Cumunas duly reported his fmdings to de Cendoya by letter in December of 1672.
However, despite this carefully gathered intelligence, the Spanish never attacked Charles
Towne. Nevertheless, Cumunas' missive illustrated the phenomenal growth of the
settlement in just two years.
The Growth of Charles Towne
The surrounding countryside, rich in natural resources, was in large part
responsible for the successful growth of the Charles Towne settlement. Finding the land
44good beyond expectation," Florence O'Sullivan, wrote:
The Country ... abounds in all things as good Oake, Ash, Deare Turkies,
partridges rabbitts turtle and fish and land produceth anything that is putt
in it for wee have tried itt with Come Cotton and tobacco and other
provisions, which proves very well the lateness of the season considered,
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the country is stored severall pleasant fruits as peaches strawberrys and
other sorts" (Cheves 1897: 188).
With such plentiful food sources ripe for exploitation, Charles Towne provided
the settlers with an excellent environment to sustain a growing population. From 1670 to
1680, six hundred and eighty four individuals immigrated to Carolina. (Baldwin 1969)
Not all of these settlers, however, came directly from England. According to historian
Richard S. Dunn, only 134 of these settlers embarked from Britain, 10 came from
mainland colonies, and 146 came from the Caribbean colonies, primarily Barbados
(Dunn, 1971: 81).
In fact, Barbados had a tremendous influence on this new colony. Barbadian
immigrants traditionally settled along not only the Ashley and Cooper Rivers, but also in
Charles Towne itself (Thomas, 1930: 89). Barbadians thrived in Carolina, rising in
influence and prominence. For example, between 1669 and 1737, seven of the twenty-
three governors of Carolina were either from Barbados or were sons of Barbadians
(Green, 1963: 457-458,475-488). Not only were Barbadians a powerful force in the
development of the Charles Towne settl~ment, but their influence also extended beyond
the Colonial era.
Beyond Settlement
As early as January of 1671, the colonists of Albemarle Point were already
considering moving Charles Towne across the Ashley River to Oyster Point-the
location ofpresent day Charleston. Albemarle Point was more secluded than Oyster
Point, and thus more easily defensible. The newly proposed site ofCharles Towne,
however, was bounded on the east by the natural harbors of the Cooper River, which
would allow large trading vessels to dock directly at the settlement. Joseph Dalton-the
colony's fIrst record keeper-stated this very argument in a letter to Anthony Lord
Ashley Cooper. He wrote, "it will become us to erect townes of safety as well as of
Trade to wich purpose there is a place between Ashley River and Wandoo river about
600 acres left vacant for a towne and fort" (Cheves: 1897: 78). Trade would indeed be an
integral part of the relocated Charles Town. For example, according to historian Carl
Bridenbaugh, "here [Oyster Point] a fine harbor ... fostered exportation of the exotic
produce of this semi-tropical land" (Bridenbaugh: 1938: 4).
Although Charles Towne moved to Oyster Point by 1680, Albemarle Point
continued to be occupied. Between 1694 and 1697, 760 acres of the surrounding land
was granted to James Le Sade and became known as "Old Town Plantation". This
property, which included the site of 1670 Charles Towne, remained in the Le Sade family
until 1716 (Smith 1915: No.1, 6-7). Throughout the eighteenth century, Old Town
Plantation passed through a succession ofowners, to include John Beresford, William
Branford and his heirs, Ann Branford Horry and Elizabeth Branford Horry. By1774, it
was owned entirely by Elizabeth and her husband, Elias Horry, Jr. The land, however,
was going to change with the coming of the American Revolution.
During the British siege of Charleston in the spring of 1780, the approach to the
city was from the South. In order to insure supplies would make it to the city, redoubts
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were constructed all along the river's route (Ulendorf 1938: 209). Given the
commanding position of Albemarle Point on the Ashley River, a redoubt was built on the
tip of Albemarle Point, in March of that year (Ulendorf 1938: 33; Tarleton 1787;
DeSaussure 1885). Located directly in front of the ditch of the main fortification battery
of 1670 Charles Towne, this redoubt was excavated by Stanley South and his crew in
1969 (South 2001) (See Figure 1).
With the end of the Revolutionary War, Old Town returned to its planting
activities that continued throughout the nineteenth century. That is not to say, however,
the property remained in one family's hand. Old Town was sold jn 1833 to Anthony
Barbot, who in 1835 conveyed it to Jonathan Lucas (Smith 1915: No.1, 7-8). As
indicated by a map dated 1836, Lucas continued to occupy Old Town but his occupation
was not alone.
To the west of the plantation house, the map identifies a HNegro Settlement"
(Pinckney 1836). ~deed, some slaves accompanied their masters to the Carolina
settlement, and presumably occupied Charles Towne, but it would seem the 1836
Pinckney map documents the first impact made by African-Americans at Albemarle
Point (Baldwin 1969). Their occupation continued, apparently, even through the transfer
of the property to William McKenzie Parker in 1850. By 1867, Parker decided to sell
Old Town Plantation and listed it in the Charleston Daily Courier (January 23, 1867).
Included in the ad, "on the Plantation are comfortable quarters for one hundred laborers, a
large new Gin House, a commodious stable and shed, a Blacksmith and Carpenter's
Shop, a Church, a small dwelling house in fair order, &c" (Charleston Daily Courier
1867). In that same year, the entire sea island cotton plantation complex was purchased
by the Legare family (Smith 1915:No. 1, 8; Salley 1959: 167n).
Finally, the South Carolina Tricentennial Commission acquired Old Town
Plantation from Dr. and Mrs. J. I. (Legare) Waring, in the spring of 1969. With the sole
purpose ofcreating a major historical park, the Waring family donated Albemarle Point
to become Charles Towne Landing State Historic Site, under the direction of the South
Carolina Department of Parks, Recreation, and Tourism. For over three hundred years,
the land that was Charles Towne has changed in many ways. Over a hundred years ago,
Langdon Cheves, while transcribing the Shaftesbury Papers, wrote in a foot note, Charles
Towne is "a fair prospect on an April morning and (but for spacer pines) much the same a
few years ago, as then: now changed by axe and plough" (Cheves 1897: 173). Despite
the changes, Charles Towne remains the birthplace of South Carolina.
The Archaeological Method and Analysis
Introduction
During the 1968 and 1969 excavations, Stanley South discovered and documented
the fITst known architecture of Charles Towne, albeit the settlement's defensive
fortifications. Through the ensuing years, South has described the methods he used in
various published papers. (South 1969a, 1969b, 1970a, 1970b, 1970c, 1971 a, 1971 b,
1973a, 1973b, 1974a, 1974b, 1975) These methods were later presented, en total, in his
book, Method and TheolJ' in Historical Archaeology (1977). The excavations at Charles
Towne 2000/1 (38CHIA and 38CHIB) attempted to emulate South's methodology.
The primary goal of the Charles Towne Project's first field season, known as
38CHIA, was to locate and record extant evidence of the 1670-1680 Charles Towne
settlement. In particular, the Project hoped to locate the remains of a seventeenth-century
structure. In order to achieve this goal, the Charles Towne Project undertook a six-phase
excavation design. The first phase included the construction of a coordinate system
commonly called a grid. Once in place, the grid allowed the archaeological sampling
technique entitled shovel testing to proceed in a logical and orderly manner. The results
of the shovel testing, in tum, directed the placement of the third method, the 6,500
square-foot block of excavation. The block of excavation was excavated in ten-foot
squares with great care to reveal salient disturbances in the subsoil called features.
Features were then excavated individually by field-crew members and volunteers.
Finally, excavated materials were identified and analyzed in the laboratory, the final
phase of the first season's archaeological method prior to the composition ofan interim
report.
After submission of an interim report, the circulation of which was restricted to
essential PRT and SCIAA personnel, the Project undertook its second field season,
entitled 38CH1B. 38CH IB sought to build upon the success of the first field season
(38CHIA) by allowing the investigation to progress in a manner that could lead to a
better understanding of the site and strengthen our conclusions. While using the same
grid as previous excavations, the Project followed a three-phase method for the second
investigation. This included a block excavation of 6,300 square-feet and the excavation
of salient features. Excavated materials were then identified and analyzed in the
laboratory prior to the composition of this, the final report of the 2000/ I 1670 Charles
Towne Project. From this detailed and careful methodological process, the Charles
Towne excavations hoped to uncover the physical clues produced by some of Carolina's
very first European settlers.
38CHIA - The First Field Season
The first step of the 38CH IA method involved the construction ofan orderly grid
system. Not unlike a Cartesian coordinate system of algebra fame, this device tied the
excavations in to permanent points of reference. The permanent reference points, RPl-3
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and 8, used in the 38CH1A excavations were concrete benchmarks set by South in 1969.
(See Figure 6) From these bench-marks, a surveying transit and measuring tape were
used to establish a 360- by 380-foot grid over the area at the junction of the north and
west Charles Towne fortification ditches. This grid entailed 164 points set at 30-foot
intervals. An additional 180- by 300-foot grid was laid out at 60-foot intervals over the
four-acre area set aside by the settlers for a churchyard. These 21 points, when added to
the 164, represented the placement of the 185 total shovel tests excavated at 38CHIA.
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Figure 6. The 30-foot shovel test grid and 60-foot grid (left) used as an
exploratory method to detennine the location of seventeenth-century artifact
concentrations in the north fortification area.
The Shovel Testing Method
The Charles Towne Project sought to locate a seventeenth-century structure by
canvassing the project area with shovel tests. This sampling method entailed the
excavation of a 1- by 2-foot until set in the southeast comer of each 30-foot grid square.
(See Figure 7) The depth of each shovel test did not extend below the yellow subsoil
level which is approximately 6- to 12-inches below the grassy surface. The top dark
brown humus layer, commonly referred to as the Plow Zone, was designated as the "A"
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zone, while the top few inches of the yellow subsoil sand was deemed the "B" zone.
Each soil layer was screened through a 'I.-inch mesh steel hardware cloth. The depth and
its general content of each shovel test was recorded on a standardized "Shovel Test
Record" form. The expectation of the shovel testing at 38CH IA was to reveal the
distribution of seventeenth-cenlUIy at1ifacts across the grid area.
Figure 7. A typical shovel test.
Of the 185 shovel tests excavated at 38CHIA, 145 shovel tests contained attifacts
from various historic and prehistoric eras of occupation. Of these 145 shovel tests,
however, only fifteen shovel tests contained at1ifacts contemporary with the Charles
Towne settlement. I Nevertheless, these fifteen shovel tests of Charles Towne artifacts
provided enough data to create a dramatic distribution of seventeenth-century at1ifacts.
(See Figure 8) With Shovel Test 31 netting the most seventeenth-century artifacts, the
I As Charles Towne was the main focus of tile project, data conceming other eras of occupation
will be presented later in this repol1. A complete analysis of the shovel tcst materials, however, is listed in
Appendix IV by shovel test number. Artifacts from the Charles Towne Era arc latcr defined and described
in detail in a following chapter entitled "Artifact Analysis". .
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Charles Towne Project directed its attention to expand excavations around this
concentration.
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Figure 8. The distribution of Charles Towne Era Artifacts as created
by the Surface Mapping System of Surfer®, version 5.03. The
dramatic concentration of seventeenth-century artifacts found in
Shovel Test 31 helped guide the placement of the 38CHIA block of
excavation.
The Method of Block Excavation
Once the area of highest seventeenth-century artifact concentration was identified,
a second grid was created to cover this area. This smaller grid, set at ten-foot intervals,
became known as the block ofexcavation. (See Figure 9) Ultimately, the block of
excavation consisted of65 units often-foot squares, of which the entire A-level was
excavated from each square. Archaeologists and volunteers labored to excavate 29 ten-
foot squares by hand. In an effort to speed the process of excavation, the Charles Towne
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Project implemented the use of a Telescopic Boom-Hydraulic Excavator, commonly
called a Gradall®.
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Figure 9. The 30-foot shovel test grid, the block of
excavation, and the post hole pattern of the lodging in relation
to archaeological reference points and the Charles Towne
fortification.
Drawing from South's experience with this heavy machinery (South, in press), the
Charles Towne Project began to excavate a large portion of the block with the use of the
Gradall. Operated by the expertly skilled Samuel Stephens from Frazier Construction
Company, the Gradall excavated the A-level from 36 ten-foot squares in fOUf and a half
days. (See Figure 10) Under Stephen's operation, the Gradall carefully removed two-
inches from the A-zone with a precision to be envied by any archaeologist. Although
closely monitored by the Project's staff, the Gradall extended the telescopic boom to
scoop-up five-foot wide sections of each square with its bucket. (See Figure 11) The
heavy equipment then pivoted the cab 1800 to deposit each full bucket into the bed of a
gas-powered screen, where artifacts were recovered in Y4-inch mesh hardware cloth and
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taken to the water-screen for collection. (See Figure 12) With the Gradall, extant features
were left undisturbed while the process of archaeology was expedited. The Gradall,
however, did not completely dominate the archaeology of Charles Towne.
Figure 10. Gradall operator Samuel Stephens,
pictured here, expertly excavated the block of
excavation, inch-by-inch.
Heathly Johnson and Michael Stoner monitor the Gradall operation.
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Figure 12. Linda Worthy and Michael Stoner help the volunteers with the
recovery of artifacts in the motor-powered screens.
Revealing, Recording, and Excavating Features
Even as the Gradall removed the A-level, the archaeologists continued to excavate
by hand. Archaeologists from the Charles Towne Project shovel cut, or schnilt, the
lighter colored subsoil sand. This revealed the dark-colored disturbances made by
postholes, refuse pits, ditches, and plow scars that intruded into the subsoil sometime in
the past. (See Figure 13) Once these disturbances, or features, were identified, volunteers
used small nails and string to outline each feature's boundaty. Although features are
easily identified in moist soil, the exposure to sun, wind, rain, and even the daily removal
of the protective plastic covering, dries the color completely out of the feature. When
marked with string and nail, however, the location of the feature is not lost.
To record the location of each feature, a two-step procedure was undertaken.
First, South utilized a surveyor's transit and measuring tape to map in the location of each
feature. Meanwhile, the feature was assigned a permanent number, to organize and
control any data extracted from its excavation. Once this infonnation was recorded,
South was then able to plot each feature onto a map. (See Figure 14) In an additional
effort, selected features were photographed either close-up or from high atop a ladder.
This method of recording features photographically allowed for their appearance here and
in future presentations. Using at least one of these methods, a total of 442 features were
recorded. With all features recorded, the archaeology team, along with volunteers, began
to excavate features.
Fi<Jure 13. Feature 270 with brick and mortar fragments,
"along with an identification flag, as it appeared before
being outlined with string.
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Figure 14. A feature map from the 38CHlA Block of Excavation
with features approximately I-foot deep highlighted in black.
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The excavation of features required a standardized method of excavation. At
38CH IA, all excavated features were bisected along an arbitrarily placed AB axis. Once
bisected, the dark feature soil was conspicuously noticeable against the light-colored
subsoil. (See Figure 15) Nonl1ally, the southern-half of the feature was excavated first to
take advantage of natural sunlight for photography. Nevertheless, each feature was
drawn in profile and to scale on the reverse-side of each excavation fOlID. Before the
north half of the feature was excavated, a five gallon sample of the feature was set aside
as a flotation sample for select features.
Figure 15. Feature 236 with exposed oyster
shell (on top) and mortar (in the profile).
Feature Analysis
Once the features were excavated, an analysis was perfonned in an attempt to
identify characteristics that would lead to the interpretation of the excavated site. The
initial division of feature types relied chiefly on the "sophistication" of the
archaeologist's observations and field notes during excavation. Although this direct
relationship between observation and interpretation may appear to be highly subjective,
an archaeologist's "careful observation reveals a wide variety of attributes of value in
recording and interpreting features for componential analysis." (South 1977; 278) At
38CHIA, the initial analytical division of features separated cultural features from non-
cultural features.
Cultural features are ground disturbances related to human activity. Features,
such as refuse pits, agricultural ditches, and post holes, are usually designated as
culturally significant, as they are products of human behavior. At 38CHIA, only three
refuse pits, containing prehistoric artifacts were identified. Agricultural features,
identified as long narrow disturbances, may be attributed to colonial vineyards or
plantation cotton rows. Architectural features were identified by utilizing a method used
by South at Town Creek Indian Mound, North Carolina.
Architectural features of equal depth were grouped together and then highlighted
on the site map. One group of features, those measuring approximately one-foot deep
(0.8- to 1.2- foot), fonned a rectangular shape ofa 12 x 18-foot structure. It was this
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formation, designated Structure I, that stood-out among all the other features (See Figure
16). This method served its purpose as a field expedient method, however, architectural
features and Structure I are discussed in a later chapter.
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38CHIA after excavation with the outline of Structure I
highlighted by white plates.
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Figure 16.
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Non-cultural features, such as floral and faunal disturbances, are a result of the
natural environment. Rodent burrows, ant nests, and even tree stains are sometimes
confused for "real" features. Once investigated, however, the difference was obvious.
The initial homogenous soil of ant disturbances, for instance, soon became mottled and
riddled with holes, as demonstrated in Figure 17. No matter how "real" these features
first appear, floral and faunal disturbances merely remind us that man is not the only
thing that makes an impression in the ground.
o I fi.
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Figure 17. Ant disturbances, like
feature 417, initially appear as
post-holes until the feature is
completely excavated.
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The Transition to 38CHI B
Given the high level of success during our first field season, the second field
season (38CH IB) was met with a certain amount of anticipation. Having discovered a
seventeenth-century structure (see Chapter 4) and an area of contemporary-artifact
concentration (see Chapter 5), the Project was posed with the expectation of repeating our
earlier accomplishments. Although the Project strove to meet these expectations, shovel
test data suggested the site only included one major area of seventeenth-century
occupation. (See Figure 8) With a sense of constancy, the Project sought to uphold the
original research design and focus on details that could lead to a more steadfast site
interpretation.
The main question that arose from the first season of excavation was the extent to
which seventeenth-century artifacts distributed across the block of excavation. As
demonstrated by Figure 18, the distribution of seventeenth-century artifacts extended
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Figure 18. After analysis, the concentration of seventeenth-century
attifacts extended to the southeast corner of38CH1A.
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throughout much of the block of excavation, with the heaviest concentration to the
southeast of Structure 1. From the apex (the point shaded darkest in Figure 18), the
distribution of artifacts slowly decreased to the north and west before reaching to what
appears to be the full limit of the seventeenth-century occupied area. Artifact distribution
to the east and south of Structure 1, however, appeared to continue, with a rather
pronounced level of artifact density, to the limits of the excavated area. From these
observations, the Project set forth to explore the area to the inunediate east and south of
38CHIA.
38CHIB
Implementing the same grid system from the 2000 field season, the Project began
to excavate the east and south area adjacent to 38CHIA. As before, this smaller grid was
set at ten-foot intervals and became known as 38CHIB. (See Figure 19) By the end of
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Figure 19. The Block of Excavation as it appeared with the
addition of the 2001 field season.
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the field season, the block of excavation consisted of 63 units of ten-foot squares. The
process of removing the A-level, however, was expedited with the utilization of a
Gradall®.
Once again under the operation of Samuel Stephens, the Gradall handled the
initial excavations at 38CHIB. (See Figure 20) Using the Gradall's extended telescopic
boom to reach across portions of the block of excavation, Stephens expeltly lowered the
Gradall's five-foot wide bucket to excavate each square, separately. While being closely
monitored the Project's staff, the Gradall removed the dark, sandy, A-zone of each
square, inches at a time. (See Figure 21) With the bucket nearly full, Stephens pivoted
the telescopic boom to waiting gas-powered screens, where mtifacts were recovered in
II4-inch mesh hardware cloth. (See Figure 22) While volunteers collected artifacts in
provenience-designated boxes, more volunteers washed artifacts at the water,screens.
(See Figures 23 and 24) With the Gradall exposing the light-colored, compact sand of
the B-level, extant features were left undisnll·bed.
Figure 20. Samuel Stephens returned for a second field season
of excavations at 1670 Charles Towne.
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Figure 21. Archaeologists Andrew Agha and Katrina Epps helped monitor
the removal of the A-zone by the Gradall.
Figure 22. Archaeologist Nicole Isenbarger (in the background) monitored
our volunteers as they worked hard to keep the screens clear for the Gradall.
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Figure 23. Super volunteers Ethel Snyder and Raye Wall watched over
the water screening process ...
Figure 24. . .. as volunteers washed the newly
recovered artifacts.
The Gradall was not alone in removing the dark topsoil of the A-zone. In fact, of
the 63 ten-foot squares excavated during the 38CHIB field season, 35 were excavated by
hand. Utilizing our dedicated volunteers, the Project taught local members of the
Charleston community the fmer points of archaeology. In addition to screening,
volunteers ofthe 1670 Charles Towne Project flat shoveled ten-foot squares and worked
along with crew members. (See Figures 25 and 26)
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Figure 25. College of Charleston Intern, Meta Pike, demonstrated
to volunteers how to toss dirt directly into the screen.
Archaeologists from the Charles Towne Project shovel cut the lighter colored
subsoil sand to reveal the dark-colored features. As features were identified, volunteer's
outlined each feature with nails and string to better defme such features as postholes,
refuse pits, ditches, and plow scars. To record the location of each feature, South utilized
a surveyor's transit and measuring tape to map in the location of each feature. The
feature was then assigned a permanent number, to organize and control any data obtained
from its excavation. Once this information was recorded, South was then able to plot
each feature onto a map. (See Figure 27) With a total of 259 features having been
recorded, the archaeology team, along with volunteers, began to excavate features.
38CHIB
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Figure 27. The 38CH IB Block of Excavation with marked features.
38CHIB Feature Excavation
Using the same standardized method of feature excavation used in the 38CHIA
season, the Project bisected features along an arbitrarily placed AB axis during the
38CHIB too. With the southern-halfof the feature excavated first, the dark feature soil
was conspicuously noticeable against the light-colored subsoil. (See Figure 28) Using
the natural definition ofeach feature, notable characteristics, such as depth, width, and
content, were noted on excavation forms and drawn in profile and to scale. All feature
fill was water screened through 1/8-inch mesh hardware cloth. While the north half of
the feature was excavated, a five gallon sample of the feature was set aside as a flotation
sample for every feature.
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Figure 28. The dark feature fill defined this prehistoric feature against the
contrasting light color of the B-zone.
38CHIB-Feature Analysis
Once the features were excavated, an analysis was performed in an attempt to
identify features that would lead to the interpretation of 38CH IB. (See Figure 29) As in
the 38CHIA analysis, the analysis of features from the second field season relied on
physical characteristics as noted chiefly by field observations and notes made during the
excavation. From these observations, the Project was able to identify cultural features
and non-cultural features.
Figure 29. The 38CH IB Block of Excavation after all features were excavated.
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Cultural features are ground disturbances related to hunlan activity. Features,
such as refuse pits, agricultural ditches, and post holes, are usually designated as
culturally significant, as they are products of human behavior. At 38CH 1B, only one
refuse pit, containing prehistoric artifacts, was identified. (See Figure 28) Agricultural
features were also identified as long narrow disturbances. Architectural features,
however, were not nearly as prominent in the second field season as they were in the first
field season.
With reference to Figure 27, the Project noticed the overall lack of architectural
features at 38CHIB. The east half of the second block of excavation was, generally,
without architectural features. While at the west half, a small cluster of potential
architectural features appeared to align almost directly with Structure 1. From this
observation, the Project extended the block of excavation to the south with the hope of
revealing a post hole pattern. Ultimately, the Project did not reveal a distinct group of
architectural features that could lead to the identification of a second Charles Towne
structure.
Conclusions
At the end of the 2001 field season, the success of the 1670 Charles Towne
Project's research design became realized. Using a thirty-foot grid system, the frequency
of shovel tests revealed a single concentration of seventeenth-century artifacts in the
northernmost portion of the fortified area. From this concentration, two blocks of
excavation, undertaken during two 10-week field seasons were situated as to cover the
western portion of the shovel test concentration in the first season and the eastern half
during the second field season. The east, or 2000, block ofexcavation revealed a post
hole pattern, called Structure 1, and a high concentration of seventeenth-century artifacts
adjacent to that post hole pattern. The second block of excavation ultimately covered the
eastern half of the shovel test's artifact concentration but no evidence for a second
structure was discovered. (See Figure 30) From this systematic method of data recovery,
the 1670 Charles Towne Project brought Charles Towne Landing State Historic Site to a
to new level of site interpretation.
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FIgure 30. Nearly the full extent of the seventeenth-century artIfact concentratIOn was
revealed during the two IO-week field seasons.
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Architectural Analysis
Architectural analysis has proven to be an essential element of historic site
interpretation. In fact, architecture is one of the most visible means ofdisplaying a
substantive colonial presence to the public as witnessed by Williamsburg, Virginia et al.
For much of 1670 Charles Towne, however, the conspicuous display of late-seventeenth
century ~~Carolina" architecture has long been buried in the sands of Albemarle Point.
With the exception of Johnny Miller's 1967 explorations, Stanley South mounted the first
inquiry into the architecture of Charles Towne through archaeology.
In 1968, South discovered the first architectural remains of the 1670 settlement.
Drawing on the exploratory trenches of Miller, South located a "wide ditch" which
extended "another 270 feet, then angled again, producing a relationship between the
projected lines of an angle of 123°, correlating with the 123° angle shown on the Culpeper
Map of 1671." South also noted, ~~a series ofpostholes [parallel to the fortification ditch]
... where a palisade line should have stood" (South 2001: 47). From these features, the
original defensive works ofCharles Towne was irrefutably revealed. Despite this
success, South's investigation was cut-short well before a seventeenth-century structure
could be located.
With the advent of the South Carolina Department of Parks, Recreation, and
Tourism's "New Vision" for historical interpretation, the 1670 Charles Towne
Archaeology Project began to review the evidence for seventeenth-century structures
within Albemarle Point's north palisade. As noted in the Historical Background, the
Spanish spy Camunas recollected ninety houses at Charles Towne. In a second
description given by a man named Fitzpatrick, however, Governor de Cendoya learned
that "in the palisade there are some twenty families" (Childs n.d.: 1). Even though the
historical record certainly identifies a residing community, any description of the
structures of Charles Towne or their architecture has been omitted. Using the
archaeological method, as earlier described, the Project sought to reveal the
archaeological evidence that could lead to the interpretation of seventeenth-century
architecture at 1670 Charles Towne.
Settlement Architecture
With the arrival of settlers at Albemarle Point on 1670, these "new" settlers were
likely faced with the same dilemmas as their colonial brothers in Virginia, New England,
and even the West Indies. Aside from the quandary of obtaining their headright and
supplies, it would seem that erecting shelters would be of utmost importance to the newly
arrived. Bringing their knowledge of ~'half-timbering,weatherboarding over heavy
frame, vertical log, paling, and plank construction," settlers with house building skills
began to build the structures with which they were most familiar (Kniffen and Glassie
1986: 160). This was particularly true for the English in the Chesapeake. The "Virginia
house," a ~'timber-frame tradition ... practiced in southwestern England in the
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seventeenth-century" as well as in the colonies, was "unusually adaptable to planters'
requirements for a simplified, economical system of [house] framing" (Carson, Barka,
Kelso, Stone, and Upton 1981: 158). The Virginia House, however, offered only limited
permanency, and changed throughout the settlement era. In fact, early settler's wishing
to build a structure to call home would have to wait.
Hastily built "huts, hovels, tents, cabins, caves, and dugouts" would begin to rise
as settler's waited for some time on board the very ship they sailed in on. While their
patience dwindled, the earliest of settlement structures resembled "an aboriginal house
form that a handful of nails transformed into an 'English wigwam.'" With antecedents
likely found in Northern European Shepard tents, these dwellings were not expected to
last long. Leaving only the most ephemeral of evidence, archaeological investigations
identifying these "structures" is apparently forthcoming from Virginia (Carson et al.
1981: 139-40). Soon enough, however, the ephemeral "tents" of the initial landing would
tum to more substantial structures.
The construction of more substantial buildings after settlement in the seventeenth- .
century consisted ofearthfast architecture. Earthfast architecture, sometimes referred to
as Impermanent Architecture, used woo~en posts set in the ground as the foundation for
early settlement structures. Archaeologist Fraser Neiman found two general types ofpost
holes that reflect the construction methods of a Virginia plantation built around 1670:
puncheon and post-in-the-hole construction.
Puncheon construction represented "the most primitive form of building"
(Neiman 1986: 300). Puncheon structures were irregular in shape and "comprised of
'punches' or vertical members [wooden posts] of slight dimension set closely together in
the ground" to form a wall. These structures appeared, archaeologically, in the earliest
buildings at the Maine Plantation (c. 1618) near Jamestown, Virginia (Outlaw 1990; 35).
In addition, archaeologist William Kelso reported "a two-room structure supported by
nine driven timbers" was among the earliest seventeenth-century at Kingsmill Plantation
(1619), Virginia (Kelso 1984: 60). Although these buildings offered greater substance
than the settlement shelters, Puncheon constructed structures were relatively small.
By mid-seventeenth-century, "Post-in-the-ground technology was so entrenched
[in the minds of house builders] that subsequent re-buildings employed it almost
exclusively" (Carson et al. 1981: 186). This type of construction method, however, was
set at rather regular intervals and maintained a certain amount of architectural balance
and uniformity. Post-in-the-ground foundations were vertical posts literally set into dug
holes (Neiman 1986: 300). This type of foundation, however, supported three different
types of framed architecture techniques. Neiman, once again, identified these sub-types
of Post-in-the-ground features as: "ground-to-plate post construction", "interrupted-sill
post construction" and "block construction" (Neiman 1986: 300-1).
The Ground-to-plate post-in-the-ground was used to support rather large
structures. This construction technique was "comprised of vertical posts whose bottoms
rest in the ground" to support a structure's wall frame (Neiman 1986: 301). With the
wall frame resting deep in the ground, the foundation would have been able to support a
multiple-bay structure, such as the Kingsmill Tenement I structure. This structure, built
around 1625, was a 52'6" by 18' dwelling of"four bays with half bays on each end"
(Carson et al. 1981: 193). Although there does not appear to be any standard depth to
this post-in-the-ground feature, Ground-to-plate posts are typically described,
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archaeologically, as ~~large rectangular postholes with clearly visible post impressions
(postmolds) ... [forming] a rectangular pattern" (Kelso 1984: 58).
The Intenupted-sill post-in-the-ground was also able to support a substantially
large house too. Instead of relYing on the wooden posts alone, a sill -the ground-level
horizontal support- was "carefully mortised between each pair ofposts." In addition,
"the wall studs were ... mortised into the sills" (Neiman 1986: 302). This kind of
architectural technique was evident at Littletown Plantation, Kingsmill, Virginia (c.
1641). The main block of an "extensive" group of structures was ~~a five bay structure 50
by 18 feet overall was raised on twelve 10-inch dressed posts set up in large, flat
bottomed postholes 3 feet 6 inches square" (Carson et al. 1981: 180). Wall studs from
this structure were likely fastened to interrupted sills that were laid in a shallow trench.
Although the trench is typically filled with brick or stone, traces of the trench are visible
during excavation.
Block construction, unlike the other two post-in the-ground types, tended to
support less substantial structures. Instead of setting posts into holes of equal depth, the
Block construction method consisted of dropping four corner-posts into the ground at
varYing depths. While extending out of the ground, carpenters cut and trimmed until all
four posts were level with each other. Once leveled, a standard box frame was built "on
top of [the] hole-set posts or blocks" (Carson et al. 1981: 153; Neiman 1986: 302). Other
post-in-the-ground supports, set at variable depths, were added to help keep the structure
off the ground. This method of box framing on earthfast blocks became ~~common
toward the end of the seventeenth-century" and was evident at the Maryland sites of
Middle Plantation (c. 1664) and the Gerret van Sweringen (c. 1672) in St Mary's City
(Carson et al. 1981: 183, 187). Built as an outbuilding around 1690-1700, the 21 by
18~-foot structure on the van Sweringen Site set upon ~~deeply excavated corner holes of
varied depth ... [with] smaller, shallower ... depressions for the intermediate blocks ...
and frequent disregard for spacing in regular bays" (Carson et al. 1981: 187).
These terms and descriptions above have indeed helped bring interpretive
meaning to historical sites of Virginia and Maryland. Combining archaeological
evidence with the knowledge of architectural historians, the architecture of the ~'Southern
American Colonies" has loosely followed a pattern of impermanency (Carson et al.
1981). With this in mind, the 1670 Charles Towne Project began the process of
identifying architectural features that would lead to the interpretation of America's most
southern of seventeenth-century settlements.
The Archaeological Evidence at 38CHIAIB
Upon the commencement of excavations, the 1670 Charles Towne Project looked
to seventeenth-century Virginia in an attempt to become familiar with contemporary
architecture through the archaeological record. Although the preparation ultimately
served its purpose, excavations at 1670 Charles Towne did not reveal the "large, square
post holes" with sizeable "post molds" -the decayed remnant of a wooden post- found
in Virginia. Instead, the Project discovered a slightly different architectural variation.
As stated in the previous chapter, excavations at 38CHIAIB revealed a 12 by 18-
foot rectangular pattern of features, all ofwhich were between 0.8 to 1.2 feet deep, that
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represented an earthfast structure, entitled Structure 1. Of the more than 700 features
recorded in the entire block of excavation, these sixteen features appeared to be post-in-
the-ground features. (See Figure 31 and 32) Furthermore, twelve of these features had a
distinct post mold visible in profile. (See Figure 33) All features had variable basal
depths and were spaced at infrequent intervals. Structure 1 seemed to best fit the Block
construction form of architecture, with the exception of one key architectural attribute.
o
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Figure 31. Structure 1; Black post molds in gray I-foot deep post holes.
When compared to the archaeological evidence for impermanent architecture in
Virginia and Maryland, Structure 1 does not appear to have the requisite four large and
deep comer post holes. In fact, some intermediate post-in-the-ground features actually
exceeded the depth of the four comers. Without solid corner supports, Structure 1 would
seem to have been without much sustainability. This low level ofpermanence, however,
is at the center of the definition of Impermanent Architecture.
Conclusions
As settlements of the seventeenth-century became more established and
populated, settlers built their dwellings with ·'a fine sense of expediency typical ofpeople
who found themselves in that special state of incipient economic growth that we have
called homesteading" (Carson et al. 1981: 178). This expedient method ofhouse
building, now known as Impermanent Architecture, provided shelter for the burgeoning
colonists. Starting with tents, colonial builders used available materials to construct
various types ofearthfast buildings. According to the Virginia model, earthfast
construction first employed the use ofpuncheons before being replaced with three types
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Figure 32. The 711 recorded features of the combined 38CHIAIB block of excavation.
of post-in-the-ground technology'J the latest ofwhich was Block construction.
Settlers at 1670 Charles Towne apparently used similar methods to build their
houses. As evident from Structure 1, Charles Towne builders appear to have dug post
holes at variable depths and leveled at least four posts on which they assembled a house
frame. This technique'J entitled Block construction, produced small'J outbuilding-like
structures approximately the size of the Structure 1 post hole pattern. Contrary to Block
construction in Virginia and Maryland, however'J Charles Towne Structure 1 used
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Figure 33. Feature profile drawings of Stmcture I with the depth of each noted.
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shallow post-in-the-ground techniques. This "Carolina" Block constmction technique
would then seem to be without substantial foundation support. and, therefore, introducing
a higher degree of architectural impernlanency than previously seen in the Chesapeake.
With antecedents in Great Britain and Northern Europe, settlers brought the plans
for Impennanent Architecture with them to the Chesapeake (Carson et al. 1981). The
early Carolina settlers, like their fellow colonists in other seventeenth-century
settlements, also began to constmct their buildings in maImers familiar to them. As
demonstrated in this investigation, Stmcture I at 1670 Charles Towne, the earliest known
stmcture of the Carolina settlement, does not seem to have an ancestral fonn with the
same degree of impennanency found elsewhere in the Southern colonies. With many
settlers having come from the West Indies, however, the Carolina Block house may have
origins in Barbados.
As impernlanent stmctures in Barbados contemporary with the 1670 Charles
Towne have not yet been found in the archaeological record, the only possible
architectural evidence for seventeenth-century stmctures comes from the historical
record. In 1647, traveler Richard Ligon found the houses in Barbados to have been made
of timber "with low roofs, so low, as I could hardly stand upright with my hat on, and no
cellars at all" (Ligon 1673: 40). Although Ligon's description could imply the house he
visited was rather hastily made, he offers no real substantive evidence for the method
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used to build that structure in Barbados. Without such evidence, identifying Structure 1
as Barbadian would indeed be misleading.
The 1670 Charles Towne settlers erected Structure 1 with a sense ofurgency.
While in their haste, settlers built the structure to meet their needs at the time with no
intention ofcontinuing a standing tradition. As stated in the Historical Background, the
settlement at Albemarle Point was already being considered for relocation to Oyster Point
as early as 1672. The continuance of the Carolina Block construction into a tradition at
the newly established 1680 Charles Towne, however, is not yet known. Without any
further evidence, Structure 1 would be as unique as the settl~ment on which it was raised.
Artifact Analysis
Given the mixed context of each artifact class at 38CH1AlB, the investigation
identified concentrations of time-specific data, based in large part on South's 1968-69
collection. Artifacts were organized by assemblage, components, and related typology.
Artifacts excavated during the 2000 and 2001 field seasons were classified as one of three
assemblages: prehistoric, proto-historic, and historic artifacts (South 2001). The pre-
historic assemblage consisted of artifacts generated by various native North Americans,
commonly called Indians. Historical artifacts described in this report are from goods
originally manufactured for an expanding European market. Proto-historic artifacts,
however, are products of a mixture ofpeople and cultures. Proto-historic artifacts consist
of contact period Indian ceramics, called Colono-Indian ware, and African-American
made colonowares. As each artifact was identified, each assemblage contained time- .
specific components, as determined by its date of manufacture. These components were
identified by the type of each artifact, articulated by either nomenclature or description,
and time frames referred to here as an era. In addition, each artifact was quantified in one
of two manners. Depending on the artifact, each artifact was quantified by either
enumeration or weight in grams. Once quantified by provenience, assemblages and their
components began to form interpretable relationships between the concentration of the
component and the location of their excavation (South 1977). This study identifies the
components of the historical assemblage and demonstrates their distributional
characteristics on the site. The other assemblages will be presented in a separate report.
The Historical Assemblage
The initial analysis of the historical artifact assemblage underwent a three-step
process, which included identification, quantification, and the allocation of a date specific
range ofmanufacture. Artifacts with recognizable historical attributes were quantified as
historical artifacts regardless of size. This strategy maximized the assemblage's
database. However, some artifacts were unidentifiable by nomenclature. Therefore, the
identification of very small artifacts relied on physical descriptions, rather than by
nomenclatur~. Appendix I and II contains a complete listing of artifact identification,
quantification, and respective manufactl.:Iring date ranges by provenience.
As evident in the Historical Background, the possibility of historical human
occupation throughout the excavated area post-dates the 1670 settlement, and persisted
even into the time of this publication. To better illustrate areas of time specific areas of
occupation, historical artifacts were designated as: Charles Towne Era (CT), Transitional
Era (T), Revolutionary War Era (R), Antebellum Plantation Era (P), Post-Bellum (PB), or
Modem Era (M) (Table 1). Historically, the Charles Towne Era begins in 1670 with the
arrival of English national colonists, their servants and slaves, and extends until their
departure in 1680. The artifact record, however, suggests the settlement continued to be
occupied after 1680. These artifacts are designated as Transitional Era. The Transitional
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Era continued until 1694 with the appearance of Old Towne Plantation. Artifacts
designated as Plantation Era include artifacts associated with the Antebellum (pre-Civil
War) plantations. These artifacts may be associated with the Horry-Lucas Plantation
complex while Modem Era artifacts are associated with the acquisition of the land now
known as Charles Town Landing State Park, starting in 1969.
bl ef h h" "If hda e . uantlty an percentage 0 eac comDonent 0 t e Istonca assem ag
Era Charles Towne Transitional Revolutionary War Plantation
Artifacts 1,791 441 96 1000
Percentage 53.8 13.3 2.9 30.0
Grand Total
-- -- --
3,328
T bl 1 Q
The Charles Towne Component
The Charles Towne component consisted of artifacts from the seventeenth-
century historical sources, Le. Shaftesbury Papers (Cheves 1897), and in South's Method
and Theory in Historical Archaeology (1977). The historical record and South's ceramic
types from the 1968 and 69 investigations, however, did not include all artifacts
identified in this investigation and were, therefore, used as applicable. The Charles
Towne Component did included: North Devon gravel-tempered redware, wrought nails,
Delft ceramics, white ball-clay pipe bowls and large hole-diameter pipe stem, glass
beads, and Barbadian redware (Table 2). Another category, entitled "Other", was created
to blanket artifacts associated with the Charles Towne settlement, but were too few to
create their own category. The following analysis identifies the physical characteristics
of each artifact type present in the Charles Towne component. In addition, the
distribution of each artifact type across the block of excavation, with the exception of the
Other category, is included as an aid for interpretation.
Table 2. Quantity of the Charles Towne Era component by artifact type
North Bottle 6, 7, Barbadian WroughtArtifact Devon Delft 8/64-inch Beads Other
Redware Glass Pipe stem Redware Nails
Qnty. 318 348 203 536 171 104 49 58
Total
-- -- -- -- -- -- --
1,787
Wrought Nails
Hand-wrought nails, as architect Lee H. Nelson concluded, were medieval
commodities that became important to settlers during the Colonial period. (Nelson 1963:
19(2» Indeed, the settlers ofAlbemarle Point found this commodity important enough as
to bring their own nails. In 1669, Captain Henry BraYne inventoried the Carolina's
holdings of "tools and iron wares." Included in his record, BraYne listed:
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20 m of 20dnailes
40 m of 10d nailes
60 m of 8<1 nailes
40 m of 6<1 nailes
100 m of 4<1 nailes
80 m ondnailes [sic] (Cheves 1897: 148)
These nails, as were other nails of the time, were wrought on the blacksmith's forge by
hand.
o
1
2
3 in.
Figure 34. Wrought Nails excavated at 39CH IAlB.
The excavations at Albemarle Point recovered over one hundred wrought nails
and wrought nail fragments (Figure 34). With the highest concentration excavated from
one square totaling eight, wrought nails were recovered throughout the block of
excavation. Particularly compelling, however, is the location of their concentration in
proximity to Structure I. (See Figure 35) Within this locality, wrought nails recovered
from 38CHIA/B appear to be associated with Structure 1 and survivors of the 1670
settlement. The dispersal of wrought nails outside of the concentrated area, however,
might be an indication of a secondary usage, or recycling of these wrought nails in a later
occupation.
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Figure 35. Wrought Nail DIstrIbutIOn (Fragmented and Whole SpeCimens)
Contemporary White Ball-Clay Tobacco Pipe
Tobacco, after having been introduced by American Indians, became Europe's
first New World cash crop. With the cultivation of Nieotiana tabae in the Caribbean and
South America, and Nieotiano rustic on the east coast of the North American continent,
Europeans transformed the "sot weed" into a highly profitable commodity (Robert 1949;
McCusker and Menard 1985). Eventually finding markets from Lisbon to Gouda and
Bristol to Brandenburg, the popularity of smoking tobacco resulted in a sweeping
economy that sprouted new industries throughout the European continent. One such
industry was pipe making (Walker 1977). Using soft, white ball clay, European pipe
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makers pressed pipes out of molds before firing them in their kilns. With European pipe
manufacturing beginning around 1580, white ball clay tobacco pipes changed
dramatically over the next three hundred years ofproduction (Noel Hume 1969: 303).
With this in mind, the Project sought to identify the evidence for tobacco pipes at 1670
Charles Towne.
Evidence for the use of white ball-clay tobacco pipes at 1670 Charles Towne was
represented, in part, by fragments ofpipe bowls. According to Historical Archaeologist
Ivor Noel Hume, "the dating of tobacco pipes ... relied on the evolution of the bowl
form, and for the seventeenth century is still the most reliable guide" (Noel Hume 1969:
302). Generally, pipe bowl size increases through time (Oswald 1951). Whole pipe bowl
specimens from 38CHINB, however, were limited to a single intact bowl. (See Figure
36k) When compared to English pipe bowl typologies from Colonial and post-Colonial
United States, this pipe bowl dates from 1680 to 1710. (Noel Hume 1969: 303) While
this specimen was the only intact bowl recovered, existing portions of tobacco pipe bowls
were then also considered.
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Figure 36. 38CHINB White Ball Clay Tobacco Pipe Profiles (actual size).
In addition to bowl size, pipe heels and spurs, elements adjacent to the bowl, have
datable characteristics. "The heel rust appears ca. 1620, evolving from a flattened ...
part below the bowl which seems to be one of the earliest features of many English
pipes" (Walker 1977: 12). Specimens of flat pipe heels recovered from the 38CHINB
collection are represented in Figure 36A - H. Flat pipe heel usage, however, was
interrupted by the dominance of a rounded heel (See Figure 36J) or a completely
flattened apex. (See Figure 36K) Eventually, the spur would replace the area where heels
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were once placed. Although spurs, "a pointed protrusion beneath the bowl," can occur on
pipes as early as 1640, the spur appears more frequently in pipes dating after the early
eighteenth-century (Walker 1977: 12). (See Figure 36L-M)
Pipe bowl decoration can also be a general indicator ofpipe age. At 38CHIA1B,
only two kinds of decorative motifs appear on pipe bowls. As seen in Figure 37A, only
one pipe bowl fragment exhibited a cartouche, or maker's mark, on the side of the bowl.
As can be seen, this mark appeared only in fragment and, therefore, could not be cross-
referenced with a known pipe maker. The most dominant form of pipe bowl decoration
found at the 1670 Charles Towne site was rouletting. (See Figure 37) These tiny square
marks typically decorated the entire circumference of the pipe bowl just below the rim.
Rouletting appears to have been a major decorative attribute in English pipes up until
around 1680 (Noel Hume 1969: 303)
.....
",
"
'-------
Figure 37. Pipe bowl decoration from 38CH1A/B.
In general, the evidence for pipe bowl dating appears to favor the mid- to late
seventeenth-century. This, of course, is based on evolutionary series and other evidence
found on English sites. Similar pipe bowls, such as those of Dutch or French
manufacture, however, appear in archaeological collections contemporary with 1670
Charles Towne (Faulkner and Faulkner 1987). While the project was afforded the effort
to attempt to identify these pipe bowls as having been manufactured in England or
elsewhere in Europe, even with the multiple paths ofpipe bowl size, heels/spurs, and
decoration, the origin of manufacture cannot be conclusively determined. It is to note,
however, South recovered four nearly complete pipe bowls in the 1968 and 69
excavations. These pipe bowls, having similar bowl size, heels, and decoration as those
found in 2000 and 01, were identified as English, due in large part to an "EB" stamped on
one specimen (South 2002). Having explained that the initials stood for a seventeenth-
century Bristol pipe maker named Edward Battle, Historical Archaeologist lain Walker's
examination of these pipes also met with some difficulty. He wrote, "[Walker] was
unable to say defmitely whether [the pipe bowls] were English or Dutch, though
typologically they undoubtedly belong to the later [seventeenth-century] ... it does seem
reasonable, [however], to assume these Charles Towne examples are likely to the elusive
products of Edward Battle" (WalkerI977: 671).
As the origin of manufacture appears to be English, pipe stem dating could be an
effective method to complement pipe bowl dating. The number ofpipe stems present at
38CHIA/B totaled 884 fragments. (See Table 3) Using the Harrington Pipe Stem
Diameter chart (Harrington 1954), each pipe stem was measured with the aid ofa
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graduated set of 1/64-inch drill bits and placed in their respective date ranges. According
to this method, pipe stems with hole diameters of 8/64- and 7/64-inch are datable from
1620 to 1680 and, therefore, the pipe stems most likely of the Charles Towne Era.
In addition to the Harrington Pipe Stem Diameter chart, the Hanson Mean Date
(Hanson 1971) and the Binford Mean Date (Maxwell and Binford 1961: 108) formulas
were tested with the data from 38CHIA1B. From these fonnulas, it was hoped the
resulting dates would produce a Mean Date within the Charles Towne settlement
timeframe. As both formulas produced dates that were well beyond the timeframe of the
1670 to 1680 settlement (1705.5 and 1707), it would seem that these pipe stems are "non-
standard materials" (Walker 1972: 165).
Influenced by Barbadian settlers, it would appear that settlers brought a mixture
of English and Dutch pipes. Barbados was already engaged in extensive trading with the
Dutch, particularly the West African slave trade, long before the 1670 Charles Towne
settlement (Edel 1969; McCusker and Menard 1985; Stoner 2000). As lain Walker notes,
"English traders ... [bought Dutch pipes] for trading on the African coast because Dutch
pipes were cheaper than English [pipes]" (Walker 1972: 165). As Barbadian sugar
planters were the largest importer of African slaves in the English colonies, and had easy
access to the heavily Dutch influenced Northern Brazilian coast (Stoner 2000), it would
seem likely that Barbadians brought Dutch pipes with them to Albemarle Point.
Table 3. Quantity ofpipe stem from the entire block of excavation
Pipe Harrington Quantity Percentage of Hanson Mean Binford
stem Date of Pipe Pipe stem Date Formula #8 Formula
Hole Range stem from Mean Date
Diameter 38CHIAIB
8/64 1620-1650 12 1.4 * *
7/64 1650-1680 227 25.7 * *
6/64 1680-1710 297 33.6 * *
5/64 1710-1750 337 38.1 * *
4/64 1750-1800 11 1.2 * *
Total 1620-1800 884 100.0 (+/-0.01) 1705.5 (+/-18.75) 1707
In 1954, Harrington noted, "Dutch pipes tended to have narrower stem bores than
English pipes of comparable date" (Harrington 1954: 3). This may explain the nearly
equal distribution of 7/64-, 6/64-, and 5/64-inch pipe stem by percentage, each almost a
third of the entire collection. (See Table 3) As pipe frequency did not peak for any single
hole diameter and, by extension, any single date range, it would seem that most pipe
stems excavated at 38CHIA1B were not from the early eighteenth-century, as indicated
by the Hanson and Binford fonnula dates. It is therefore felt that pipe stems with 6/64-
inch hole diameters represent the influence of narrow seventeenth-century Dutch pipes.
The distribution of each 8/64-, 7/64-, and -6/64-inch diameter pipe stem across the
block ofexcavation at 38CH1AlB indicates that there are two areas of concentration.
With the distribution of 8/64-inch pipe stem in the areas north and southeast of Structure
1, these scantily numbered pipe stems do not offer enough data to recognize any pattern
distribution. (See Figure 38) The denser 7/64- and 6/64-inch pipe stem distributions,
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however, peak in the area to the southeast of Structure 1. (See Figures 39 and 40) As the
distribution patterns of both pipe stem types are similar, it is therefore included as part of
the Charles Towne Component.
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Figure 38. Distribution of 8/64-inch Pipe Stem
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FIgure 39. DlstnbutlOn of 7/64-ll1ch Pipe Stem
North Devon Earthenware
According to archaeologist C. Malcolm Watkins, the north Devonshire ports of
Bideford and Barnstaple "comprised an important center of earthenware manufacture and
export in the Seventeenth-century" (Watkins 1960: 225). These mass-produced
earthenwares, called North Devon gravel-tempered redware, found their way to the North
American colonies of Virginia and New England, as early as 1635. The North Devon
pottery trade to North America sustained continuous growth throughout the late
seventeenth-century with the heaviest period of trade between 1681 and 1690. It is
thought that more refined ceramics, such as Delft, began to replace North Devon wares in
popularity and availability after this peak trading period. Even though the industry
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continued to produce wares until the late nineteenth-century, the North Devon ceramic
trade to North America dwindled to only a trickle by the late eighteenth-century (Watkins
1960).
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Figure 40. DlstnbutIOn of 6/64"-dJameter PIpe Stem
North Devon redwares are distinguishable from other redwares primarily by their
coarse paste. The paste of North Devon wares excavated at 38CH I NB, much like North
Devon wares excavated elsewhere, exhibit a concentrated mixture of quartz and
feldsparthic gravel temper, which is easily distinguished in the paste matrix (Figure 41).
Although the poorly mixed clay and temper fuses irregularly, the temper is said to add
strength and rigidity. The paste also appears incompletely fired and varies in color from
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dull orange to light gray. The exterior surface is neither decorated nor glazed. The
interior surface, however, is glazed with what appears to be a dark green to brown lead
glaze.
o 2
Figure 41. NOtth Devon Gravel-tempered Redware
North Devon redwares were manufactured in a variety of utilitarian fomls and
styles. North Devon wares from 38CHINB, however, appear to resemble only one
vessel form: the "Milk-pan." (See Figure 42) The milk-pan is a round, flat-bottomed pan
that ranges around 16-inches in diameter, with a heavy rounded rim. Owing in part to
their durable nature, Watkins notes, "A ton and a half of milk pans nested in stacks would
be compact and would occupy only a small amount of space [in a ship's hold)." The
milk-pan is reportedly resistant to hard blows, even though it crumbles when fractured
(Watkins 1960: 225).
A
o 2 in.
Figure 42. North Devon gravel-tempered earthenware rim profiles:
A. 382, B. 677, C. 187
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Despite its physical limitations, North Devon redware was a likely utilitarian
ceramic of the 1670 settlement due in part to familiarity. John Coming, ship's mate to
Captain Brayne, was described as one "ofa hardy race of Devon[shire] sea roversn
(Cheves 1897: 231). Arriving with a preference for North Devon ceramics, if not their
own supply, some Charles Towne settlers likely thought of no other ceramic to use for a
specific task. This may be why North Devon redwares account for its prominent place in
the Charles Towne Assemblage.
With a total of 318 recovered sherds, North Devon wares account for 23 percent
of the entire Charles Towne component. Although distributed throughout the block of
excavation, the major concentration of North Devon redware sherds is located to the
southeast of Structure I. (See Figure 43) This distribution ofNorth Devon wares appears
to set the pattern for the areas occupied by the Charles Towne settlers.
Tin-Enameled Delft Earthenwares
Delft earthenwares do not necessarily mean they originated in the Low Countries
(the Netherlands). According to Ivor ~oel Hume, the manufacture of "delftwaresn in the
famed Dutch town of Delft began over fifty years after the English began making "galley
ware.n Emulating Italian and Iberian majolicas and, later, French faience, Antwerp
potters carried their galley ware trade to England when they likely fled from the continent
to participate in the newly founded Protestantism of the sixteenth-century. As early as
1567, galley wares were manufactured in Norwich. Not for nearly another hundred
years, however, did English potters begin using tin as an additive to their lead glaze,
which turned their yellow-coated ceramics white. Meanwhile in 1640, the potting
industry in Delft, the Netherlands, began to "develop the more delicate and sophisticated
designsn created by her painting artists. From these painters, the fame, and name, of blue
on white tin-enameled earthenwares became the now much sought-after Delft ceramics
(Noel Hume 1977: 1-2). .
Excavations at 38CHIA/B recovered 203 sherds of the soft-, buff-colored paste
ceramic. The Delft collection is limited to sherds with either a plain white glaze or a
white glaze with blue hand-painted decoration. (See Table 4) Even though a few sherds
lost their glaze completely, those sherds with a glaze are lustrous and bright. Generally,·
the surviving sherds are too fragmented for an accurate estimation of vessel forms
present. Most of the Delft, however, appears to be flat and decorated in blue - like that
of a plate - or plain white and cylindrical-like that of an ointment jar. (See Figure 44)
Table 4. The 38CHIA Delft collection by glaze color
Blue decorated White (plain) White Glaze removed
Quantity lOS 85 13
Total -- -- 203
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Figure 43. North Devon Ceramic Distribution
Delft is the most highly distributed artifact of the Charles Towne Component.
(See Figure 45) With concentrations in the north and south end ofthe block of
excavation, Delft distribution is slightly different from other artifacts in the Charles
Towne component. In fact, given the range of its manufacturing date and the relative
consistency of the Delft ceramic industry, this distribution may include delft from a later
Plantation Component. Nevertheless, the zenith of Delft sherd density remains in the
area to the southeast of Structure I, which is consistent with other artifacts from the same
component. Until investigations are furthered, however, Delft remains a most likely
ceramic of the settlement at Albemarle Point.
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Figure 44. White (plain) and Blue on White Delft Earthenwares.
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FIgure 45. DIstrIbutiOn of Delft Earthenwares.
Barbadian Redwares
One of the most intriguing artifacts found at 38CH1NB were unusual glazed
redwares that occun'ed in the same distribution as the diagnostic seventeenth-century
mtifacts. In the New World, low-temperature, kiln-fired earthenwares, commonly called
redware, developed from European industries that imported ceramics, potters, and the
technology necessmy to begin production on the colonial frontier. As early as the late
sixteenth-century, Europeans manufactured redwares at or near their colonial settlements.
The Spanish, for one, produced their own wares at their colonial outpost of Santa Elena,
near present-day BeaufOlt, South Carolina (DePratter and South 200 I: personal
communication). Likethe Spanish, the "'Poor Potter' of Yorktown" in Virginia
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established an English ceramic industry to supplement, or even replace, imported
ceramics (Watkins and Noel Hume 1967). In fact, the New England colonies developed
a number of cottage industries in the seventeenth-centlllY (Lura Watkins 1950). Settlers
at the Charles Towne settlement of 1670, however, arrived and occupied Albemarle Point
for only a short time. As a contemporary kiln is, as yet, unknown at the site, Charles
Towne settlers likely impOtted their own redwares.
From 1670 to 1680, six hundred and eighty four individuals immigrated to
Carolina (Baldwin 1969). Not all of these settlers, however, came directly from England.
According to historian Richard S. DlIlUl, only 134 of these settlers embarked from
Britain, 10 came from mainland colonies, and 146 came from the Caribbean colonies,
primarily Barbados. Three hundred-ninety-four individuals had no documented point of
origin. The first vessel to an'ive at Albemarle Point, the Carolina, brought Barbadian
passengers such as George Beadon and his five servants (Baldwin 1969). These newly
arrived Barbadians likely brought ceramics manufactured in Barbados.
Around 1650, sugar planters in Barbados began employing English potters to
produce ceramic sugar molds and molasses-drip jars for use in the sugar industry. (See
Figure 46) As sugar became more lucrative, the demand for sugar wares increased.
Planters, therefore, found it necessary to train potters from among their own slave
populations (Bennett 1958). Enslaved potters in Barbados also produced their own
domestic wares. Archaeological evidence from the Codrington sugar plantation in St.
Johns, Barbados, indicated that Barbados-made domestic wares became ubiquitous in the
second half of the seventeenth century. (See Figure 47) Barbadian-manufactured
tankards, bowls, and cooking pots - encouraged in part out of plantation self-sufficiency -
replaced expensive and often difficult to acquire European-made ceramics at Codrington
(Stoner 2000). Although the redware at Charles Towne was not necessarily
manufachlred at Codrington Plantation, an abundance of similar locally manufactured
redwares from throughout Barbados certainly would have been readily available to
Barbadian settlers in route to Carolina.
Figure 46. Barbados Sugar Mold (left) and Molasses Jar (right)
(Scale: v.. inch equals 3 inches) (Stoner 2000).
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Figure 47. Barbadian plain domestic ware bowl from the
Codrington Collection (Stoner 2000).
Settlers of the 1664 Charles Towne settlement carried Barbadian ceramics with
them to the Cape Fear. Archaeological excavations at the site of the first Charles Towne
settlement (BWh3) revealed a number of Barbadian ceramics. Barbadians at this
settlement left behind sugar ware and domestic ware ceramics manufactured in Barbados
(Smith, Loftfield, and Paulsson: 1995; Thomas C. Loftfield personnel communication:
2000; James B. Legg personnel communication: 2000). Upon inspection of the ceramic
collection from Loftfield's investigations, these redwares shared all of the physical
attributes of the Barbadian ceramics from the 1670 settlement.
Barbadian Redwares excavated at 1670 Charles Towne were identified by their
physical attributes. Like those from IB-Jl, Codrington Collection (Barbados), Barbadian
Redwares at 38CHINB were subdivided by exterior glaze: plain (no glaze), brown lead
glazed, and green lead glazed. Generally, both plain and brown lead glazed ceramics
have a dull orange- to light red-colored soft paste with a fine, smooth, and well-mixed
texture. (See Figure 48) The paste has a very fine sandy temper with an occasional
quartz or coral stone inclusion. Frequently in unglazed specimens, the paste will.contain
a gray to black core, a result of what many call incomplete ceramic oxidation. On closer
inspection, however, the ceramics appear to be fired completely through, leaving the
volcanic-Barbadian clays their natural black color.
Of the three Barbadian ceramic types found at 38CHINB, the collection consists
of approximately sixty percent of green lead glazed redwares. (See Table 5) Green lead
glazed redwares, to the contrary, are not red at all. Like that ofthe brown glazed
redware, the paste of the green lead glazed Barbadian redwares is of a soft, smooth, and
well-mixed texture. The paste color, however, ranges from light gray to black.
Inclusions in the gray paste may appear to occur more frequently than in red paste-
vessels, but are considerably less than the feldsparthic-gravel found in ceramics from
North Devon, England. For a mineralogical profile of Barbadian redware, see Appendix
III.
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Figure 48. Barbadian Redwares at 1670 Charles Towne: Brown lead glazed
A-C; Plain D; Green lead glazed E-H.
b GlFT bl 5 B b d' R da e . ar a Jan e ware requency y aze
Green Brown Plain (no Glaze)
Quantitv 104 60 7
Total - - 171
As seen in the Codrington Collection, glazes on Barbadian ceramics are typically
found on domestic wares (Stoner 2000). Domestic wares, comparatively smaller and
thinner than the industrial sugar wares, appear to be the dominant functional type of
Barbadian redware found at 38CHIAIB. Sherd thickness of Barbadian ceramics at
Charles Towne ranges between 0.15 and O.4-inch. Although one sherd measures
approximately O.SS-inch thick, there appears to be no sugar wares represented in this
collection.
The distribution of Barbadian redwares is much like the other artifact types in the
Charles Towne component. Barbadian redwares found as 38CHIAIB concentrate on the
southeast-side of Stmcture I. (See Figure 49) Although found in a mixed context, the
distribution of these ceramics in the area of greatest seventeenth-century artifact dispersal
offers compelling evidence of their being contemporaly with the Charles Towne
settlement.
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FIgure 49. Dlstnbullon of BarbadIan Redware
Seventeenth'-century Glass
Small bottle-glass fragments on most historical sites in North America do not
easily lend themselves as temporal markers. In fact, bottle glass sherds from the
seventeenth-centUlY are virtually indistinguishable from eighteenth-century bottle glass.
The latent occupation of antebellum era plantations on Albemarle Point, along with the
brevity of the 1670 settlement, however, allowed the glass from the Charles Towne
settlement to standout against a backdrop of mid-eighteenth-century glass. Once
recognized, four types of seventeenth-century glass became evident in the Charles Towne
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collection: wine bottle glass, liquor bottle glass, clear lead glass, and pharmaceutical
bottle glass (Noel Hume 1969: 60-80).
The most abundant type of bottle glass sherds found at 38CHlNB was from wine
bottles. Typically, wine bottle glass contemporary with the Charles Towne settlement is
dark green in color and has a squat-onion shape. Jamestown archaeologist John Cotter
recovered one such example, which he dated from 1670 to 1700 (Cotter 1994; 186).
Seventeenth-centmy wine bottle glass sherds excavated at 38CH INB resemble Cotter's
example, particularly sherds from the wide bulbous base and a near whole ShOit bottle
neck with a V-shaped string rim and a flat-tooled lip finish (Figure 50).
Glass sherds from the flat-sided case bottle distinguished its glass from many of
the other glass fragments. Sometimes called a gin bottle, the light green liquor bottle was
manufactured by blowing the molten glass into a square-sided mold. (Noel Hume 1969:
62) When found in so many pieces, as they are at 38CHIAlB, their short fluted
bottlenecks are the most recognizable surviving pOition of the bottle. The flat,
irregularly-thin, glass of the bottle's side, however, are the most ample remnants ofthese
seventeenth-centmy bottles found at the Charles Towne settlement.
Phannaceutical bottles are a typical mtifact of the seventeenth-century. These
small mold-blown bottles and phials are, in the words of Ivor Noel Hume "conml0nly
encountered on archaeological sites throughout the colonial centuries" (Noel Hume 1969:
72). The excavations at the 1670 Charles Towne settlement recovered a number of glass
pharmaceutical bottle sherds, albeit in pieces too small to photograph. These sherds,
although few, resemble a pale-green 1660 design with a broad, flat-lipped, bottleneck
(Noel Hume 1969: 73).
Small pmts of clear lead drinking glasses were excavated from 38CH IAlB.
Although the number excavated is almost too few to mention, these extremely fragile
sherds are a reminder that Charles Towne contained a settlement of people with their own
social interactions. These once elegant glasses likely hosted any number of colonial
drinks.
As with all the major artifact types of the Charles Towne Era component, green
olive bottle glass distributed to the south and east of Stmcture I. (See Figure 51)
o 1 2 in.
~
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Figure 50. Seventeenth-century Glass Wine Bottle Neck
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Figure 51. Distribution of Seventeenth-centUlY Bottle Glass
Glass Beads
Glass beads offer an interesting glimpse into the world of seventeenth-century
settlement. Europeans, not knowing what they would fmd when they reached the world,
prepared for their first interactions with Indians by bringing trade goods. The 1670
Charles Towne settlers, in preparation of their first contact with Carolina Indians, brought
with them "240 Ibs. of glass beads" for "Indian Trade" (Cheves 1897: 149). At
38CH IA/B, evidence of this early trade was evident with the recovery of 49 glass beads.
A detailed bead analysis from the first field season, as well as beads recovered during the
1968 and 69 field seasons, is provided in Appendix II by Marvin T. Smith. It is to note,
the distribution of both seasons of beads is demonstrated in Figure 52.
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FIgure 52. The DIstributIOn of Glass Beads.
Other Charles Towne Artifacts
The "other" Charles Towne artifacts demonstrate the breadth of the Charles
Towne Component. Even though their numbers are few, these artifacts produce a vivid
image of seventeenth-century life and technology. From a two-pronged fork, that was
just "filter[ing] down to the lower classes before the third quarter of the seventeenth-
century", to the solid lead shot imaginatively fired from one of Capt. Brayne's "French
fyerlock muskets" [sic], the Charles Town Other category helps place the settlement in
relative human terms (Noel Hume 1969; Cheves 1897: 147). (See Table 6)
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Table 6. "Other" Charles Towne Era artifacts
Artifact Quantity
Brown Salt-glazed Stoneware (Bellannine) 16
Solid Lead Shot and Sprue 24
Chinese Porcelain 10
Gray Salt-glazed Stoneware (Rhenish) 9
Lead-glazed Combed Yellow Slipware 13
Colonial Coins (See Fig. 53) ".)
Pale Brown Gunflint 7
Olive Jar 2
Button fragments I
Jesuit "Heart"-Omamental Ring (Fig. 54) I
Two-pronged Fork I
Wrought-Iron Door Hinge I
Iron, matchlock fire am1 fragment I
Solid Cast Button I
Iron Buckle 2
Total 58
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Figure 53. Charles Towne Era Coins: Charles I silver Penny
(top), Spanish silver Coins (middle and bottom); obverse left,
reverse right.
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Figure 54. Jesuit "sacred heaIt" ring (actual size on
right) with close-up of sacre coeur design (left).
The Transitional Component
The Transitional Component, as defined in this chapter's introduction, is
comprised of a group of artifacts that may prove the most divisive to this site's
interpretation. This component, consisting of Brown Mottledware ceramics and 5/64-
inch pipe stem, would present the archaeological record with a new set of data. For
instance, in contrast to traditional evidence, the Transitional Component suggests that
Charles Towne settlers, or even soldiers, may have remained at Albemarle Point even
though the settlement moved to Oyster Point in 1680. Conversely, the aItifacts of the
Transition Component might indicate that Albemarle Point was transformed into a
colonial plantation much earlier than previously recorded. Although the Transitional
Component may offer only minor modifications to the historical and archaeological
record, this component may lead to a re-evaluation of present knowledge on seventeenth-
century material culture or even the historical record for the settlement on Albemarle
Point.
Brown Mottledware Ceramics
Of all the ceramics found at 38CHIAlB, the least-well known ceramic is Brown
Mottledware. According to Museum of Charleston archaeologist Martha Zierden, this
domestic earthenware has been found in Virginia and was likely manufactured in Bristol
between 1680 and 1750 (personal communication 2000). Ceramics identified as Brown
Mottledware at 38CHIAIB are wheel-turned with a velY fine, well-mixed, and very thin,
light yellow to buff-colored paste. These sherds appear temper-less and are without
regular cleavage. The interior and exterior surfaces of the ceran1ic are glazed with a
heavy brown manganese glaze, with the exception of basal sherds, which are only
partially glazed. The interior surfaces are comparatively lighter with drip lines that give a
t01toise shell-like pattern, while the exterior glaze is irregularly heavy and dark. The
most distinguishing attribute of this ceramic, however, is the multiple horizontal bands
that circle the ceramic and giving it a ridged appearance. (See Figure 55)
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The 104 recovered sherds of Brown Mottledware distributes throughout the block
of excavation with a single concentration along the eastem wall of Stmcture I. In fact,
the highest concentration appears to be near the center of Stmclure 1. (See Figure 56)
This distribution pattern closely repeats the pattem found in the distribution of artifacts in
the Charles Towne Era Component. This relationship between Stmclure I and attifact
concentration suggests one of two possible scenarios for Brown Mottledware: Either
settlers, continued to inhabit Albemarle Point beyond the 1680 date, or Brown
Mottledware was introduced earlier than has been previously thought. As further
research may shed more light on this artifact type, Brown Mottledware will, for now, be
an artifact of the Transitional Component.
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Figure 55. Mottledware Tankard base
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Figure 56. DlstnbutlOn of Brown Mottledware
5/64-inch diameter Pipe Stem
During the excavations at 38CHIAlB, 337 5/64-inch pipe stem, or 38 percent (the
highest) of the entire pipe stem collection, were recovered. Using J. C. Harrington's
criteria for dating English pipe stems, the 5/64-inch hole diameter pipe stem should span
the timeframe of 1710-1750 (Harrington 1954). (See Table 3) As demonstrated in Figure
36J-K, some surviving pipe bowl fragments appear to have been manufactured within
this same tirneframe and, therefore, support Harrington's date ranges. Given this
evidence, it would seem most likely that 5/64-inch pipe stem is from the later
Revolutionary War Era or Plantation Era Components.
By subsuming 5/64-inch pipe stem into one of these two later components, the
pattem of distribution as seen in the various Charles Towne Era artifacts would change.
As seen in Figure 57, the distribution of5/64-inch pipe sterns across 38CHIAIB changes
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in only the most subtle of manners. The area of distribution appears to be more wide
spread when compared to 6/64- and 7/64-inch pipe stems. (See Figures 39 and 40) In
addition, the smaller-holed pipe stem's distribution appears to have an increased number
of areas of secondary artifact concentration. The primary, or heaviest, area of
concentration for 5/64-inch pipe stems, however, appears to be very similar to several of
the artifacts of the Charles Towne Era Component, as it is to the southeast of Structure 1.
With the pattern of distribution so similar, it would appear that 5/64-inch pipe stems were
contemporary with Structure 1.
With these two sets of data conflicting, it would seem that, like the 6/64-inch pipe
stem, 5/64-inch pipe stem could be of Dutch origin. As discussed in the Charles Towne
Era Component, the smaller bore diameter of the 6/64-inch pipe stem seems likely to
have been from Dutc~ manufactured pipes. Given this possibility, the area of highest
concentration could conceivably be contemporary with Structure 1 and, by extension, the
1670 Charles Towne settlement. The areas ofwider dispersal and secondary
concentrations, however, could most reasonably represent a later occupancy of Albemarle
Point.
Revolutionary War Era Component
Unlike the other components recovered at 38CHIA1B, the Revolutionary War Era
component is made up ofartifacts South associated with the redoubt he excavated during
the 1968-9 field seasons (South 2002). With the occupation of Albemarle Point from
approximately 1776 to 1781 by Hessian soldiers, there would seem little chance that this
occupation would leave much evidence in its wake. Artifacts designated as
Revolutionary War era, however, are in sufficient number to suggest these artifacts were
deposited from a domestic occupation, whether by soldiers, plantation slaves, or both.
These artifacts include ceramic Bol's Ginger Beer bottles, Creamware, and Fulham
brown salt-glazed stoneware (Noel Hume 1969: 78-80, 112, 125-8). (See Table 7)
Although their numbers are not prolific, these artifacts are distributed quite differently
than artifacts from the Charles Towne or Transition Eras. (See Figure 58)
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Figure 57. The Distribution of 5/64-inch Pipe Stem.
WarETable 7. Revol .
- -- - ---- J ra com onent
Artifact Creamware Bol's Ginger Beer Bottle Fulham Stoneware
Total 56 27 13
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FIgure 58. DlstnbutlOn of RevolutIOnary War Era Component
The Plantation Era Component
As discussed in the Historical Background, Albemarle Point became "Old Town
Plantation" as early as 1694 (Smith 1915: No. 1,6-7). Despite this early date, the
Plantation Era Component comprised of artifacts dating after the American
Revolutionary War. As the 1787 Tarleton Map - the only known evidence that might
suggest otherwise - indicated the excavated area was free of any structures, artifacts
indicative of a Plantation Era component would have manufacturing dates that post-dates
the Revolutionary War (Tarleton 1787). Therefore, artifacts from the late eighteenth- and
nineteenth-century, that were not included in South's 1968-69 Revolutionary War Era
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component (South 2002), were subsumed in the Plantation Era component. These
artifacts included various ceramics, nails, and pipe stem.
Plantation Era Ceramics
Plantation Era ceramics recovered from the excavations at 38CHIA/B reflect the
largely British revolution in ceramic production. Staffordshire, England, for example,
took advantage of colonial trade and began to import inexpensive ceramics ofmany types
and sorts. Entrepreneurs in the ceramic industry such as, Josiah Wedgwood, prospered
by exporting these ceramics to colonial ports such as 1680 Charles Towne (McKendrick,
Brewer, and Plumb 1982). Local potters, however, began to impact the frontier
consumer too. John Bartlam, for one, took advantage of the lenient enforcement of
patent and copyright infringement. While copying ceramic production techniques like
Wedgwood's, Bartlam began to rush his ceramics to market (South 1993). In short, by
around the time of the American Revolutionary War, the average colonial consumer
purchased and used ceramics born of the British tradition. This trend continued
throughout the American Antebellum? a time minimally deemed the Plantation Era (See
Table 8).
Table 8. Plantation Era ceramics in Summary
Ceramic Type Quantity
Whitewares 293
Pearlwares 77
Redwares (non-Bardian) 14
Porcelain and "Ironstones" 13
Others 25
Total 422
As demonstrated in Figure 59, the distribution pattern of Plantation Era ceramics
is dramatically different from the distribution pattern of the Charles Towne component.
Instead of one area of solid concentration, ceramics of the Plantation component were
deposited into three separate areas. In addition, Plantation Era ceramics are well
distributed throughout the excavated area and bear no obvious relation to Structure 1.
Plantation Nails
Just as ceramic manufacturing increased with the rise of colonial consumerism,
nail production began to industrialization. By the late eighteenth-century, blacksmiths,
the traditional manufacturers of nails, began to implement a series of manufacturing
improvements that changed the method of nail making and eventually increased nail
production. These improvements ranged from line assemblages to hand presses that cut
nails from a single sheet of iron (Nelson 1963). These "new" methods not only increased
the availability ofnails particularly in the post-colonial American marketplace, they also
changed the physical shape of the nail.
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Figure 59. Plantation Era Ceramic Distribution
Nails recovered during the excavations at 38CH IAlB reflected the changes in nail
manufacturing. The earliest Plantation Era nails identified from the 2000/0 I field
seasons were cut nails with a hand-finished head. Although these nails have a head like
that of a hand wrought nail, the shank is straight and evenly cut, like that cut from a
press. These nails range in manufacturing dates of 1790 to approximately 1810. These
nails, however, were found with two other types of nails: cut and wire nails (Nelson
1963).
Nails manufactured only from a hand press, or cut nails, have a tapered shank and
a machined head. Sometimes referred to as a sprig, manufacturing of the cut nail is
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thought to have begun as early as 1805. Also present at 38CH IAlB was the wire nail.
Not to be confused with its modern galvanized successor, the 1850's wire nail is a small,
soft-metal nail that did not begin to replace the cut nail until the late nineteenth-century
(Nelson 1963).
The distribution of Plantation Era nails across the 38CH IAlB block of excavation
parallels that of the Plantation ceramic collection. (See Figure 60) These nails, and their
identifiable fragments, gather into three major areas of concentration. These "clusters"
suggest the presence of a least one, possibly three, eighteenth- or nineteenth-century
structures, although no additional post hole pattems were observed.
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4/64-inch Era Pipe stem
Tobacco pipes contemporary with the Plantation Era component tend to have
larger bowls and smaller diameter pipe stem holes. The evidence for nineteenth-century
pipes at 38CH IAlB reflects these attributes, albeit with modest representation. The only
surviving pipe bowl fragment, as seen in Figure 36M, appears to be from an early
nineteenth-century pipe (Noel Hume 1969: 302), and the eleven 4/64-inch pipe stem,
when applied to Harrington's Date Ranges, places these artifacts in the mid- to late
eighteenth-century (Harrington 1954: 3). (See Table 3) As can be seen in Figure 61,
4/64-inch pipe stems distributed quite meagerly and without any recognizable pattern
across the excavated area. Given the overall lack of evidence, these pipe stems seem best
fit in the Plantation Era component.
Conclusions
The analysis of the historical artifacts from 38CHIA1B revealed the identification
of over 40 different artifact types from a collection of over 3,000 specimens. As these
artifacts were excavated from a mixed context, or A-zone, all recovered materials in this
collection had the potential to be from historic occupations. After undergoing a three-
step process that included the identification, quantification, and the allocation of a date
specific range of manufacture for each artifact, the artifact collection generated a general
chronology that spanned over three hundred years. When compared to dates of historic
occupations of Albemarle Point, the artifact collection assembled into three respective
components: the Charles Towne Era, the Revolutionary War Era, and the Plantation Era.
A fourth component was added to cover an epoch of unknown occupation entitled the
Transitional Era.
As the historical context for each artifact, or artifact group, was determined, the
archaeological context was also examined. Even though all materials were originally
mixed, the distribution for each artifact type or artifact group across the entire block of
excavation would divide the collection by distribution pattern. Artifacts of the same
component would share similar distributional qualities, while the distribution patterns for
each component would contrast (South 1977). In this analysis, three patterns of
distribution were recognized: the Charles Towne Era, the Revolutionary War Era, and the
Plantation Era. Artifacts of the Charles Towne Era distributed in a rather tight pattern to
the south east of Structure 1, with a single artifact concentration in one area. Artifacts of
the other two components distributed into flowing patterns that encompassed much of the
entire excavation block with multiple peaks ofartifact concentration.
By placing each artifact type or artifact group into historical and archaeological
context, both methods divided artifacts into their time-specific components. Both
methods, in fact, produced nearly identical results. From this combined method, each
epochal component revealed a signature pattern that coincided with the historical record.
This combination was particularly useful in the analysis of the Transitional component as
one method was able to place these artifacts into a era of occupation when the other
presented conflicting evidence. Although this method would not necessarily work for
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evelY site, at 38CHINB, this method, using multiple lines of evidence, provides a logical
artifact analysis that can be used for nllther interpretation.
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Figure 61. Distribution of 4/64-inch Pipe stem
The Archaeological Method and Analysis
of the Church Yard Area
Introduction
During the 2000 and 2001 excavations, a goal ofthe 1670 Charles Towne Project
was to investigate a four-acre tract of land adjacent to the Charles Towne fortifications.
In 1969, South interpreted this area to be the acreage ''Laid out for a Church yard", as
noted on the 1672 Culpepper Map (Cheves 1897: frontispiece). As historical evidence
for a chmch yard at the Charles Towne settlement is not further noted, the Project
considered this area for investigation. (See Figure 62)
Figure 62. South's Albemarle Point map guided the
investigation ofthe four-acre tract set aside for a church
yard (South 2002).
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Method of Investigation
The 1670 Charles Towne Project investigated the area known as the church yard
through a systemic sampling method, commonly called shovel testing. This survey, an
extension ofthe 38CHIA shovel testing scheme, intended to locate any extant
archaeological data using a grid of 15 shovel tests set at 60-foot intervals. This grid.,
however, was expanded during the 38CHIB field season to 72 shovel tests set at 30-foot
intervals. (See Figure 63) By modifying the frequency ofshovel tests, the Project hoped
to increase the possibility of locating archaeological evidence for the Charles Towne
church yard.
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Figure 63. The shovel testing scheme of38CHIA WIth the 38CHIB additiOns m the
church yard area noted.
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Although excavated in the same manner as described in Chapter 2, The
Archaeological Method and Analysis, the Project considered two major methods for
identifying the seventeenth-century church yard through shovel test data: I) the
conventional recovery of seventeenth-century artifacts, and 2) the depth of each 1x2-foot
shovel test. From these two conditions, the Project set-forth to locate evidence for the
1670 Charles Towne church yard.
Shovel Test Analysis
At first, the Project sought to identify positive, or data-containing, shovel tests.
Typically, artifacts from a time-specific era are recovered in shovel tests in a
contemporaneous ar~a of occupation or, as in this case, a church. Positive shovel tests, as
defined here, contain cultural artifact materials such as ceramics, glass, brick, slate, and
oyster shell fragments. Charcoal materials were omitted from shovel test data as the
church yard area was thick with underbrush and trees at the time of testing. The area also
appeared to have undergone a not-so-distant underbrush fire, which scorched and felled a
number of trees, particularly in the northern-most portion of the tested area.·
Nevertheless, nearly one-third, or 23 of 71, of the total shovel tests were negative, or
without artifact evidence. The remaining shovel tests, however, provided positive
evidence for some kind ofhuman occupation in the tested area. (See Figure 64)
With 47 positive shovel tests identified, datable artifacts were then divided into
era-specific assemblages, as described in the Artifact Analysis". (See Table 9) This
divided the church yard shovel test collection into three discemable groups: Pre-historic,
1670 Charles Towne, and Plantation. Some artifacts, however, do not easily lend
themselves as temporal indicators. Therefore, brick, slate, and oyster shell fragments
were omitted from any era-specific assemblages. It was hoped that a division ofartifacts
into era-specific assemblages might reveal a distinguishable and interpretable pattern of
distribution across the church yard area.
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Era ofOccupation Quantity
Prehistoric 8
1670 Charles Towne 1
Plantation 9
Brick 21.8g
Oyster Shell 159.5g
Total 18/181.3g
Table 9. Quantity of Artifacts from the church yard area
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Prehistoric Artifacts
Prehistoric, or Native American, ceramics recovered during the chur~h yard
survey represented one-fifth of the recovered data. Despite being the second-most
abundant artifact in the survey, these ceramics were only about one-half of a square inch
in size and, therefore, taxonomically unidentifiable. Even though they are without formal
typological name, these Indian ceramics were assembled into broad categories based on
the physical attributes of each sherd's paste composition. (See Table 10) In addition,
each shovel test containing pre-historic artifacts were identified in a map for future
reference. (See Figure 65)
Table 10. Prehistoric Ceramics from the church yard area.
Ceramic description Quantity
Unidentifiable, plain 5
Unidentifiable, plain, sandy paste 3
Total 8
o . I Anifw
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Figure 65. Shovel Tests containing prehistoric artifacts in the church yard area.
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Oyster Shell Fragments
Typically, oyster shells and oyster shell fragments alone do not lend themselves
as mtifacts. As South demonstrated in 1968-69, however, Native American "Simple
Stamped Pottery is associated [at the Charles Towne Site] with oyster shell midden all
along the Ashley River marsh" (South 2001: Figure 5.2). In addition, oyster shell midden
has also been found in historical contexts (South and DePratter et al. 1995). Given the
possibilities, the Church yard survey recognized the potential of locating an
archaeological site through oyster shell distribution. (See Figure 66)
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Figure 66. The distribution of Oyster shell and oyster shell fragments
between 5 and 38.3 grams.
Charles Towne Era Artifacts
In an effort to be consistent throughout the report, the church yard survey used the
criteria as described in Chapter 4 to identifY possible artifacts of the Charles Towne Era.
Shovel Test 38CHIB-328 from the church yard survey is no exception and contained a
single white ball-clay pipe stem fragment with a bore diameter of 6/64 of an inch. (See
Figure 67) According to the Harrington pipe stem hole bore chart, this artifact, if
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identified as English, could have a date ofmanufacturing range of 1680-1710 (Harrington
1954: 9(1)). As this specimen, the only possible seventeenth-century artifact, can not be
positively identified as English-, Dutch-, French-, or even American-made, this shovel
test could lead to further archaeological investigations although not necessarily
contemporaneous with the 1670 Charles Towne settlement.
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Figure 67. The location of the possible Charles Towne Era artifact.
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Plantation Era Artifacts
Even though only comprising of nine artifacts, Plantation Era artifact,s recovered
from the Church yard survey consisted of two types: ceramics and nails. (See Table 11)
Ceramics designated as Plantation Era included Jasper ware (I), plain Whiteware (2), and
brown feldspar-glazed Stoneware ( I). Plantation Era nails were limited to cut nails, but
were recovered only in fragments. Given the limited amount of each artifact found, no
distinct artifact distribution pattern was recognized. (See Figure 68)
Table 11. Plantation Era Artifacts by Type
Artifact-type Quantity
Ceramic 4
Nail 5
Total 9
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Brick and Slate Distribution
Even though brick and slate fragments do not easily lend themselves to time
specific artifact assemblages, both mtifacts were separately quantified by weight (in
grams). Once quantified, the distributional variability was plotted across the church yard
to locate areas of artifact concentration. Given that both artifacts are, generally,
architectural related items, the distribution of these artifacts might indicate the presence
of a structure. (See Figures 69 and 70) With the limited amounts sampled, however, any
conclusions toward locating a structure are forthcoming.
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Figure 70. Distribution of roofing slate tile in the church yard area.
Locating Burials through Shovel Testing
The second method of locating the 1670 Charles Towne Church yard was to
examine the depth of shovel tests. In this case, the depth of shovel tests served to
monitor possible extant burial features. According to South Carolina cemetery
preservationists Susan H. McGhee and Mmy Edmunds, "by the fIrst half of the 181h
century-or even before, [Charleston, the 1680 Charles Towne settlement,] had several
graveyards associated with churches" (McGhee and Edmunds 1997: 4). Although it is
not known tlu'ough historical sources if any of the 1670 Charles Towne settlers were
interned in the church yard, burial features might appear in shovel tests.
Ideally, shovel tests would reveal soil disturbances caused by human funerary
practices. Soil disturbances, or features, are distinguishable by soil color, texture, and
consistency. Burial features could, however, extend any number of feet into tile ground.
To prevent any intlUsion into human burials, the strategy of the 1670 Charles Towne
Project sought to temllnate a shovel test that appeared to extend into feature fIll. Once
terminated, the shovel test depth would be noted and the provenience designated as
positive for a burial feature.
Although closely monitored, shovel test depth did not appem' to reveal any burial
features. Nevel1heless, shovel test depth averaged approximately 0.7-feet deep, while
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ranging from 0.3-feet to 1.7-feet deep. No shovel tests, however, extended to a depth that
could lead to the positive identification of a burial feature. It was, therefore, hoped that
an illustration of shovel test depth across the church yard area could lead to a f,lture
pattern of interpretation. (See Figure 71)
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Figure 71. The variability of shovel test depth, or the A-level depth, in
the church yard area.
Church yard Survey Conclusions
The church yard survey revealed minimal evidence for the presence of a
seventeenth-century church yard. Given the ephemeral nature of seventeenth-century
sites in general, and 1670 Charles Towne specifically, a single artifact in one shovel test
could be enough evidence to expand these investigations. This single artifact, it should
be noted, is of uncertain origin and, therefore, without a confirmed date of manufacture.
In addition to the artifact evidence, shovel test depth did not indicate the presence of
human burials. Until a continued effort can be made, the church yard survey is without
sufficient data to conclude the position of a church or a church yard with burials.
Summary and Conclusions
When excavations began at the site of 1670 Charles Towne in the Spring of 2000,
the Charles Towne Archaeology Project commenced an 18-month investigation to reveal
evidence for the early Carolina settlement. With two-ten week field seasons, the Project
focused on the northern most portion of the palisade area, a part of Charles Towne
previously unexplored by South in 1968 and 69. In so doing, the Project sought to
combine the historical record with the archaeological investigations to provide Charles
Towne Landing State· Historic Site and the South Carolina Department ofParks,
Recreation, and Tourism with an inclusive report to assist in the "new vision" of state
park interpretation.
The first weeks of the field work began by sampling, or shovel testing, the
designated area for seventeenth-century artifacts. Having located one seventeenth-
century locus, the project undertook a block excavation that resulted in the discovery of a
post hole pattern of I-foot deep post holes and an adjacent concentration of seventeenth-
century artifacts. As the extent of the seventeenth-century artifact concentration was not
completely determined during the first field season, the second ten-week field season
sought to extend the previous season's block excavation. With the hopes of locating a
second structure, only the eastern and southern boundaries of the seventeenth-century
occupied area were revealed.
With historical and archaeological evidence from Virginia being the main guide
of interpretation, the post hole pattern was examined one feature at a time. Using the
profile drawings made while in the field, most of the features were determined· to be post-
in-the-ground architectural features with the remains of the decaying post still evident.
Following the pattern ofpost holes, the structure was approximately 12 x 18 feet and
constructed on posts in post holes ofuneven depth. This technique of earthfast
construction, as found in Virginia, is known as Block construction and became common
around the fourth-quarter of the seventeenth-century. Structure 1 at 1670 Charles Towne,
the first discovered structure of the Charles Towne settlement, diverges from the Virginia
model as the shallow and unevenly sized post holes suggest a unique level of
impermanency that may be found at other early Carolina sites.
The analysis of the artifacts of 38CHIA/B identified over 3,000 artifacts from
three different epochs: the Charles Towne Era, the Revolutionary War Era, and the
Plantation Era. Using both historical research and South's Brunswick Pattern of Refuse
Disposal, over half of the excavated artifacts were detennined to be from the seventeenth-
century. Seventeenth-century artifacts, subsumed into the Charles Towne Era
component, included Wrought nails, bottle glass, pipe stem, Delft, and North Devon
gravel-tempered earthenwares. New research has brought to light a couple minority
types of artifacts that have added a new dimension to the Charles Towne settlement.
Barbadian redwares, in particular, remind archaeologists and historians alike that the
efforts to settle Carolina was largely influenced by the richest colony of the British
empire - Barbados.
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With all that was newly discovered through the 2000/2001 investigations, the
1670 Charles Towne Project looked to the past for interpretation of 38CHIA/B. Using
South's Carolina Artifact Pattern, the function of the site could be detennined with "the
frequency of artifact variation" (South 1977: 83). By placing the seventeenth-century
artifacts into functional groups, such as kitchen, architectural, anns, clothing, personal, or
even tobacco pipe groups, an interpretive view of 38CHIA/B can be made. (See Table
12)
Artifact Group Quantity Percentage
Kitchen 1195 52.9
Architectural 105 4.6
Arms 32 1.4
Clothing 52 2.3
Personal 4 0.1
Tobacco Pipe 873 38.6
2261 99.9
Table 12. Carolina Artifact Pattern Profile for Seventeenth-
century Artifacts at 38CHIA1B.
As can be observed from the Carolina Artifact Pattern, the seventeenth-century
occupation appeared to be largely domestic. The dominance of the Kitchen and Tobacco
Pipe Groups are indicative ofhouse sites at eighteenth-century Brunswick Town (South
1977: 126-7). The Arms Group, however, appears to be more telling of 38CH1AlB. In
comparison to Fort Moultrie and Ninety-six (South 1977: 128-9), the Charles Towne
Arms Group is 50-100 percent higher than the later South Carolina forts. It is therefore
thought that Structure 1 at 38CHIAIB is a part of the defense works South uncovered in
1968 and 69.
So when the Spanish spy Cumunas entered Charles Towne in 1672, the "strong
house" he described could indeed be Structure 1 (Childs n.d.: 4). The "fifty men ... with
an infantry captain" having been stationed at the fortified structure certainly could have
housed the "many fireanns, shot-guns & naked cutlasses" (Childs n.d.: 4). From the
archaeological evidence generated by this report, it would certainly seem likely.
APPENDICES
APPENDIX I
Public Education at Charles Towne Landing
By Elsie Eubanks
Park Archaeologist, Charles Towne Landing State Historic Site
Charles Towne Landing is one of the many sites in Charleston that offers historic,
cultural and natural attractions. Located 4 miles from the historic district in downtown
Charleston and surrounded by the urban sprawl of the 20th century, Charles Towne
Landing offers pristine vistas and an immense archaeological resource unavailable to the
naked eye. This extraordinary plot of land encompassed by the boundaries of Charles
Towne Landing Stcrte Historic Site (CTL) has played a pivotal role in American history.
Known as Kyawaw, Albemarle Point, Charles Towne, and Old Towne Plantation, it was
also an exposition park for South Carolina's Tricentennial celebration, and is presently
part of the South Carolina State Park Service. This site has served historically as many
things to many people whether past or present inhabitants, scholars or visitors to the site.
The last private owners of the land, Dr. and Mrs. Joseph I. Waring diligently
preserved Old Towne Plantation, surrounded by the burgeoning metropolis of Charleston.
Mrs. Waring dreamed that CTL would one day become a "public historic shrine." When
the Tricentennial Commission acquired the historic site in 1969 Mrs. Waring's dream
was to become a reality.
For any project funding is a critical aspect. Through the federal Open Space
Program, a grant was obtained from The Department of Housing and Urban
Development. This grant was matched by the State, the City of Charleston, and
Charleston County, and the property was purchased from Mrs. Waring.
The South Carolina State Park Service is committed in continuing the important
legacy of this 600+ acre parcel of land through the dissemination of its rich history. The
SC State Parks mission is as follows:
The South Carolina State Park Service's mission is to improve the quality
of life and economic well being of the citizens of South Carolina by
providing natural-resource based recreational opportunities with emphasis
on conservation, education and interpretation of the natural, cultural, and
historical resources of the state.
In 1995, 10.5 million people visited one of the 48 State Parks in South Carolina.
South Carolina, one of the nations smallest states, shows one of the strongest visitor
growth trends in the United States since 1995, while Charleston's visitation count
numbers 3 million per year with an average stay of 3.5 days (CACVB 1999). This
growth mandated the opportunity to set a new vision for the State Park System for the
21 st century to effectively balance sound resource management with quality visitor
services. In 1997, South Carolina State Parks initiated a Parks Evaluation Project to
develop this strategic direction. The final report, State Parks: A New Vision/or the 21st
Century was published in 1997. As a result of the study, The South Carolina State Park
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System was renamed The South Carolina State Park Service on January 27, 1997, and
Charles Towne Landing State Park eventually became known as Charles Towne Landing
State Historic Site. It is important to note that CTL was independently asse~sed.
In 1995, a team of consultants hired by SC Department of Parks Recreation and
Tourism (SCPRT) served to plan CTL's future. These consultants were tasked with a
total evaluation of the park and the appropriateness of its operation in serving the people
of South Carolina and make recommendations regarding its future role as a state property
(Patton et al 1995). A widespread consensus was that Charles Towne Landing lacked a
succinct mission and purpose. The committee members included Lawrence C. Henry,
President of Brookgreen Gardens in South Carolina and former Director of Museums for
the Colonial Williamsburg Foundation in Virginia; Sara E. Patton, Executive Director of
Historic S1. Mary's City in Maryland and former Director of Jamestowne Settlement in
Virginia; Cheryl Hargrove, Director of Heritage Tourism, National Trust for Historic
Preservation, Washington, DC; and William Alderson, retired President ofOld Salem,
Inc., in North Carolina, former Director of the Strong Museum in Rochester, NY, and
former Director of the American Association for State and Local History.
The Consultant Report: Charles Towne Landing was published in 1996. All
agreed that the most important featur~ of CTL is its uniqueness as the site of the first
permanent European settlement in South Carolina. The committee recommended that
recreational programs at Charles Towne Landing be of secondary importance to the
park's history. They further suggested research to be a top priority for the historical
aspect of the park and to garner support from visitors through visible archaeological
research of the historic area. Furthermore, that the public should be well informed about
the need for research and its vital importance in both interpretation and in the future
revitalization of the park. They recommended establishing a research agenda, both
archaeological and historical, to determine the location of the town site and its buildings.
Such a program would assure authenticity and credibility. They envisioned that some of
the archaeological research could be interpreted to visitors and school groups, and would
very likely attract the attention of the press and media. Their final suggestion that an
advisory committee ofmuseum and historic site managers work with SCPRT on"the
redevelopment and direction of the park became a reality upon the fonnation of the CTL
Implementation Committee. A subcommittee, Archaeology and Research, was charged
with developing an archaeology and research plan for the park. In 1999,
recommendations of the subcommittee culminated in a mission statement for the
archaeology at CTL. That mission statement is as follows:
The mission of the Archaeology Department at CTL is to continue to serve
as the engine driving the Education Department in its Mission, to provide
accurate interpretation of Charles Towne history, as well as, to educate the
public through archaeological programs, and to include leadership in the
professional archeology community through publications, lectures and
presentations.
To implement the above stated goals, CTL offers scholarly educational opportunities to
the public. Whether programs, lectures or on site digs, these opportunities reach those at
the local and state level and beyond due to CTL's national significance. Efforts to
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accomplish this goal include academic research partnerships with colleges and
universities, volunteer oppOitunities, school programs, a speaker's bureau, hosting the SC
Archaeology Field Day, archaeology open house programs and a 200 I Caribbean-
Carolina Symposium.
Important Firsts at Charles Towne Landing State Historic Site
• In April 1670, 140 English settlers, indentured servants, and African slaves, in
search of economic success and freedom of religion, sailed into a harbor with in
the coordinates La!. 32.8 ! Long. -80.0. This settlement would be the birthplace
of South Carolina.
• On April 4, 1970, three hundred years later, on an unseasonably cold and windy
day, thousands gathered on the point of land where the settlers had come ashore to
mark the occasion. They viewed the archaeologically revealed fortification
ditches and reconstmcted embankments and palisades. During this Tricentel1llial
year, Charles Towne Landing held many educational programs.
• On May 15,2000, professional archaeologists, assisted by volunteers, gathered to
begin the task of unearthing the archaeological evidence where South Carolina's
first permanent settlers had dug and planted their architectural roots in a
settlement called Charles Towne.
Volunteers
Charles Towne Landing State Historic Site, the South Carolina State Park
Service, and the South Carolina Institute of Archaeology and Anthropology are greatly
indebted to these 105 outstanding volunteers who donated 3308 hours to the project.
Sharon Applebaum
David Allen
Mel Amos
Roy Bass
Garrett Bean
Pam Blank
Leonard Blank
Howard Bridgman
Archie Burkel
Jody Burns
Michael Buss
Julia Carlisle
Ellen Clark
Cindy Clark
B. Cruise
Elizabeth Chartrand
James Davis
Matt Daugherty
Eleanor Durgee
Radge Duncan
Jennifer Dyer
Kent Elsey
Katie Epps
Charlotte Fellows
Thomas Frank
Tom Franz
David Frierson
Mary Frierson
Robert Flynn
Steve Faucette
Chuck Gifford
Nathan Glapker
Mary Griffin
David Griffm
James Godfrey
Florence Hall .
Katherine Haman
Lorna Hattler
Jennifer Harris
Karen Harris
Ladona Harvey
Susie Heinz
Maxine Heller
Russell Horres
Alex Hershenson
Mitty Hensley
Boyd Hinton
Laura Howard
Tom Horton
Nicole Isenbarger
Jill Jackson
Karen Jackson
Bronwell Jewell
Sean Kilpatrick
Cathy Lee
Richard Lehan
Judy Lester
Alexandra Lind
Dona LYnch
Kevin LYnch
Maureen LYnch
Sarah Lyle
Aquiules Martinez
Bill Maastricht
Dorothy Maastricht
Daniel Matthews
Joan McIntYre
Jacqueline McCall
Kristina McClure
Karen McCormick
George Miller
Marguerite Mills
Ann Scott Morris
George Neil
Shannon Newcomb
Joseph Nussbaum
Martha Nye
Bob Pace
Ed Piwowar
Vivian Piwowar
Andrea Prettyman
Sarah Price
Sarah Page
Sherry Pollard
CarolYn Reuther
Heather Roach
Marcia Rosenberg
Shimoni Rosenthal
Alicia Rhodes
Chantal Rousselin
Jack Sample
Robert Siegel
Virginia Siedler
Fred Shinners
Mary Ann Shinners
Gerry Sinners
CarolYn Schad
Dwain Skinner
Frank Shorter
James Smart
Ethel Snyder
Emily Strout
Rebecca Sweetman
Olivia Tate
Fred Taber
Marie Thrower
James Trusso
Theris Trupos
Dick Vogel
John Wade
Sarah Wade
Jennifer Wain
Raye Wall
Jim Way
Emily Wahrer
Jessica Wilson
Susan Wolfe
Elizabeth Wood
Joan Whitlatch
Theresa Zwingman
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College of Charleston Field School 'Students
Matthew Tankerley Chris Erbland Margaret Harris
Jill Langenberg
Katie Epps
Nicole Isenbarger
Chad Kruse
Erin Thompson
Melinda Munoz
Beth Sigmon
Jamie Destefano
Meaghan Poyer
Hamilton Bicksler
Travis Groves
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The Citadel - The Military College of South Carolina
Dr. Laurie Kamorie
Megan Gentry
Garrett Jackson
Brian Maloney
Carrie McCoy
Bobby Rogers
Zach Sheppard
Nicole Villereal
Methodology of Volunteer Recruitment
The ten-week 2000 excavation could not have been accomplished without the
dedicated volunteers providing labor. Volunteers were a major asset to the archaeology
program and contributed greatly to the research effort. Efforts to develop this massive
volunteer force began in January 2000. A small advertisement that requested volunteers
to assist with the excavation was sent to the following:
Newspapers
The Post and Courier
The Goose Creek Gazette
The Moultrie News
The City Paper
Skirt Magazine
Television Stations
Fox 24
UPN36
WCIV4
WCSC5
WCBD7
Radio Stations
WSSX
WSUY
WPAL
The enthusiasm in the community was overwhelming. Approximately 400 calls
were received by the Archaeology Department in four weeks. A main theme among the
applicants was sheer excitement. Many additional calls commented on their love for the
park, their disappointment that archaeology had not been an emphasis in the past, and that
they were so pleased to see it now. A representative example of this enthusiasm and
support is summed up in the following letter, written by a volunteer from Charleston.
Dear Ms Eubanks,
News of the dig was quite exciting, as I have had a keen love and
appreciation for Charles Towne Landing for many years. The beauty of the site
and its intriguing history have at times left me in awe. In recent years I have felt
sad and even angry that this important place in SC history has been forgotten and
neglected. Some folks are even unaware of its existence. I would like to
contribute in some small personal measure to the dig, hoping that it will bring
greater public and governmental awareness. I also feel strongly that the
knowledge gained could be an important springboard to activities, which would
enhance, insure, and protect the area for future generations to come.
Hoping to meet you soon,
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Sincerely,
Florence Hall (Flo)
When volunteers called the archaeology department, they were given details of
the excavation, (hours, days, etc.). For those willing to take up the shovel, their name and
personal information was taken, they were added to our database, and a form was mailed
to them. This questionnaire proved to be invaluable in the planning of volunteer
schedules. Questions on the form are listed below.
WPhone: HName Address
Best time to reach you_
Do you have any previous archaeology experience? (Not Required) if so, please
tell us about it.
We may include weekend shifts. Are you able to work weekends only? _
If you have no preference on dates, may we select a schedule for you? _
What dates/times are you available?
Week I - May 15
M_T_W_T_H_F_S_
Week 2 - May 22
M_T_W_T_H_F_S_
Week 3 - May 29
MTWTHFS
-- -----
Week 4 - June 5
MTWTHFS
-- -----
Week 5 - June 12
MTWTHFS
Week 6 - June 19
M_T_W_T_H_F_S_
Week 7 - June 26
M_T_W_T_H_F_S_
Week 8 - July 3
M_T_W_T_H_F_S_
Week 9 - July 9
MTWTHFS
-- -----
Week 10 - July 17
MTWTHFS
When are you able to attend an orientation/training class? Evening_, Day_, Either_.
How did you hear about the volunteer opportunity?
Do you have ajob preference? __ Fieldwork__ Screening only Lab __
Tell us a little about yourself (occupation, special skills, interests, etc.)
Why are you interested in assisting witl1 this excavation?
Other.
This detailed information was used as a planning tool for the volunteer program.
We were able to place people according to their interest and expertise. It let us schedule
in advance according to the field labor requirements. Unfortunately, there were more
applicants than we had a need for. Volunteers were scheduled on a first come first serve
basis. Those that were turned away were added to our database and provided an
opportunity to work on other projects.
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Our volunteers were a diverse group, consisting of retirees, college students,
junior high and high school students, home schooled students, boy scouts, individuals
with full time public jobs, some with part time jobs, stay at home mothers and fathers,
etc. However, all shared a love for and commitment to Charles Towne Landing, a
scholarly interest in archaeology, and a Hteam spirif' enthusiasm.
The parents of several home schooled students used the excavation as an
opportunity to fulfill requirements in their child's education program. Archaeology
utilizes science, math, history, and social studies, thus providing a creative manner to
address curriculum guidelines. In addition, they had the opportunity to interact with a
diverse group of individuals all working towards the same goal. These highly focused
young students made excellent volunteers.
One young man, ~ boy scout, used his volunteer hours to work towards an
archaeology merit badge. CTL Archaeologist Rusty Clark, a former boy scout, mentored
this student whose fieldwork satisfied part of the badge's requirements.
Some volunteers used the experience as support for graduate school admissions,
to help define professional goals and gain archaeology field experience. The College of
Charleston Summer Field School students spent time at the dig as a working educational
field trip. Their labor made possible the excavation of4 lOx 10 units in one day. The
Citadel's archaeology Maymester class spent one week working on the excavation. This
allowed the students to receive field experience out of the classroom.
Volunteer On-Site Archaeological Training
Although some of the volunteers had archaeology experience, the Charles Towne
Archaeology Project provided a comprehensive training program. Participation in. the
project was an educational learning experience for all volunteers. On Monday mornings
at 6:30 AM, Stanley South oriented volunteers on the project's goals, methods, and
history. This included a slide presentation of the work accomplished on the site in 1968
and 1969. South also briefed volunteers on the importance of site etiquette. Then, it was
off to the field for hands-on archaeological training with Michael Stoner and his crew of
archaeologists. (See Figure 4) A summarized list of background information and
archaeology goals South used during orientation follows.
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Figure 2. Archaeology assistants Andrew Agha and Heathly Johnson
demonstrate the proper method for excavating a shovel test to the anxious
volunteers.
Background Facts
• European settlers discarded refuse awund their houses.
• Charles Towne settlers brought ceramics with them, but they also had tobacco
pipes, nails, flint for making fires, musket balls and shot, and wine bottles, all of
which left fragments in the archaeological record.
• Colonists dug holes for posts for houses, providing architectural evidence.
• The "Old Town" Plantation period also left an archaeological record.
• Some holes contain artifacts providing clues to time and use.
• For thousands of years An1erican Indians used the Albemarle Point area and their
presence is often seen in the yellow subsoil sand below the plowed soil zone in
the Charles Towne area.
Archaeology Research Goals
• Artifact Distribution: To determine through excavation shovel tests the
distribution of colonial artifacts on the site and the areas of their greatest density,
which will help pinpoint the location of Charles Towne.
• The search for a colonial dwelling: To excavate, in the area of highest artifact
density, an excavation block (28 ten foot squares were planned, but eventually 65
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ten foot squares were excavated to reveal, through soil discoloration, house
postholes and refuse filled pits beneath the plow zone.
• The search for graves and the church: To attempt to located the church and
graveyard area through discovery of burial pits in the four acre area ~'laid out for a
church yard".
Summary of Archaeological Methods and Techniques Presented to Volunteers
Under the guidance of Michael Stoner and his staff, each volunteer had an
opportunity to use or observe the following techniques.
• Scale
o All measurements are engineer feet and tenths - not inches
• Reference Points
o Methodology of reference points and the grid
o Placement of shovel tests within the Grid
• Soil Zones
o Definition of soil zones and nomenclature
o Excavation the B-zone subsoil level
o Protecting the exposed subsoil level
o Cleaning the subsoil level
o Examining the B-zone
• Artifacts
o Importance ofartifact spatial distribution and shovel tests results
o Recovering artifacts from the screen
o Washing the artifacts
o Cataloging the artifacts
o Analyzing the artifacts
• The Excavation Block
o Provenience numbering
o Positioning the excavation block
o Gridding the excavation block
o Marking the Grid Squares
o Backfilling the site
o Use of the Gradall machine
o Power screening the plowed soil zone
• Features
o Marking the features with strings
o Numbering the features
o Mapping the features
o Finding features - Charles Towne Houses
o Finding features - Charles Towne Vineyards
o Finding features - Plantation period vineyards
o Excavation of features
• Methodology for the burial search
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Volunteers received aT-shirt commemorating the excavation on their first day of
work. At the end of the field season a volunteer thank-you party was held in the dome at
CTL. All enjoyed a celebration cake and a slide show of the dig. This provided an
opportunity for them to see the progress of the season, especially those that were not able
to work the entire project. CTL also presented the volunteers certificates of appreciation.
Volunteer Raye Wall was recognized with a plaque for her many hours of service.
Nearly all participants have called or written to let us know how important the
opportunity was to them. Below are several of the many letters received.
Dear Archaeology Staff,
I worked ~s a volunteer in the Charles Towne dig of 2000 from
May 15 until July 21, and found it to be very educational. When I walked
on the site I knew nothing about archaeology. Now I can walk on a site
and know what they are doing. The on-site archaeologists, M. Stoner, H.
Johnson, A. Agha, explained what we were going to do and how it was to
be done, and then the fun started. I was taught how to excavate and screen
shovel tests, pull tape to mark the squares, to use the motorized screen
when the ten-foot squares were being excavated by gradall and shovel, and
how to identify, mark and excavate features. Polly Worthy taught me how
to water screen the artifacts and I acted as recorder when S. South was
mapping the site. At the present time I am working in the lab separating
and washing artifacts for M. Stoner. As usual, he is always willing to
answer my questions, or get a textbook with a pottery design in which I
have shown an interest. I am looking forward to the Charles Towne dig of
2001 and learning more about archaeology.
Volunteer,
Raye Wall
Dear Elsie Eubanks,
My name is Boyd Hinton and I participated as an archaeology
volunteer excavating the 1670 Old Towne Plantation site from May 15,
2000 through July 21,2000. I worked as a volunteer contributing as much
time as I could during the whole 10-week period . I was informed of the
archaeology excavation while attending a junior college by as
anthropology professor.
As a volunteer, I was able to learn many things pertaining to the
field of archaeology. I was able to get hands on experience with research,
methods, and techniques used in archaeology. I was instructed and
received training by very patient, professional and knowledgeable
archaeologists, and by Charles Towne Landing staff members.
Furthermore, I would like to commend Charles Towne Landing for
providing tents for the much needed shade, water, and access to the park,
shirts and other miscellaneous equipment.
The experience I have gained working as a volunteer was very
valuable to me. It provided me with insight to the history of Charles
Towne Landing and South Carolina. This experience has made me
believe archaeology is important because it connects the past to the
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present for a better understanding to the community. I would like to thank
Charles Towne Landing for providing me with the oppOltunity to
participate as a Volunteer.
Sincerely,
Boyd Hinton
Dear Elsie,
I enjoyed working on the dig so much! It was so fun and so very educational.
Sarah Lyle
Public Visitation of the Archaeological Excavation
Charles Towne Landing provides a tram service for park visitors. During the ten
weeks of excavation, arrangements were made for the tram to stop at the entrance to the
archaeology site, on the way to tour the Adventure (a reproduction seventeenth century
trading vessel). Either an archaeologist or a trained volunteer met the trams evelY hour
on the hour. The visitors were provided with a brief history of the site, information about
the archaeology method, and given an opportunity to ask questions. They were invited to
return to the dig site after their tour to sit on the bleachers and watch the progress.
A scheduled tour of the site was offered twice daily, morning and afternoon.
Guests were informed of the tours by an inforn1ative flyer offered at CTL's entrance.
The participants gathered at the archaeological site where a (visitors) tent had been
erected. inforn1ation relating to the histOly of the site, the archaeological research design,
methods, and current progress was made readily available. Many ohhe attendees were
frequent visitors to CTL and wished to remain informed about its progress.
Figure 3. Volunteer Raye Wall and Andrew Agha map features while Elsie
Eubanks explains the archaeological process to a group of visitors.
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Passive interpretation of the site was accomplished by placing photographs and an
explanation of the excavation on an easel by the tram road at the site. Many guests just
passing-by would stop and read the information, walk in and sit on the bleachers and
observe. These individuals were given information and encouraged to ask questions.
The second season field season of the project began March 2001. Analysis of the
previous educational component of the project assisted in the planning of 200 I season.
Some changes were made. For example, in order to streamline the fieldwork, preference
was given to volunteers that could conunit at least one full week to the project. All
volunteers from last year were contacted first before enlisting new pmticipants.
Our research during 2000 helped define our goals and objectives for 200 I. As a
result, new T-shirts were designed by Michael Stoner, which read, "The Charles Towne
Project: In Search of the Barbados-Carolina Connection." In order to fulfil the project
goal of public outreach, local schools were offered the opportunity to visit the site and see
the archaeologists at work as an educational field trip. The tranl tour stops were
discontinued and replaced by a kiosk at the archaeology site. This allowed visitors with
an interest in the archaeology to spend time at the site, receive a tour, and leave
understanding the significance of CTL. Photographs were displayed at the hospitality
tent representing the archaeology procedures and results. A poster designed my M. Stoner
was displayed at the site entrance providing the public with infomlation on the
excavation. Bleachers were available for those interested in watching the excavation after
their tour of the site.
Figure 4. A volunteer docent (right) gives a tour to a local school group.
Archaeologists and other professional researchers who visited the site were: Joe
Joseph, Martha Zierdin, Ron Anthony, Laura KaI11.orie, Carl Steen, Chris Judge, Patsy
Sowell, Bob Morgan, Bruce Rippeteau, Chester DePratter, Mona Grunden, Jim Wigley,
Joe Beatty, Robert Pace, Michael Hall, Brett Brinegar, and Jim Spirek. PRT staff visited
the site too. Among them: Buddy Jennings, Van Stickles, Phil Gaines, Larry Duncan,
and, of course, Ron Fischer.
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Public Relations
A press conference featuring Govel110r Hodges was plalUled for May 12, 2000,
the first day of the excavation, as a kick off celebration. However, it was rescheduled for
June 2, three weeks into the dig. This afforded an opportunity to show the public an
ongoing excavation and mtifacts that had been recovered. The Govel110r's Press
conference was plalU1ed by the public relations department of SCPRT led by Ms. Dawn
Dawson. Press releases announcing the event were sent to local and statewide press, state
agencies, and various other sites and institutions by Ms. Dawson. Governor Hodges's
office sent press releases to national media. Media attending the news conference
received a pre-event press packet. This packet included information regarding the
pmtnership between SCPRT and SCIAA, a brief history of the site, a photo and map of
the project area, a T-shirt commemorating the dig and StaI1ley South's biography. (See
Figure 6)
Figure 5. Stanley South expresses his joy of seeing the re-birth of the
archaeological investigations at 1670 Charles Towne during the
Govel110r's press conference.
Groundwork preparation for this press conference included the efforts of all the
CTL staff. Those not usually involved in m·chaeology spent many hours plalU1ing and
preparing the park for the event. A stage and podium were strategically placed in front of
the dig. This allowed the volunteers and archaeology staff to continue to work in the
background in view of the cameras. The grounds were manicured to pelfection. A tent
nearby offered a respite from the sun and cold bottled water. The sensitive nature of the
archaeological site precludes the use of cars, thus golf carts were brought in to get the
press and dignitaries to the dig location.
This event allowed SC State Parks to publicly acknowledge the bond money that
made the excavation a reality. It also was an opportunity to infolTIl the public about the
new direction of SC State Parks and the revitalization ofCTL. The event went smoothly
aI1d all were proud to have Govel110r Hodges mU10unce his commitment to archaeology
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and education at CTL. Sen. Glenn McConnell, Sen. Ernie Passailaigue, Rep. Bobby
Harrell also voiced their enthusiasm for CTL's revitalization and the archaeology efforts.
The 2000 Excavation received coverage in the following media: The Post and
Courier, The City Paper. National Public Radio, The State, Charleston Gateway. The
Journal, and Associated Press.
Video Taping of the Archaeological Process
Pete Peters, of VideoRecords, Inc., taped twelve hours of the various aspects of
the excavation with the anticipation of a future documentary. This also included the
taping of a trip to the Charleston Museum to discuss the identification of several artifacts
from the excavation with Martha Zierden, an archaeologist with the Charleston Museum.
A trip to the home of historian Agnes Baldwin, who shared her source materials from her
book, The First Set/leI's ofSOll/h Carolina, was also documented. Approximately another
twenty-four hours were spent on the editing of the previously shot footage. The work
completed by Pete Peters will provide CTL, SCPRT, and SCIAA with a valuable video
record of the 2000 Excavation and is greatly appreciated.
Figure 6. Ed Piwowar videotapes Andrew Agha's progress in
feature excavation as other volunteers look on.
APPENDIX II
Glass Beads from Charles Towne Landing (38CHIA)
by Marvin T. Smith
Department of Sociology, Anthropology, and Criminal Justice,
Valdosta State University
Investigations at Charles Towne Landing site recovered 246 beads and bead
fragments. These beads can be divided into twenty-three types based on method of
manufacture and color. Following a discussion of bead classification, the twenty-three
types will be described. Finally, the most diagnostic bead types will be discussed in more
detail.
Methods
In this study, bead attributes, including method of manufacture, color,
diaphaneity, and structure, and measurements were recorded. The beads were then typed
according to the Kidd and Kidd (1970) system or the system used by Brain (1979) in
analyzing the Trudeau C'Tunica Treasure") collection. When necessary for clarity, beads
are referenced to the type numbers in Good's report (1972) for the Guebert site
assemblage since this report has excellent color plates.
In the eighteenth century, beads were manufactured by two major methods. Most
of the beads from Charles Towne Landing were manufactured by the drawn cane method,
in which a bubble of molten glass was stretched out into a long tube that was then cut into
bead lengths. All of the Charles Towne drawn beads were further modified by being heat
altered, to give them a rounded appearance. This technique was used to produce.beads
for both embroidery C'seed beads") or larger necklace beads. Drawn beads can be further
divided into types based on structure. Simple beads are composed of one layer of glass.
Compound beads are composed of two layers of glass. Complex beads have added
stripes or other decoration added to the surface of the bead. Other beads from the site
were produced with the Wire Wound (or "Wound" or "Mandrel Wound") method, in
which a thread of molten glass was wound onto a metal rod, the "mandrel." This
technique was used to produce larger necklace beads. Wound beads can be further
modified by shaping with a paddle while the glass is still molten ("marvering"), molding,
or by adding additional stripes or other decoration.
The attribute Diaphaneity is classified as opaque, translucent when light
penetrates the bead, or translucent when light shines through the bead. In practical terms,
a bead is transparent when its perforation can be seen through the bead wall when the
bead is held up to light.
Color classification in this analysis is very general, since a Munsell Color Guide
was not available. Beads are illustrated in color in the Trudeau (Brain 1979) and Guebert
(Good 1972) reports. Size is reported as length and diameter in millimeters. Small "seed"
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beads from the 1968-69 excavations had been previously strung and were not unstrung to
be measured.
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Figure I. Selected beads from 38CH IA.
I. Drawn Cane Beads
Opaque white subspherical bead of simple construction. Kidd number I1a 13. Trudeau
number I1A I. 2 half specimens. Catalog numbers 188A and 269A. Size: Length:
6.5mm. Diameter: 6.5-7mm. (See Figure lA)
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Nearly transparent subspherical navy blue bead of simple construction. Kidd IIa55.
Trudeau 1IA6. 2 specimens. Catalog numbers 193A and 194A. Size: L: 8-9mm. D: 9-
10mm. (See Figure IB)
Transparent blue bead. Shape ranges from oblate spheriodal to barrel-shaped. This bead
is similar to the common turquoise blue bead (Kidd IIa40), but it is darker and
transparent. Kidd IIa*. Not present at Trudeau or Guebert. 3 specimens. Catalog
numbers 189A, 205A (half specimen), and 269A (fragment). Note: the fragtnentary
specimens 205A and 269A mend into a complete specimen. L: 7.5-8.5mm; D: 8-8.5mm.
See Figure IC)
Opaque turquoise blue olive to barrel shaped bead of simple construction. Kidd IIa40.
Trudeau IIA7. 5 specimens. Catalog numbers 187A, 197A, 268A, 269A, and 1968-69
collection. L: 5.5-13mm; D: 6.5-9.5mm. (See Figure ID)
Highly eroded transparent emerald green barrel-shaped bead of simple construction. This
is probably a drawn cane bead, but the method of manufacture not obvious in this eroded
specimen. Kidd IIa28. Trudeau possibly IIA15. Guebert Number 37. 1 specimen.
Catalog number 677A. L: 5mm. D: 6mm. (See Figure IE)
Transparent navy blue seed bead of simple construction. Kidd IIa56. 7 specimens.
Catalog number 270,304, and 1968-69 collections (5 specimens). L: 1.5-2mm. D: 3-
3.5mm. (See Figure IF)
Translucent turquoise blue seed bead of simple construction. Kidd IIa41. 4 specimens.
Catalog number 313 and 1968-69 collections (3 specimens).
Opaque yellow seed bead of simple construction. 2 specimens from the 1968-69
collections.
Translucent dark burgandy (appears black by reflected light) seed bead of simple
construction. 7 specimens from the 1968-69 collections.
Translucent royal blue seed bead of simple construction. 23 specimens from the 1968-69
collections.
Transparent turquoise blue seed bead of simple construction. 10 specimens from the
1969-69 collections.
Opaque white seed beads. At least some of these are of compound construction (have an
overlay ofcolorless glass to give the bead more sheen), but weathering prevents positive
identification of all beads. 156 specimens from the 1968-69 collections.
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Opaque white oblate spheroidal to barrel-shaped necklace bead ofcomplex construction.
The bead has two green and two blue alternating stripes. Kidd lIb*. Not present at
Trudeau or Guebert. 4 specimens. Catalog numbers 188A, 189A, 196A (half specimen),
269A. L: 7-8.5mm. D: 7.5-8mm. (See Figure IG)
Opaque white olive-shaped necklace bead of complex construction. There are three sets
of compound stripes. Each compound stripe consists of a green-red-blue-red-green-red
set of stripes. Other variations exist in the collection, such as green-red-blue-red-green
and green-blue-green (this set appears on the same bead which has other sets with red).
These beads may be ofcomposite construction with a slightly blue core and white outer
layer, but the subtle color differences of the layers doesn't really look like two distinct
layers of glass. Kidd IIbb*. Similar to Trudeau Iffi35 and similar to Guebert 27 and 28,
but the stripe colors vary. 3 specimens. Catalog numbers 188A (quarter of a specimen),
382A (two fragments which restore as one complete bead), and 675B (half specimen). L:
14.5mm; D: 7.5-8.5mm. (See Figure IH)
Beads of Wound Construction
Opaque black wound bead fragment. This bead was possibly spherical. Kidd WI b.
Trudeau WIA6. Guebert 82. Size is indetenninant, but this was a large bead with a
length greater than 7.5mm and a diameter greater than 8.5mm. (See Figure II)
Translucent navy blue spherical wound bead. Kidd WID 15 is the closest match. Not
present at Trudeau or Guebert. I specimen. Catalog number 215A. L: 6mm. D: 6mm.
(See Figure IJ)
Translucent purple wound bead. The bead is crudely fonned, but generally oblate
spheroidal. Kidd WIb*. Not present at Trudeau or Guebert. I specimen. Catalog
number 267A. L: 8.5mm. D: 7mm. (See Figure IK)
Transparent Amber decahedral. This bead has pressed facets. Kidd WIlc5. Trudeau
WIIA4. Guebert 8. 4 specimens. Catalog numbers 187A, 192A, 194A, and 201A. L: 5-
8.5mm. D: 7-IOmm. (See Figure IL)
Translucent navy blue decahedral. Kidd WIle I I. Trudeau WIIA3. Guebert 7. I
specimen. Catalog 190A. L: 8.5mm. D: 9mm. (See Figure 1M)
Colorless "Raspberry" bead of wound construction. The bead has a series of large nodes
covering the surface and resembles a raspberry. Kidd WIld I. Trudeau WOO2. Guebert
26. 5 specimens. Catalog numbers 187A (half), I90A (half), 268A, 382A, and 675B. L:
7-8.5mm. D: 9-IOmm. (See Figure IN)
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Opaque black wound bead with meandering yellow lines around the circumference. These
beads are often called "Roman" beads or ~~Rattlesnake"beads. Kidd WIII*. Trudeau
WlIIA6. 1 specimen. Catalog number 194A. L: 8.5mm. D: 10mm. (See Figure 10)
Opalescent bluish-white wound bead in the shape of a twisted melon (grooved and
twisted bead). Kidd WIle but twisted. Trudeau WIIB3. 3 specimens. Catalog numbers
197A and 188A (2 specimens). L: 7.5-8mm. D: 6-7.5mm. One specimen is slightly
flattened. (See Figure IP)
Lapidary Beads
Fragment of an oblate spheriodal faceted jet bead. The surface is covered with small four
or five-sided facets. 1 nearly half specimen. Catalog number 188A. L: 8.5mm. D: .
8mm. (See Figure lQ)
Discussion
Most of the beads from Charles Towne Landing are very common types used in
the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries. Most are poor time markers. The
goals of this analysis were to demonstrate that the beads recovered came from the
colonial occupation of Charles Towne Landing, and to ascertain whether or not there
were any distinctive beads in the assemblage which might be unique to English contact
from the late seventeenth-early eighteenth century. I have chosen to concentrate on the
more diagnostic polychrome beads and modified wound beads for further analysis. In
looking for comparisons, I have checked the bead literature from eastern North American.
Table 1 lists sites consulted:
Table 1. Comparative Bead sites.
Site Location Date Reference
Woods Island AL ca. 1670-1715 Smith 1989
Childersburg AL ca. 1715-1800 Dejarnette and Hanson 1960
Tallapoosa Valley AL 1540-1830s Burke 1936
Old Mobile AL 1702-1711 Smith analysis notes; Smith in
press
Port Dauphin AL 1711-1725 Smith analysis notes; Smith in
press
Guntersville Reservoir AL 17th c. Flemin~ 1976
Toqua TN 16th_18th c. Polhemus 1987
Tomotley TN 18th c. Newman 1981; Carnes1983
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Tuskegee TN 18tn c. Newman 1981
Mialoquo TN 18tn c. Russ and Chapm~ 1984
Chota-Tanasee TN 18th c. Newman 1986
Trudeau LA 1731-1764 Brain 1979
Misc. Tunica sites LA/MS 1699-1800s Brain 1988
Portland LA 1698-1706 Brown 1976
Natchitoches Parish LA 1714-1820 Gregory and Webb 1965
Fatherland MS ca. 1699-1730 Neitzel 1965; 1983
Pilgrim Bayou MS ca. 1699-1730 Atkinson 1992
Trinity School MS ca. 1699-1730 Prospere 1996
Fort Michilimackinac MI 1715-1781 Stone 1974
Guebert Site IL 1719-1833 Good 1972 .
Bell WI 1680-1730 Lorenzini 1996
Rock Island WI 1641-1770 Mason 1986
Lasanen MI 1670-1715 Stone 1971
Fort S1. Joseph MI 1700-1781 Grand Rapids Public Museum
1977
Tarver GA 1695-1715 Pluckhahn 2001
Fort Moore SC 1716-1766 Storey, n.d.; South 1977
De Liefde Shipwreck 1711 Karklins 1988
Jackson-Everson NY 1660-1680 Kuhn and Snow 1986
Womack TX ca. 1719 Harris et al. 1965
Gilbert TX 1740-1770 Harper et al. 1967
Wichita Sequence TX 18th and 19th c. Harris et al. 1967
Fredericks NC 1680-1720 Carnes 1987, 1988
Various Piedmont sites NC 17th and 18th c. Ward and Davis 1993
S1. Augustine FL 18th c. Deagan 1987
San Luis FL 1656-1704 Smith 1992; Mitchem 1992
Fort Beausejour Canada 1751-1768 Karklins
Fancy wound beads from Charles Towne landing include amber and blue
decahedrals, a "rattlesnake bead," a "raspberry," and a twisted melon bead. Decahedrals
have been found in English, French, and Spanish contact sites, and thus were traded by all
European nationalities involved in the Southeastern deerskin trade. For example, they are
found at Old Mobile, S1. Augustine, and Fort Moore. Furthermore, they are poor time
markers, being found on sites from approximately 1700 to 1760s (Old Mobile through
Trudeau). The so-called Rattlesnake bead, black with meandering yellow lines, also
appears to span most of the frrst two-thirds of the eighteenth century, and has been
reported from French and English contexts. Brain (1979) gives a mean date of 1734 for
this type. Raspberry beads are also conunon throughout the first two-thirds of the
eighteenth century, being found at Old Mobile (1702-1711) and Portland (1698-1706) up
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to the occupation at Trudeau (1731-1764). Charles Wray (1983) notes that it is present in
Seneca Iroquois sites of the 1687-1710 period, but is not found in sites dated from 1710-
1745. This early dating does not match the contexts in the Southeast. In the Wichita
Indian sequence from Texas, it is found in pre-1740 sites (Harris et al. 1967). Raspberry
beads also found in French, English, and Spanish contexts. The twisted melon bead is
somewhat rarer. If we ignore the color and focus on the manufacture and shape, then
similar beads have been reported from Rock Island (amber in color), Trudeau, Womack,
the Tallapoosa valley (no. 149), and from Portland (in colorless glass). Since the
occupation at Portland is believed to end in 1706 and the occupation ofTrudeau begins in
1731, this bead minimally spans most of the first third of the eighteenth century. It has not
been reported from Spanish Florida, but appears in sites ofFrench and English contexts.
The drawn cane beads do not offer much more refinement. Only two decorated
beads ofdrawn cane construction were found in the collections from Charles Towne
Landing. First we will consider the white bead with three sets of compound stripes made .
up of green, red, and blue glass rods. I suspect that this bead is probably often
misidentified, since the green and red stripes are very similar in color. It is easy to
suppose that the red cane on its thin edges resembles green. I suspect that some beads
identified as having red-blue-red stripes may also have the less obvious green present.
Taking a strict comparative stance, only Toqua in Tennessee has a directly comparable
bead, while very similar beads are reported from Trudeau (green-red-black-blue-black
stripe), Woods Island (blue-navy-red-green stripes), and Old Mobile (green-red-blue-
green stripe). Again, in general, such beads date to the entire first third to half of the
eighteenth century and are found in French and English trade contexts.
The final bead to be considered is the white bead with two blue and two green
alternating stripes. This is not a common bead in the early eighteenth century. It was only
present in Woods Island, a site in Alabama showing late seventeenth- to early eighteenth-
century Spanish and English contact, the Tallapoosa Valley (Burke 1936 reports an
elongated bead, No.7, which had the correct stripe sequence, and later says that most of
these elongated beads have shorter counterparts), and possibly Fort Moore (a fragmentary
specimen with green and blue stripes, no. 262). All of these sources could be from
English trade. While I worry about sampling problems, there is some chance that this rare
bead is only traded within the English sphere of influence in the early eighteenth century.
Another way to approach the collection is to look at the methods ofmanufacture.
Ignoring the small seed or embroidery beads, there are 36 necklace beads. Looking at
numbers, 20 were manufactured by the drawn cane technique while 16 were manufactured
by the wound technique. Thus by number, drawn beads outnumber wound beads.
However, if we look at the number of types of beads, we find that wound types (8)
outnumber drawn types (7). This is a large number of wound beads.
Blue is the most common color ofnecklace bead (12 beads of 5 types) followed
closely by white (11 beads of 4 types). The remaining necklace beads are other colors,
including amber, green, purple, and black.
The beads from Charles Towne Landing appear to be appropriate to the early
portion of the eighteenth century. Several things about the collection seem unusual. It is
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surprising that no red beads, such as the Cornaline d'Aleppo, are present. Also, there are
no beads that seem to indicate the earlier end of the occupation (ca. 1670). Strickly
speaking, any of the beads found at the site could date from as late as the 1730s. None of
the beads appear to indicate a post 1760 use of the site, and all are probably from the early
English settlement. None of the beads, with the possible exception of the white bead with
blue and green stripes, is peculiar to the English trade or appears to be a good time
marker.
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APPENDIX III
Comparative Petrographic Investigation of Ceramics
from Charles Towne Landing State Park
By Michael S. Smith
Department of Earth Sciences
University ofNorth Carolina at Wilmington
[Editor's note: Thepurpose ofthis petrographic analysis, as originally agreed
upon between the Project and Smith, was to identify Barbadian redwares from three
ceramic test groups. According to Smith, Barbadian redwares could be identified
through the presence ofa volcanic mineral, potassiunl feldspar, in the ceramic paste.
Although Barbados is not a volcanic island, volcanic ash in the island's soils was
deposited by nearby Caribbean volcanic activities and was likely an unintended
constituent in the clay used by the Barbados' ceramic industry. Unknown to Smith, the
three test groups consisted ofredware sherdsfrom: Group A -lB-Jl, a seventeenth-
century site in Barbados, Group B - 38CHlA, redwares not likely Barbadian, and Group
C - 38CHlA, redwares identified as Barbadian (with the exception ofCl). Thefollowing
analysis provided a detailed description ofthe petrologic components for each ceramic
sherdfollowed by briefconclusions. Photographs by Stoner were added and labeled
after the completion ofthe ana(vsis.]
INTRODUCTION
Archaeological ceramics are an important guide to the culture, technology, and
development of a civilization. By examining the forms and the methods of decoration,
clues to cultural evolution or trade among cultures is suggested. However, many
ceramics are of a type that do not allow easy or definitive separation by these methods.
When this situation arises, a common response is to subject the samples to
analytical investigation via a variety of techniques (Sinopoli, 1991). One of these
techniques is petrographic investigation. This technique addresses the identification of
the paste and the aplastic components of the pottery. This technique requires some
sample destruction for the production of a thin-section and a skilled investigator to
evaluate the components using optical mineralogy techniques.
This study addresses an archaeological investigation of Charles Towne Landing
State Park, site of the 1670 settlement of Charles Towne. In this study, a set of20 sherds
was examined by petrographic techniques in order to provide a baseline for comparison
and to see if there are any petrographic or mineralogical characteristics that would assist
in the form and type separation of this pottery.
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PETROGRAPHIC ANALYSIS
Petrographic Techniques
Petrographic analysis is the principal method of identifying minerals (and other
substances) in archaeological pottery (Rice, 1987). Standard (27 X 46 nun) petrographic
thin-sections were prepared in a manner so that both the inner and outer surfaces could be
examined. Because of the friable nature of some of the sherds, epoxy impregnation was
used to bind the sample. The thin-sections were examined using some of the techniques
discussed by Stoltman (1989, 1992). Grain size values are very fine « 0.0625 nun), fme
(0.0625 - 0.25 nun), medium (0.25 - 0.49 nun), coarse (0.50 - 1.0 nun) and very coarse
(> 1.0 nun). Color identification was based upon the Munsell color chips (GSA, 1991)
and colors were observed under fluorescent lamps and described from a dry surface.
In this study, paste is defined as the plastic material with a particle size less than
0.1 mm. Firing of this pottery resulted in an amorphous glass being formed from the clay
mineral component of the paste. The conditions of firing can be interpreted from the
colour of the sherd B a red to reddish-orange suggests oxidizing conditions, whilst a dark
brown to dark reddish-black to black (or black-gray) suggest more reducing (Le., less
oxygen) firing conditions (Velde and Druc, 2000). Both oxidation and reduction were
observed to occur in several of the sherds, suggesting variations in oxidizing conditions
during firing as a result ofplacement of the green ceramic or the fuels used in the fIring.
Therefore, determinations of oxidizing and reducing conditions are often equivocal and
should be used with caution.
In this study, temper is defined as the aplastic material larger than the paste grain
size. It is often difficult to ascertain whether the temper material has been deliberately
added to enhance the workability of the paste or is a component of the paste material
itself. In most cases, a petrologist assumes that aplastic material with the same grain size
as the paste (- 0.1 nun) is part of the paste material while aplastic material with sizes
greater than the paste is termed temper. In this investigation, this is a criterion we have
followed. Whether this is a valid assumption requires information on the sources of the
paste used by the potter, often a factor that is either unknown or equivocal.
The component categories identified in this study (See Table 1) were paste, rock
fragments (three types: igneous, sedimentary and carbonate), mineral grains (quartz,
plagioclase feldspar, potassium feldspar, mica, mafic minerals, opaque minerals, and
unknown), fossil fragments, and grog. The paste was evaluated as either aplastic
component at the 0.1 nun size and smaller or amorphous glass. Mineralogy or textural
features identified the rock and fossil fragments. The mineral grains, such as quartz, were
separated using criteria such as monocrystalline vs. polycrystalline texture, grain size, and
degree of angularity and rounding ofcorners. Mica was identified as either muscovite or
biotite based upon optical properties. In this study the feldspar minerals were identified
based upon the presence or absence of diagnostic twinning. If there was no twinning it
was described as feldspar. Plagioclase feldspar was identified by characteristic albite
polysYDthetic twinning and alteration mineral assemblage while lack ofpolysYDthetic
albite twinning and/or presence of Carlsbad twinning identified potassium feldspar (k-
spar). Sometimes separation of the feldspars can be made using 2V determinations. For
the most part, 2V determinations of the feldspars in this study are affected by the fIring
process and have not proved to be defmitive.
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Although the percentage of void spaces is sometimes used as a characteristic it is
very difficult to use with these sherds (Whitbread, 1989). A problem associated with any
thIn-sectIOn (or macroscale) investigation is the difference thicknesses of the sherds
being analyzed, which may also result in differences in percentage of void space.
Nevertheless, a strictly qualitative evaluation of void spaces was completed to allow the
investigator to compare paste versus temper distribution, as well as the potential for shell
material (or other components) that may have been lost through firing or dissolution.
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Figure I. Group A: Barbadian redware from IB-Jl,
Codrington College, S1. Johns, Barbados.
Group A: Sherds 1 though 6
SUMMARY: With the exception of Sherd 4, Group A has green-gray (pale olive
lOY 6/2 to light olive lOY 5/4 to grayish olive lOY 4/2) or light caramel brown (moderate
yellowish brown 10YR 4/4) glaze (-0.2 mOl thick on average - up to 0.4 mOl for some
areas) on one or both of the surfaces. Some of the outer surface glaze is heavily worn,
possibly as a result of general wear. The glaze is an isotropic (optical characteristic) glass
with no mineral crystallization found within it (some glazes crystallize minerals when they
are fired and cooled - this glaze is a pure glass). It appears that the glaze was applied in a
fluid state and with either a brush or some application device as evidence exists for mineral
grains (temper) that were incorporated into the glaze prior to firing. In addition, there are
some situations where the glaze can be seen to have intiltrated into the pores and cracks of
the unfired pottery. Lastly, there is some post-firing anisotropic surface coating (-0.03
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mm) on a few of these glazed sherds. Although it might be a glaze coating, it is found as a
thin coating on some of the broken sherd surfaces as well as in a few voids. Since its
optical properties are very similar to calcite (CaC03), it probably is a post-depositional
feature.
These sherds all contain some grog fragments. These fragments are generally
rounded, often contain small subangular to subrounded quartz ± feldspar mineral grains
and are dark red-black in colour. Most show a separation gap that surrounds them and is
probably a result of different cooling responses between the refired grog fragment and the
clay in the paste.
The majority of the mineral grains found as temper are quartz that ranges from
blocky to subrounded in shape. There is feldspar as well - but only rare instances of
twinning are observed so that it is difficult to separate between plagioclase or potassium
feldspar. Mica (mostly muscovite) was found in sherds A2, A4, A5, and A6; however, it
is not in great abundance. In the case ofmica determination, the firing of the ceramic has
resulted in some alteration of the mica in all of the sherds examined. This causes the
characteristic optical features used to distinguish between muscovite and biotite mica to
sometimes be equivocal. This study has used the optical characteristic ofpleochroism in
biotite as the primary criteria for its identification.
These sherds all contain rock fragments. The igneous (probably volcanic -
hereafter termed VRF) rock fragments are composed of quartz ± feldspar (the feldspar is
difficult to distinguish as it lacks the characteristic twinning that petrologist use to decide
whether it is plagioclase feldspar or potassium feldspar). Some of these fragments look
like devitrified ash fragments (or devitrified welded tuff), whilst the rest are more
subangular, polygranular fragments with sutured grain boundaries. In some of these
fragments, undulatory extinction was observed. This optical property indicates the rock
fragments experienced some form of defonnation and may suggest a metamorphic origin.
In addition to the VRF, sedimentary rock fragments (hereafter termed SRF)
composed of subrounded to subangular quartz (± feldspar) grains in a clay matrix. Some
of the SRF are mainly fine grained quartz siltstone rock fragments. The rock fragments
(both VRF and SRF) range in size from fine to coarse. This has caused some
identification difficulties with fine grain size rock fragments at the limit ofoptical
resolution (see Table 1 for specific samples).
Lastly, there are a few rock fragments that are carbonate (and/or phosphate) clasts.
These will be noted as CRF to distinguish them from bioclastic (shell or bone) material.
However, in this group of sherds, no distinctive shell material or bioclastic carbonate
material was identified.
AI: This rim sherd is composed of mainly very fine to fine grain quartz grains
in which medium to coarse grains ofquartz, grog, and rock fragments are
scattered. The grog is rounded, some with subangular quartz mineral
grains. The quartz mineral grains in the paste are angular to subangular. A
few grains ofbiotite mica were observed. Sedimentary rock fragments are
either subangular to subrounded fine grained quartz siltstones or rounded,
medium to fine grained quartz (± feldspar) fragments with a clay matrix.
There are also polygranular sutured, volcaniclastic quartz rock fragments,
one ofwhich has undulatory extinction suggesting some form of
deformation. A few fine grained polygranular quartz rock fragments may'
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be either fine grained siltstones or volcanic ash particles. Carbonate rock
fragments (probably intraclasts) are found, but a minor in abundance
«2%). Firing conditions were oxidizing and a light caramel brown
(moderate yellowish brown 10YR 4/4) isotropic glass (0.18 - 0.20 mm
thick) is on the inside surface of the sherd.
A2: Firing conditions were reducing resulting in a medium dark to dark gray
(N4 IN3) paste color. A green-gray (grayish olive lOY 4/2) vitreous glaze
(0.18 - 0.20 mm thick) is found on both surfaces, exhibiting bubbles and
popcorn texture on and within glaze. Medium to coarse grained
sedimentary, carbonate and volcaniclastic rock fragments are distributed
throughout the sherd. One coarse subangular grog fragment is present.
Mineral grains are mainly very fine to fine quartz, some feldspar (a few
can be identified as plagioclase) and a small amount of mica «2%;
muscovite and possibly biotite). This sherd has the thin anisotropic coating
on the glaze (and some broken edges) of the sherd. Its optical characteristics
suggest that it is calcite and probably is a post-depositional feature.
A3: This sherd has a reduced core sandwiched between oxidized (light brown
to orange brown 5YR 5/6) outer surfaces. A light caramel brown glaze
(0.18 - 0.20 mm thick), heavily worn, with a popcorn texture is found on
one surface (not enough curvature to indicate inner or outer surface). Rock
fragments in this sherd are rounded to subrounded quartz siltstones or
quartz ± feldspar ± mica ± opaque siltstones. Grog is present and there are
a few mollusk shell fragments « 1 %) and what is possibly a phosphate
grain. Mineral grains are dominated by blocky to subangular quartz (±
feldspar), some muscovite and a few opaques. There are no VRF found in
this sherd, suggesting that if it is a representative sample of Barbadian
ceramics, it was formed at another location that the remainder of this
group.
A4: No glaze was found on this redware sherd. Firing conditions were
oxidizing (paste is a light orange brown) but there is a distinct zonation in
the color across this sherd. Mineral grains are quartz, mica (muscovite)
and some opaques. Both volcaniclastic polygranular sutured quartz
fragments (and some devitrified volcanic ash) and rounded to subrounded
quartz ± feldspar siltstones with a clay matrix are found. The grog is
blocky to subrounded medium to fine grains.
AS: An isotropic glaze (0.18 - 0.20 mm thick) is found on one surface. The
application of the glaze infiltrated into the outer surface of the unfired
ceramic and fragments of the paste were incorporated into the glaze. The
mineral grains are coarse to fine angular to subangular quartz grains, a few
subangular medium to fine grained feldspar (in some faint Carlsbad twins
are observed), mica (muscovite; 2%) and mafic minerals « 1%; possibly
pYroxene). Grog is present in coarse to medium grain size and a few of
these have quartz grains. Rock fragments are both types of polygranular
quartz VRF and the SRF quartz siltstones.
A6: This rim sherd experienced oxidizing firing conditions (paste is a moderate
reddish brown lOR 4/6) and has a caramel brown (glossy moderate brown
5YR 4/4) glaze (0.18 - 0.20 mm thick) on the outer surface and lip of the
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rim. Both VRF (including a few grains of possible volcanic ash) and SRF
(quartz siltstone) fragments similar to the other sherds of this group are
present. There are a few heavily altered (by firing?) carbonate rock and
grog fragments. Mineral grains are blocky to subangular quartz, mica, and
pyroxene « 1%).
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Figure 2. Group B: Redwares not likely Barbadian from 38CHIA: 1-
203A, 2-21 lA, 3-surface collection, 4-214A, 5-212A, 6- and 7-219A.
Group B: Sherds 1 through 7
SUMMARY: All of these sherds show complete oxidation, although 85 and 86 are
much paler in colour than the others. This is odd as 85 is a medium grained temper as
compared to the others, which are fine to very fine grained. A coarser grain temper would
tend to be more reduced and this suggests possible kiln firing and oxidation conditions.
These sherds also are glazed on one or both surfaces. Glaze is optically isotropic
(- 0.2 nun thickness on average) and appears to be the same (or similar) to that of Al
through 6.
In contrast to the Group A sherds, these sherds have more mica (mostly
muscovite, but also some biotite) and the lathe size is larger. Feldspar, both plagioclase
and potassium feldspar, is present in sherds: B2, B3, and B6. Rock fragments (mainly
VRF) are similar to those found in the Group A sherds. Quartz is the dominant temper
mineral grain. Although these sherds do not consistently contain both VRF and SRF, the
Bl: Firing conditions were oxidizing and glaze is present on both surfaces.
VRF (quartz ± feldspar; polygranular), fme grained SRF and angular to
blocky grog is present. Mineral grains are angular to blocky quartz and
fine to very fine grained mica (muscovite) and rare feldspar « 1%). There
are voids in this sherd which represent mollusk shell fragments, however
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whether they were loss by the firing process or post-deposition alteration is
unknown.
B2: Firing conditions were oxidizing and glaze is present on both surfaces of
this edge (or rim) sherd. VRF (polygranular quartz) and grog are present.
This sherd has a couple rock fragments that may be SRF or VRF, but the
fine grain size makes precise identification difficult. Mineral grains are
fine to medium grained, subrounded to blocky quartz, mica (muscovite)
and rare feldspar « 1%).
B3: Firing conditions were oxidizing. Glaze is found ~n both surfaces,
however it is very thin on one surface and - 0.2 mm on the other. Grain
size of this sherd is very fine to. fine grained with only one fragment of
grog. Mineral grains are quartz, feldspar (actually some plagioclase can be
identified by the albite polysynthetic twinning) and mica (muscovite).
Onl).' one VRF (polygranular quartz) grain is present but is fine to medium
grained.
B4: Glaze on is present on both surfaces. Firing conditions were oxidizing.
Rock fragments are both VRF and SRF. Mineral grains are quartz
(medium grains have undulous extinction) and mica (muscovite, possibly
some biotite). There are subrounded to subangular grog fragments (which
may be of two types). A small fragment of either bone or phosphate is
present.
B5: This sherd is more medium grained than any of the other sherds. Green
glaze is present on one surface. Firing conditions were oxidizing but
overall color is a pale orange-red to a pale orangish tan. There is very little
muscovite in this sherd. Mineral grains are rounded medium grained
quartz and subangular fme grained quartz. VRF (polygranular quartz),
some possible SRF (see discussion for B-2) and small, rounded grog
fragments are present.
B6: This sherd is very fine to fme grained with only a few medium grains and
an abundance of mica (muscovite). Firing conditions were oxidizing and
this sherd has a more light mustard brown paste color. Glaze remnants
(-0.2 mm thick) are found on both surfaces, but is mostly gone. Mineral
grains are subrounded to subangular quartz, mica (both muscovite and
biotite) and feldspar (some ofwhich are plagioclase). Coarse to fme
grained, angular to rounded grog is present with a few « 1%) VRF.
B7: Firing conditions were oxidizing and glaze (-0.2 mm thick) is found on
both surfaces. This sherd is fine to medium grained. Mineral grains are
quartz, some feldspar «2 %) and mica (muscovite and biotite). A few,
small rounded grog fragments and polygranular quartz VRF (showing
undulous extinction) are present.
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Figure 3. Group C: Redwares most likely Barbadian from
38CH IA: 1-209A (Buckley), 2-190A, 3-187A, 4-767A, 5-190A,
6-379A, 7-194A.
Group C: Sherds 1 through 7
SUMMARY: This group ofsherds is quite diverse. For example, sample CI has
an isotropic crystalline glaze unlike all the other sherds examined in this study. Another
group variation is that samples C5 and C6 are very fine grained and have a paste colour
that is light olive gray (5Y 6/1) to a greenish gray (SGY 6/1), in contrast to the usual
oxidized red or reduced gray found in the other sherds. Lastly, these sherds have more
mica (both biotite and muscovite) in the paste as compared to the previous sherds.
Cl: The black (grayish black N2) glaze on this sherd is only on found one
surface and is - O.2mm in thickness. However, optically it is anisotropic
and exhibits fine, fibrous intergrowths of elongate minerals. The surface
of the glaze is crackled and has a sparkly appearance as the result of the
fibrous crystals that have growth in the glaze and penetrated the surface.
Firing conditions were oxidizing and the grain size is mainly very fine to
fine. Mineral grains are quartz, feldspar (some potassium feldspar
"tartan-plaid" twinning observed) and mica (muscovite). Rock fragments
are VRF and there are subrounded to subangular grog particles that range
in size from medium to coarse.
C2: Rock fragments are missing from this sample. Firing conditions were
oxidizing and a green glaze is found on one surface. Mineral grains are
quartz, plagioclase and potassium feldspar, mica (muscovite) and a few
grains of tourmaline. There are a few grog fragments, tine to medium
grained and displaying good separation gaps.
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C3: Firing conditions were oxidizing and a green glaze is found on both
surfaces. Like C-2 there are a few tourmaline grains along with quartz,
plagioclase and potassium feldspar and abundant muscovite mica. Rock
fragments are subrounded to rounded VRF with quartz and feldspar and a
few grog particles are observed. Both C2 and C3 are fine to medium
grained in size.
C4: Firing conditions were oxidizing and no glaze is present. Both inner and
outer surfaces show parallel surface ridges and grooves suggesting surface
smoothing. On the one surface minute black pigment or glaze particles are
found. This sherd is very fine to fine grained with mainly quartz and
abundant mica (muscovite) with a few medium grains of polygranular
VRF, a few fragments that may be SRF instead of VRF and grog (some
with tiny quartz ± feldspar inclusions).
C5: Paste color is light olive gray (5Y 6/1) to a greenish gray (SGY 6/1) with a
green glaze on both surfaces. Grain size is very fine to fine with few
medium grains of subrounded to rounded SRF fragments as well as small
rounded grog particles. Mineral grains are quartz, mica (biotite) and a few
« 10/0) grains of amphibole.
C6: Paste color is light olive gray (5Y 6/1) to a greenish gray (SGY 6/1) with a
green glaze on both surfaces. Very similar to C-5, but contains some
feldspar in addition to quartz and mica (biotite) and a few elliptical to
rounded grog fragments.
C7: Firing conditions were oxidizing but there is a subtle zonation in color
throughout the sherd interior. A green glaze is found on both surfaces.
Mineral grains are quartz, feldspar (some is plagioclase) and mica (biotite)
with grog and a few subrounded to rounded VRF (exhibiting undulous
extinction). Grain size is medium to fine with coarser, blocky to
subrounded quartz and feldspar mineral grains.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The petrographic observations of Group A: Sherds 1-6, as seen in Table 1, finds
the presence of three types of rock fragments that may be decisive in defining groupings
for all three groups of sherds. Igneous rock fragments (designated as VRF) are either
quartz ± feldspar ± mafic mineral(s) or polygranular quartz. In both cases, many of these
VRF have undulose extinction, an optical property that indicates some form of
deformation. This deformation, whether it is a result of metamorphism, burial or igneous
processes, can not able be discerned in this study. What is important, however, is (1) the
source of these materials is felsic (silica rich) as opposed to mafic igneous processes and
(2) that some of the fine grained polygranular VRF resemble volcanic glass/pumice or tuff
fragments. This contraindicates any source region without volcanic terrain for the source of
these materials. Additionally, these characteristics suggest that a plausible origin for the
materials of these sherds is consistent with an origin in the felsic-dominated, volcanic and
volcano-sedimentary rocks that underlay most of the Caribbean islands.
The sedimentary rock fragments (SRF) are also quartz-rich and suggest source
areas for this material from felsic terrains. The SRF are generally subrounded to
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subangular suggesting intennediate transport lengths. This is in agreement with the
general subangular to subrounded nature of many of the mineral grains in the sherds.
Furthennore, the SRF are mainly siltstones, with a clay matrix rather than cement. This is
consistent for Barbados, as the island is underlain by volcano-sedimentary turbidites.
The least observed rock fragment were carbonate (limestone; CRF). The presence
of carbonate rock fragments in some of the sherds may indicate a contribution from the
carbonate platfonn that fonns part of the island of Barbados. It is interesting to note that
the remainder of the sherds examined had no CRF.
Examination of Table 1 indicates that groupings can be detennined using these
criteria, however, the limited sample set suggests a cautious approach when defining
these separations.
Another useful separation criteria for these sherds is the glaze(s). For the majority
of these samples a gh:ize has been applied to either one or both surfaces. This glaze is an
isotropic glass that based upon preliminary chemical tests is lead-based. Detennining the
lead glaze fonnula used on these sherds, however, requires additional investigations using
more quantitative methods. From this study it can be seen that the glaze was applied as
either a liquid or colloidal solution and from some of the surface features it was applied
by some applicator, such as a brush. No underslip or underglaze is evident in the
petrographic investigation. Handler (1963) indicated that the lead fritted powder for the
glaze for Barbadian redware ceramics was applied to a molasses coating on the unfIred
ceramic. Since these glazes were fired in excess of 600 C, the petrographic investigation
can find no evidence for this organic material to support this interpretation. Although the
glazes were glossy in appearance they also have defects such as bubbles and pinholes
suggesting either exsolving sulphates, too much manganese in the lead glaze, or poor
preparation of the pot surface prior to glazing (Nelson, 1960, 81-85).
The green and brown glazes found on many of these sherds are very similar to those
identified by Stoner (2000) in his examination of domestic Barbadian ceramics. However,
it is possible that some of these (especially the C group of this study) may represent
utilitarian English (or Dutch) wares. For example sherds C5 and C6 have a paste color
that is light olive gray (5Y 6/1) to a greenish gray (SGY 6/1) with a green (isotropic)
glaze on both surfaces. These sherds are quite distinctive and different from the
remainder of this study. In particular, the fine grain size, the homogenous grain
distribution, the lack of VRF, as well as the firing color suggest these ceramics were
produced using more refined techniques than the majority of the study samples. These
might be related to the earthenware exported to America from the North Devon region,
since most of this ware is uncommon after 1720 (Hume, 1970, 133.)
Another glaze separation can be made with sherd C1 that has an anisotropic,
crystalline glaze. This gray-black glaze is composed of fme, fibrous intergrowths of
elongate minerals. The surface of the glaze is crackled and has a sparkly appearance as
the result of the fibrous crystals that have growth in the glaze and penetrated the surface.
Crystalline glazes are either initiated by (1) prolonged fIring at a constant temperature or
(2) by devitrification processes in cooling. Although devitrification could have occurred
after kiln fIring to produce this crystalline glaze, the composition of the glaze would have
to be markedly different than the other glazes examined (Nelson, 1960). Furthennore,
prolonged constant temperature in the kiln which is necessary to produce modem
crystalline glazes would probably not been possible with the kiln technology ofBarbados
at this time (Stoner, 2000, 40-41). Loftfield (1992) reported black glazed Buckley ware
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as part of the European ceramics found with the domestic Barbadian ceramics at
Bendeshe Plantation. However, this is unlikely as Buckley ware is usually dated to
between 1720 and 1775 and this represents its distribution on Barbados (Lange and
Carlson, 1985). Nevertheless, the presence of this glaze indicates that this sherd is quite
different from all of the others examined and may represent English, Dutch or Iberian
influences (Wilcoxen, 1987).
Grog is a common component of many of these sherds. In particular only sherd B6
has both distinctive grog (or argillaceous clay clots) and paste color. These brick-red to
orange red grog (or argillaceous clay temper/clots; e.g., Whitbre3:d, 1986) are quite
distinctive against the light paste color. The remainder of the sherds have grog which is
mostly fine to medium grained, often containing mineral grains of quartz ± feldspar and
are not diagnostic.
Sherds C2 and C3 have tourmaline as a tiny component of the paste. Tourmaline was
not found in any ot~er sherd and often is a mineral, due to its high hardness and resistivity
to weathering, that is often transported long distances before being deposited. Although
this mineral is found only as a few grains in the sherds, the fine grain size suggests that it
was incorporated along with the clay minerals. Thus it suggests a slightly different soUtce
area for the clay than the other sherds examined at this time.
Lastly, only a few sherds have some fossil material, be it shell voids or possible bone
or phosphatic material. However, the presence of shell (or shell voids) indicates
locational differences for the construction of the ceramic. Like the presence of carbonate
rock fragments, this allows for separation of some of these sherds.
From these observations, this study suggests that samples B4, C 1, C2, C3, C4, C5,
and C6 have petrographic and textural characteristics that are different from the
remainder of the samples. If samples A1 through A6 are taken as representative of
Barbadian domestic ceramics of this time period, samples B1 through B7 have many
similarities to this group. However, as can be seen from the data in Table 1, a few of the
B group have some mineral, rock fragment and textural features that do not allow
unequivocal correlation. This may be a result of the small sample size, defmite
provenance differences, or processing conditions. Lastly, the C sherd group is composed
ofa number of ceramics that are very dissimilar from the proposed Barbadian ceramics
and may represent English, Dutch or other wares that were imported into Barbados and
transported to the new colony.
TABLE 1: PETROLOGY DATA
MINERAL GRAINS ROCK FRAGMENTS
SAMPLE GLAZE QTZ FELD MICA OPAQUE OTHER VRF SRF CRF SHELL GROG
a b a b
Al X X X X ? X X X X X
A2 X X X X X X X X X X
A3 X X X X X X X X«l 0/0) X
A4 none X X X X X X X X
A5 X X X X X «1%) X X X X X
A6 X X X X X X X X X X
BI X X X X X X X X
B2 X X X X X ? X
B3 X X X X X X
B4 X X X bone? X X X X*
B5 X X X X ? X
B6 X X X X X X
B7 X X X X X X
CI X X X X X X
C2 X X X X X X
C3 X X X X X X X
C4 X X X X X ? X
C5 X X X X«l%) X X X
C6 X X X X X«l%) X X X
C7 X X X X X X
Table Explanation: VRF is volcanic rock fragments; SRF is sedimentary rock fragments; CRF is carbonate rock fragments; and
Shell is mollusk. gastropod or foram. Please see individual petrographic descriptions for these as well as the identity of the Other
and the Feldspar identity for each sherd. VRF will be separated into VRF-a for volcanic ash or welded tuff fragments and VRF-b
for the more subangular fragments with slightly larger grain size and sutured grain boundaries. SFR will be separated into SRF-a
for the fine grained siltstone fragments and SRF-b for the subrounded quartz ± feldspar fragments with a clayey matrix.
? indicates possible presence but fine grain size limits precise identification. * contains two distinct types of grog.
-Iv
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38CH1A1B
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ST 10 Artifact Nomenclature Date Range Quant. Comments A Depth B Depth
Note: European Ceramics date no earlier than CT
2 0 Negative Likely feature exposed. 0.7 1.1
3 0 Negative 0.6 0.5
4A P Slate 19th c. 1.1g 0.2 0.3
5A P Slate 19th c. 4.4g 0.7 0.4
SA Lime lumps 0.7g
5A P Glass, bottle dark green c. 1725 2
SA P Glass, bottle clear 19th c. 1
SA I Earthenware, Deptford, linear check-stamped, possible bowl 1
SA I Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian 1
6A P Redware, roofing tile 1
6A Lime lumps 0.1g
6A Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian, line-block complicated-stamped 1 0.7 0.4
6A Earthenware, Thorn's Creek, plain? 1
6A Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian 2
7A Oyster Shell 0.8g Likely feature exposed. 0.6 0.25
7A P Slate 4.2g
7A I Earthenware, Deptford, linear check-stamped 1
8A Negative 0.6 0.3
9A Oyster Shell 2g 0.6 0.3
9A p Brick 19th c. 16.9g
9A P Glass, flat 19th c. 1 0.05" thick
9A CT Redware, North Devon gravel tempered 1670-1760 1
9A I Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian 2
10A I Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian 1 Likely feature exposed. 0.7 0.3
10A I Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian, plain, sandy-paste 1
10A I Earthenware, Deptford, linear check-stamped 1
11A I Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian 2 Likely feature exposed. 0.9
11A Lime lumps 0.3g
11A Oyster Shell 1.4g
11B Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian 1
12A Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian 1 Likely feature exposed. 0.8 0.3
12B Sprue, small lead 1
12B I Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian 1
13A P Brick 19th c. 6.3g 0.8 0.25
14 0 Negative Likely feature exposed. 0.9
15 0 Negative 0.4 0.2
16A Oyster Shell 1.7g Likely feature exposed. 0.5
16A fossil? 1
17A Oyster Shell 10.5g 0.6 0.3
17A P Slate 1.7g
18A 0 Negative Likely feature exposed. 0.75
19A CT Brick 17th c. 6.7g 0.7 0.3
19A P Slate 2.8g
19B P Glass, flat 1 0.06" thick
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19B I Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian 3
20A I Earthenware, Deptford,linear check-stamped 17 0.85 0.35
20A P Glass, boUle dark green 18-19th c. 1
20A P Glass, tumbler yellow late 19th c. 1
20B I Earthenware, Deptford, linear check-stamped 2
21A Oyster Shell 1.2g 0.6 0.4
21A P Nail, wire 1850-present 2
21A I Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian, punctated 1
22A Mortar 0.5g 0.7 0.4
22A P Whiteware, Blue transfer-print 1805-present 1
22A I Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian 7
23A Oyster Shell 1.4g Likely feature exposed. 0.6
0.1
23A I Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian 1
24A P Earthenware, refined, Yellow ware 1830-1940 1 0.5
0.4
24A Oyster Shell 0.9g
24A I Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian 2
25A 0 Negative
0.4
26A 0 Negative
0.2 0.3
27A P Slate O.4g
0.3 0.2
27A P Glass, boUle dark green c. 1725 1
28A P Glass, flat 18-19th c. 1 0.85" thick; 'likely feature exposed
0.4
29A P Glass, tumbler clear 19th c. 1
0.5 0.25
29B Oyster Shell 13.5g
30A I Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian 1
0.7 0.3
31A P Earthenware, Pearlware, plain 1780-1830 1
0.8 0.5
31A M Glass, boUle brown 3
31A I Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian 2
31A I Earthenware, Deptford, linear check-stamped 1
31A I Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian, curvilinear complicated-stamped 1
32A I Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian 1 Likely feature exposed.
0.6
32A I Earthenware, Deptford linear check-stamped 2
33B I Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian, plain, sandy-paste 1
0.7 0.3
34A I Earthenware, Deptford, linear check-stamped 1
0.85 0.15
34A I Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian 5
34A P Pipestem, white ball clay, 4/64ths dia. 1750-1800 1
34A Stone fragment 1
35A Oyster Shell 1.9g Likely feature exposed.
0.7
35A Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian, plain 1
35A Earthenware, Deptford, linear check-stamped 1
35A Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian, line-block complicated-stamped 1
36A Earthenware, Deptford, linear check-stamped 2
36A Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian 2 Likely feature exposed.
0.8
36A Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian, plain, grog-tempered 1
37A Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian, line-block complicated-stamped 2
1.2 0.4
37A Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian, plain, sandy-paste 2
38A Oyster Shell 1.4g
0.35 0.6
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39A Oyster Shell 0.75g 0.4 0.7
40A 0 Negative 0.45 0.3
41A Oyster Shell 2.19 0.4 0.3
42A P Slate 1.19 0.45 0.35
43A P Slate 1.7g 0.6 0.3
44A P Brick 19th c. 35.5g 0.8 0.3
44A Oyster Shell 5.9g
45A Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian 3
46A Oyster Shell 12.7g Likely feature exposed. 0.7 0.1
46A P Glass, bottle dark green 18-19th c. 1
46A Glass, heat damaged clear 1
46A Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian 1 Likely feature exposed. 0.95
47A Oyster Shell 13.7g 0.8 0.3
47A Earthenware, Deptford, bold check-stamped 1
47A Earthenware, Deptford, plain 1
47B Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian, curvilinear complicated-stamped 1
48A Oyster Shell 16.6g Likely feature exposed. 1.1 0
48A I Earthenware, Deptford. bold check-stamped 1
48A I Earthenware. unidentifiable Indian 5
49A P Brick 19th c. 54.8g Likely feature exposed. 0.8 0.4
49A CT Brick 17th c. 1.7g
49A Oyster Shell 0.4g
49A Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian 5
49A Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian, cord-marked, grog-tempered 2
50A Oyster Shell 13.1g 0.65 0.25
50A P Slate 2.39
50A P Brick 19th c. 6g
51A I Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian, plain, sandy-paste 1 0.35 0.25
52A Oyster Shell 0.2g 0.4 0.3
53A Oyster Shell 4.1g likely feature exposed. 0.3 0.4
54A Oyster Shell 2.8g Likely feature exposed. 0.4 0.1
55A Oyster Shell 0.5g 0.4 0.3
56A Oyster Shell 5.4g 0.8 0.35
56A I Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian 1
57A P Slate 5.1g 0.7 0.3
57A CT Brick 17th c. 4.8g
57A Oyster Shell 0.4g
57A CT Pipestem, white ball clay, 6/64ths dia. 1680-1710 1
57A I Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian 3
57A Iron fragment (nail?) 1
57B I Earthenware, Wilmington, cord marked, grog tempered 1
58A P Earthenware, Colonoware 2 0.8 0.3
58A I Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian, plain, sandy-paste 1
58A I Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian 5
58A P Porcelain, white plain 1790-1825 1
5eA Bone 0.2g
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58A CT Nail, wrought. fragment 1660-1805 1
58A Oyster Shell 0.5g
58B Earthenware, Indian hone, fragment 2
59A Oyster Shell 27.8g Likely feature exposed.
0.1
59A P Glass, bottle dark green c. 1725 1
60A Oyster Shell 43.7g Likely feature exposed.
1.3 0
60A Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian, plain, sandy-paste 1
60A Nail, fragment unidentifiable 1
60B P Brick 19th c. 134.8g
60B Oyster Shell 0.2g
61A Oyster Shell 0.6g
0.4
61A CT Brick 17th c. 2.9g
61A CT Flint, fragment 1
62A P Slate 6.1g Likely feature exposed.
1.05 0
62A Oyster Shell 22.7g
62A P Nail, cut 1790-1810 1
62A Unidentifiable lime lumps? 4
62A Pipe bowl, fragment 1 No 10 marks
62A I Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian 3
63A P Glass, bottle green c. 1725 1
0.8 0.6
63A Oyster Shell 19.8g
63A I Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian 2
63A P Slate 1.1g
64A M Iron, Nut. square 1
0.9 0.5
64A Oyster Shell 37.8g
64B CT Brick 17th c. 11.2g
65A 0 Negative
0.4 0.5
66A 0 Negative Likely feature exposed.
0.35 0.25
67A 0 Negative
0.4 0.4
68A 0 Negative
69A I Baked Clay Object, fragment 1 0.7
0.4
69A P Mottledware, brown??? c. 1720 1 Mended to sherd from 187A
70A P Pipestem, white ball clay, 4/64ths dia. 1750-1800 1
0.9 0.3
70A Pipe bowl, fragment 1
70A CT Earthenware, tin-enamelled Delft, blue and white decoration 17th c. 1
70A I Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian, plain, sandy-paste 1
70A P Earthenware, Colonoware 3
71A Oyster Shell 396.5g
0.8 0.3
71A CT Pipestem, white ball clay, 7/64ths dia. 1650-1680 1
71A I Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian, plain, sandy-paste 2
72A Oyster Shell 84.7g
0.2
72A Iron, fragment, unidentifiable 1
72A I Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian, plain 1
73A P Earthenware, refined, scalloped, green shell-edged Creamware 1774-1800 1
1.2 0.4
73A Oyster Shell 6.9g
73A Pipestem, white ball clay 1 missing, as per HJ 5/1912000
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74A Oyster Shell 27.3g 0.3
74A M Plastic reflector, clear 20th c. 1
74A P Slate 0.9g
74A M Glass, bottle, light green 20th c. 1
74A P Stoneware, Bristol white glazed (burned) 1835-present 1
74A I Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian, plain 1
75A 0 Not Dug
76A Oyster Shell 35.7g 1.2 0.6
76A P Slate 2.6g
76A P Glass, bottle, lime green 1864 2
76A P Glass, bottle, clear, molded 19-2oth c. 1
76A I Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian, punctated 1
76A I Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian, plain 1
77A Oyster Shell 15.6g 0.6 0.2
77A P Slate 0.2g
77A Mortar 0.8g
78A Oyster Shell 6.2g 0.5 0.4
79A 0 Negative 0.5 0.3
80A P Stoneware, Bristol white glazed (burned) 1835-present 1 0.4 0.4
81A CT Brick 17th c. 3.0g This shovel test likely exposed Feature 338: 0.7
81A CT Earthenware, Tin-enameled Delft, white 1640-1800 1 Apothecary Jar?
81A I Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian 5
81A I Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian, sandy paste 2
81A I Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian, plain 2
81A CT Pipestem, white ball-clay, 6/64 diameter 1680-1710 1
81A Lithic, wet-stone (sand stone) fragment 19th c. 1
81A CT Glass, bottle, olive green 17th c. 1
82A Oyster Shell 13.5g 1.2
82A P Glass, bottle clear 19-2oth c. 1
82A Tooth, fragment 1
82A I Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian, plain 3
82A I Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian, incised decoration 1
82A P Earthenware, Colonoware 1
83A Oyster Shell 40.5g Likely feature exposed. 1.1 0.6
83A Bone 0.2g
83A I Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian, line-block complicated-stamped 1
83A I Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian, plain 3
83A P Earthenware. Colonoware 1
83B I Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian, plain 1
84A Oyster Shell 50.1g Likely feature exposed. 1.1 0.3
84A Bone 1.4g
84A P Nail. cut 179O-present 1
84A I Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian, plain 1
84A I Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian 3
85A Oyster Shell 5.5g 1.1 0.3
85A P Nail. wire 1850-present 1
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85A Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian, line-block stamped 1
85A Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian, plain 2
86A Oyster Shell 0.3g 1.4
0.5
86A CT Brick 17th c. 9.6g
86A P Whiteware 1805-present 1
86A I Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian, plain 2
86A I Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian. line-block stamped 1
87A P Earthenware, refined. Yellow ware, annular decoration 1830-1940 2
0.9 0.5
87B lead shot, round, 0.324" dia. 1
88A Not Dug
89A CT Brick 17th c. 19.5g
1.2 0.4
89A P BriC;k 19th c. 70.6g
89A P Slate 0.2g
89A Oyster Shell 39.9g
89A Mortar 0.1g
89A Earthenware. unidentifiable Indian, plain 1
89B Oyster Shell 5.3g
89B Earthenware. unidentifiable Indian 3
90A Oyster Shell 2.4g
0.9 0.4
90A P Brick 19th c. 42.5g
90A I Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian 1
90B I Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian 1
91 Negative
0.5 0.8
92 Negative
0.6 0.3
93A P Nail, wire 185Q-present 1
0.7 0.3
94A Oyster Shell 2.4g
0.8 0.5
94A P Glass, bottle, soda-lime 1864 1
94A I Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian, plain 2
94A I Earthenware. unidentifiable Indian, line-block stamped 1
948 I Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian. plain 2
95A Oyster Shell 1.2g
1.1 0.4
95A lime lumps 27.8g
95A Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian, plain 2
95A Earthenware. unidentifiable Indian, cloth impressed 1
9SA Oyster Shell 0.2g likely feature exposed.
0.75 0.35
96A I Earthenware. Deptford, check-stamped 1
96A I Earthenware. unidentifiable Indian, line-block stamped 1
96A I Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian, plain 2
96A I Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian 1
96A P Earthenware, Colonoware 2
96B I Earthenware, Deptford, bold check-stamped 1
96B I Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian 2
96B I Earthenware, Colonoware 1
97A P Glass, flat 19-2oth c. 1 0.094" thick
1.1
97A Oyster Shell 0.8g
97A. Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian. plain 1
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97A Earthenware. unidentifiable Indian 2
98A Mortar 24.1g 1.3 0.7
9SA P Slate 0.3g
9SA M Glass. bottle clear 20th c. 2
99A Oyster Shell 16.19 1.1
99A Earthenware. unidentifiable Indian 1
100 Not Dug
101A Oyster Shell 54.19 1.2 0
101A P Nail, wire fragment 1850-present 1
101A Glass, bottle clear, heat damaged 2
101A Earthenware. unidentifiable Indian 1
102A Oyster Shell 33.69 Likely feature exposed. 1.3 0
102A P Slate 0.5g
102A P Nail, wire, fragment 1850-present 1
102A I Earthenware. unidentifiable Indian 2
103A Negative 0.4 0.3
104A CT Brick 17th c. 4.99 0.7 0.4
104A I Earthenware. unidentifiable Indian. sandy-paste 2
105A M Glass, flat blue-tint 20th c. 1 0.2" thick; Likely feature exposed 0.5 0.4
105A M Glass, bottle clear 20th c. 1
105A P Earthenware. Pearlware, scalloped blue shell-edged 1800-1835 1
106A CT Brick 17th c. 4.2g 0.6 0.5
106A P Stoneware, brown salt-glazed (Fulham) 1690-1775 1
107A CT Nail, wrought. fragment 1670-1790 1 0.7 1.1
107A CT Brick 17th c. 0.39
107A I Chert, debitage 0.7g
107A I Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian, plain 3
107A I Earthenware. unidentifiable Indian, line-block stamped 1
107A P Earthenware. Colonoware 1
108A P Earthenware, Colonoware 6 0.8
108A I Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian 1
108A Oyster Shell 8.09
108A P Brick 19th c. 2.49
108A CT Pipestem, white ball-elay, 6/64 diameter 1680-1710 1
109A Oyster Shell 0.2g 1.1 0.15
109A M Coin. 1986 US 1 cent 1986 1
109A M Coin, 1985 US 1 cent 1985 1
109A P Nail, cut, machined head 1805-present 1
109A P Nail, cut, wrought head, fragment 1790-present 1
109A P Glass, bottle dark green c.1725 1
109A P Earthenware, Colonoware 1
109A I Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian. plain 2
110A P Earthenware. refined Whiteware, plain 1805-present 1 1.2 0.3
110A P Glass, flat 19th c. 1 0.065" thick
110A Oyster Shell 0.79
110A Lime lumps 0.39
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111A Oyster Shell 2.5g 1.6 0.3
111A P Glass, flat 1 Thickness: 0.005"
111A P Slate 1.29
112A Oyster Shell 25.6g Likely feature exposed. 0.8
112A P Slate 3.5g
113A Not Dug
114A Oyster Shell 34.79 Likely feature exposed. 1.5
114A P Brick 19th c. 4.89
114A P Slate 2.59
114A P Nail, wire, fragment 1850-present 1
114A I Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian, sandy-paste, cord-marked 1
114A P Porcelain, white unglazed, molded 19th c. 1
114A P Glass, tumbler, red molded 19th c. 2
115A P Slate 1.1g 1.5
115A P Nail, cut with hand-finished head 1790-1810 1
115A I Earthenware, Deptford, linear check-stamped 1
115A P Glass, bottle manganese decolorized (pink) c. 1880 1
115A Glass, slaglbumed 2
116A 0 Negative 0.6 0.4
117A M Glass, bottle clear 20th c. 0.3 0.7
118A P Glass, bottle dark green c. 1725 0.7 0.45
119A Negative 0.9 0.3
120A Earthenware, Deptford, bold check-stamped 1.05 0.45
121A Not Dug
122A P Slate 2.6g 1.1 0.4
122A P Earthenware, refined Whiteware, plain 1805-present 1
122A lead, projectile, 0.22 caliber 1
123A 0 Negative 0.8
124A Oyster Shell 39.2g 0.6
124A P Slate 0.3g
124A I Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian, sandy-paste, cord-marked 1
125A I Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian, plain 2 1.2
125A P Earthenware, Colonoware 1
125A Oyster Shell 8.6g
125A P Slate 2.0g
125A P Glass, bottle dark green c. 1725 2
126 0 Not Dug Not Dug
127A P Brick 19th c. 1.9g Likely feature exposed. 0.7 0.4
127A Oyster Shell 0.8g
127A P Nail, cut, fragment 1790-present 1
127A I Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian, plain 2
128A P Brick 19th c. 434.2g 0.5 0.3
128A Oyster Shell 9.9g
128A Glass, bottle, heat damaged 1
128A Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian, plain 1
128A Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian, line-block stamped 1
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129A Earthenware. Stallings, fiber tempered. incised? 1 0.5 0.4
129A Oyster Shell 3.9g
130 0 Negative 0.5 0.5
131A Oyster Shell 3.2g 0.7 0.4
131A I Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian, plain 2
132A P Earthenware, Colonoware 1 0.8
132A I Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian, line-block stamped 1
132A I Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian, plain 4
133 Not Dug Not Dug
134A CT Brick 17th c. 1.6g . 1.4 0.4
134A P Slate 0.8g
134A Oyster Shell 10.6g
134A P Glass. bottle clear 1
134A I Earthenware. unidentifiable Indian, plain 1
135A P Pearlware, plain 1779-1830 1 1.2
135A P Slate 1.3g
135A P Glass, bottle dark green c. 1725 2
136A P Slate 3.3g 0.7 0.7
136A Oyster Shell 37.1g
136A P Pipestem. white ball clay. 5/64ths diameter 1710-1750 1
137A Oyster Shell '10.6g 0.7
137A P Glass. flat 1 0.005" thick
137A P Stoneware, brown salt-glazed (Fulham) 1690-1775 1
137A I Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian 2
138 Not Dug Not dug
139A Oyster Shell 18.1g 0.7
0.4
139A P Stoneware, unidentifiable, heat damaged 1
139A CT Earthenware, dotted yellow slipware 1670-1795 1
139A I Earthenware. unidentifiable Indian 1
140A Oyster Shell 39.6g 1.2 0.6
140A P Nail, cut (fragment) 1805-present 1
140A I Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian. sand tempered. cord marked 1
140A I Earthenware. unidentifiable Indian, sand tempered 1
140A P Earthenware, Colonoware 1
141A Oyster Shell 37.7g 0.6 0.2
141A P Brick 19th c. 7.2g
141A P Nail, cut, hand finished head 1790-1810 1
141A P Screw 1846-present 1
141A I Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian 2
142A Oyster Shell 16.5g Likely feature exposed. 1.1
143A P Pipestem. white ball clay, 5164ths diameter 1710-1750 1 0.7 0.6
143A Pipe bowl, white ball clay. fragment 1
143A Earthenware. unidentifiable Indian 5
143A Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian, sand-tempered, plain 1
144A Tooth. frament (non-human) 1 0.9 0.4
144A P Earthenware, Colonoware 6
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144A I Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian 2
144A I Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian, line-block stamped 1
145 0 Not Dug Not dug
146A P Slate 2.1g 0.5 0.5
146A Brick 9.4g
146A Oyster Shell 3.5g
146A Earthenware, unidentifiable Inidan 2
147A Oyster Shell 8.7g Likely feature exposed. 0.5 0.3
147A P Slate 0.8g
147A P Whiteware 1805-present 2
148A Oyster Shell 8.29 0.6 0.4
148B P Brick 19th c. 3.2
148B I Chert, debitage 5.6g
149A P Pipestem, white ball clay, 5/64ths diameter 1710-1750 1 Likely feature exposed. 1.1
149A P Whiteware 1805-present 2
149A P Pearlware, Blue transfer print 1783-1830 1
149A P Nail, wire 1850-present 1
149A P Glass, flat 19th c. 1 Thickness: 0.025"
149A Oyster Shell 1.9g
149A Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian 2
150A Glass, slag/burned 1 1.1
150A CT Redware, North Devon gravel tempered, lead glazed 1635-1775 1
150A Redware, lead glazed with white slipped decoration 18-19th c. 1 Nicely Refined, Barbadian? No
150A Oyster Shell 7.7
150A I Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian, sandy-paste 3
151A 0 Not dug
152A Oyster Shell 115.3 Likely feature exposed. 1.4
152A P Slate 4
152A Bone 0.4
152A CT Stoneware, brown salt-glazed 1670-1775 1 Handle sherd
152A I Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian 2
152A P Ghiss, bottle dark green c. 1725 1
153A Oyster Shell 233.5 Likely feature exposed. 0.7
153A P Nail, cut, fragment 1805-present 1
154A Oyster Shell 73.4 Likely feature exposed. 0.5 0.4
154A Chert, debitage 0.2
154A Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian, sandy-paste 1
155A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragment nld 1 0.6 0.4
155A I Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian 1
156 0 Not Dug Not dug
157 0 Not Dug Not dug
158A P Nail, wire 1850-present 3 0.2 0.3
158A M Asphalt, shingles fragment 1917 1.8g
158A P Glass, flat 1 0.09" thick
159A 0 Negative 0.5 0.9
160A P Slate 2.0g 0.7 0.3
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160A P Earthenware, Colonoware 1
160A I Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian 1
161A P Slate 0.6g 0.7 0.3
161A CT Brick, burned 17th c. 6.1g
162 0 Negative Likely feature exposed. 0.5
163A CT Glass, clear bottle 17th c. 1 0.2 0.4
163A P Slate 2.3g
163A CT Flint, gun (french?) 1
163A P Redware, tile/paver, unglazed ??? 1 Ask Stanley
164 0 Negative Likely feature exposed. 0.3 0.5
165A P Brick 19th c. 12.0g Likely feature exposed. 1
165A Glass, bottle clear (heat damaged) 17th c. 3 Show Stanley
165A Oyster Shell 5.8g
166A Oyster Shell 3.0g 0.8 0.3
166A P Brick 19th c. 9.7g
167 0 Negative 0.8 0.4
168A Oyster Shell 12.8g 0.2 0.4
168A P Nail, wire 1860-present 1
169A P Slate 2.3g 0.5 0.5
170A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragment 1 likely feature exposed. 0.8 0.6
170A P Nail, cut 1805-present 1
170A P Slate 0.9g
170A Oyster Shell 32.4g
171A Oyster Shell 34.8g likely feature exposed. 0.7 0.1
171A P Nail, cut fragment 1805-present 1
171A P Siale 1.4g
171A P Glass, flat 19th c. 2 0.06" thick
172A P Slate 19.1g 0.8 0.3
172A Oyster Shell 11.8g
172A Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian, sandy-paste 1
173A Oyster Shell 1.2g 0.95 0.35
173A CT Brick 17th c. 7.3g
173A P Glass, bottle dark green c. 1725 1
173B I Earthenware, Deptford, linear check-stamped 13
174A Oyster Shell 17.2 0.95 0.45
174A I Earthenware. unidentifiable Indian, sandy-paste 1
175A P Iron, hinge (cabinet) 1 Likely feature exposed. 1.1 0.1
175A P Glass. flat, clear 1 0.015" thick
175A I Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian 3
176A P Brick 19th c. 1.5g likely feature exposed. 1.1 0.1
176A P Glass, bottle clear 19th c. 2
176A I Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian, sandy-paste 7
177A Oyster Shell 4.3g 0.6 0.4
177A I Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian, sandy-paste 4
177A P Pipe bowl/stem. white ball clay, fragment. 5/64ths diam. 1710-1750 1
177A P Fastener, wire, U-shaped 1
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177A P Slate 1.1g
178A I Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian 3 0.4 0.3
179A 0 Negative Roots 0.3
180A P Glass, opaque white canning jar. lid liner 1869 1 0.7 0.5
180A I Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian 1
181A P Pipestem, white ball clay, 5/64ths diameter 1710-1750 1 0.8 0.2
181A Oyster Shell 136.19
181B Oyster Shell 9.8g
182A Oyster Shell 3.0g 0.55 0.25
182A Lime lumps 1.3g
183A CT Brick 17th c. 15.6g 0.6 0.2
183A P Nail. wire 1850-present 1
183A Glass, bottle, heat damaged 2
183A I Earthenware, Stalling's Island, plain 4
183A I Earthenware. unidentifiable Indian, plain 1
183B I Earthenware, Stalling's Island. simple-stamped 3 0.5 0.25
184A Glass. bottle clear (heat damaged) 1
184A P Nail. cut. fragment 180S-present 1
185A 0 Negative 0.5 0.3
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Square 10 Artifact Nomenclature
186A CT Nail, wrought, fragment
186A CT Nail, wrought
186A P Nail, cut with hand-finished head
186A P Nail, cut. fragment
186A Nail, unidentifiable
186A M Fence, wire, fragment
186A M Glass, light bulb, frosted
186A P Glass, bottle dark green
186A P Glass, bottle dear
186A M Glass, bottle brown
186A CT Brick
186A Flfnt
186A CT Lead, sprue
186A CT Pipestem, white ball clay, 7/64ths dia.
186A T Pipestem, white ball day, 6164ths dia.
186A P Pipestem, white ball day, 5/64ths dia.
186A Pipe bowl, white ball day, fragments
186A CT Earthenware, white tin-enameled glazed Delft
186A CT Redware,lead glazed, North Devon gravel tempered
186A CT Redware, plain, North Devon gravel tempered
186A CT Redware, green molasses-lead glazed, Codrington
186A T Mottledware, brown???
186A P Earthenware, plain Whiteware
186A P Earthenware, brown-striped annular decorated Whiteware
187A CT Nail, wrought. fragment
187A CT Nail, wrought
187A P Nail, cut. fragment
187A P Nail, wire
187A Nail, unidentifiable
187A P Hinge, brass
187A CT Glass, bottle, wine, olive green
187A M Glass, light bulb, frosted
187A P Glass, bottle dark green
187A Glass, flat
187A Bead, glass dear, short cylindrical droplet embossed
187A Bead, glass blue, long cylindricallongitudal incised
187A Bead, amber???
187A CT Brick
187A Flint
187A CT Pipestem, white ball day, 7J64ths dia.
187A T Pipestem, white ball clay, 6/64ths dia.
187A P Pipestem, white ball clay, 5/64ths dia.
187A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments
187A CT Earthenware, blue and white tin-enameled glazed Delft
187A CT Earthenware, white tin-enameled glazed Delft
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Date Range Quant. Comments
1660-1805 3
1660-1805 3
1790-1810 1
1805-present 4
4
1
1
18th-19th c. 1
19th c. 3
1
17th c.
1
1650-1680 5
1680-1710 4
1710-1750 1
16
1640-1800 2
1635-1775 10
1635-1775 6
2
1680-1750 2
1805-present 2
1810-1833 2
1660-1805 2
1660-1805 3
1805-present 6
1850-present 2
8
2
17th c. 7
1
18th-19th c. . 2
2 0.05" thick
1
1
1
17th c.
1650-1680 8
1680-1710 13
1710-1750 3
16
8
1640-1800 3
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187A CT Earthenware. blue tin.enameled glazed Delft 1
187A CT Redware. lead glazed. North Devon gravel tempered 1635-1775 5
187A CT Redware. plain. North Devon gravel tempered 1635-1775 11
187A CT Redware. green molasses-lead glazed. Codrington 7
187A CT Redware. brown lead glazed. Codrington 3
187A T Mottledware, brown 1680-1750 8
187A P Pearlware, plain 1780-1830 1
187A P Whiteware. plain 1805-present 2
187A CT Coin, silver Spanish 1
187B Glass, heat damaged green 1
188A CT Nail, wrought, fragment 1660-1805 4
188A P Nail, cut with hand-finished head 1790-1810 7
188A P Nail, cut, fragment 1805-present 2
188A Nail, unidentifiable 1
188A M Fence, wire. fragment 1
188A P Lead, ball, projectile, 0.36 caliber, revolver percussion cap fired 1
188A CT Glass. bottle, pharmaceutical. very pale green 2
188A CT Glass, drinking, clear lead 1
188A CT Glass, bottle wine. olive green 17th c. 2
188A CT Glass. bottle, liquor, light green 8
188A Glass, flat 1 0.065" thick
188A CT Glass. bottle brown 17th c. 1
188A Glass, bead opaque white lozenge curvilinear embossed 2
188A Glass, bead opaque white lozenge 1
188A Glass, bead opaque white with blue and green horizontal stripes 1
188A Glass, bead translucent black with multiple facets 1
188A CT Brick 17th c.
188A P Brick
188A Flint
188A CT Pipestem, white ball clay, 8/64ths dia. 1620·1650 2
188A CT Pipestem. white ball clay. 7/64ths dia. 1650-1680 5
188A T Pipestem, white ball clay, 6164ths dia. 1680-1710 11
188A P Pipestem, white ball clay, 5/64ths dia. 1710-1750 25
188A Pipe bowl, white ball clay. fragments 55
188A CT Earthenware. blue and white tin.enameled glazed Delft 6
188A CT Earthenware, white tin.enameled glazed Delft 1640-1800 3
188A CT Redware, lead glazed, North Devon gravel tempered 1635-1775 3
188A CT Redware, plain. North Devon gravel tempered 1635-1775 9
188A CT Redware, green molasses-lead glazed, Codrington 7
188A CT Redware, brown lead glaZed, Codrington 1
188A CT Redware. plain. Codrington 1
188A Stoneware. gray bodied, blue decoration 1
188A T Mottledware, brown??? 1680-1750 6
188A P Earthenware, annular brown stripe decorated Creamware 1762-1820 2
188A P Redware.lead glazed 19th c. 2
188A P Earthenware, plain Pearlware 1780-1830 1
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188A
188A
P Earthenware, plain Whiteware 1805-present
P Earthenware, blue sponge decorated Whiteware 1805-present
0.07" thick
2
3
1
1
2
4
3
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
10
19
8
1
39
6
2
5
3
3
1
5
1
1
1
1
2
1
1710-1750
1635-1775
1635-1775
1620-1650
1650-1680
1680-1710
1710-1750
1750-1800
17th c:
1680-1750
18th-19th c.
1660-1805
1805-present
1850-present
1800-1835
1800-1835
19th c.
1805-present
1790-1800
CT Redware, lead glazed, North Devon gravel tempered 1635-1775
Flint
P Pipestem, white ball clay, 5/64ths dia.
CT Nail, wrought, fragment
P Nail, cut, fragment
P Nail, wire, small
CT Glass, bottle, pharmaceutical, very pale green
CT Glass, drinking, clear lead
CT Glass, bottle wine, olive green
CT Glass, bottle, liquor, light green
P Glass, bottle dark green
Glass, flat
Bead, glass, spherical white with green and blue stripes
Bead, glass, spherical, polished translucent blue
CT Brick
Lead, projectile, 0.22 caliber
Flint
M Button, green porcelain, four-holed
M Button, white glass, four-holed
CT Pipestem, white ball clay, 8/64ths dia.
CT Pipestem, white ball clay, 7164ths dia.
T Pipestem, white ball clay, 6/64ths dia.
P Pipestem, white ball clay, 5/64ths dia.
P Pipestem, white ball clay, 4/64ths dia.
Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments
CT Earthenware, blue and white tin-enameled glazed Delft
CT Earthenware, white tin-enameled glazed Delft
CT Redware, lead glazed, North Devon gravel tempered
CT Redware. plain, North Devon gravel tempered
CT Redware, green molasses-lead glazed, Codrington
CT Redware, brown lead glaze, Codrington
T Mottledware, brown???
P Earthenware, annular finger-trailed decorated Yellowware
P Earthenware, blue shell-edged Pearlware with impressed pattern
P Earthenware, scalloped green shell-edged Pearlware with impressed pattern
P Redware, lead glazed
P Earthenware, plain Whiteware
P Porcelain, white enamaled
188B
1888
188B
189A
189A
189A
189A
189A
189A
189A
189A
189A
189A
189A
189A
189A
189A
189A
189A
189A
189A
189A
189A
189A
189A
189A
189A
189A
189A
189A
189A
189A
189A
189A
189A
189A
189A
189A
190A
190A
190A
190A
190A
190A
CT Nail, wrought, fragment
CT Nail, wrought
P Nail, cut
P Nail, cut, fragment
P Hinge, brass
CT Glass, bottle wine, olive green
1660-1805
1660-1805
1805-present
1805-present
17th c.
7
1
1
8
1
1
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190A CT Glass, bottle, liquor, light green 2
190A CT Brick
190A Flint
190A CT Lead, sprue 1
190A CT Pipestem, white ball clay, 7/64ths dia. 1650-1680 3
190A T Pipestem, white ball clay, 6I64ths dia. 1680-1710 2
190A P Pipestem, white ball clay, 5/64ths dia. 1710-1750 6
190A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments 29
190A CT Earthenware, blue and white tin-enameled glazed Delft 1
190A CT Earthenware, white tin-enameled glazed Delft 1
190A Earthenware, glaze removed Delft 2
190A CT Redware, lead glazed North Devon gravel tempered 1635-1775 10
190A CT Redware, plain North Devon gravel tempered 1635-1775 5
190A CT Redware, green molasses-lead glazed, Codrington 3
190A CT Redware, brown lead glaze, Codrington 2
190A T Mottledware, brown??? 1680-1750 10
190A P Porcelain, white enamaled 1790-1800 1
1908 P Nail, cut with hand-finished head 1790-1810 1
191A CT Nail, wrought 1660-1805 1
191A CT Nail, wrought, fragment 1660-1805 6
191A P Nail, cut with hand-finished head 1790-1810 2
191A P Nail, cut, fragment 1805-present 8
191A M Screw, single slot, aluminum 1
191A CT Glass, drinking, clear lead 2
191A CT Glass, bottle wine, olive green 3
191A CT Glass, bottle, liquor, light green 2
191A P Glass, bottle dark green 18th-19th c. 2
191A Glass, flat 1 0.07" thick
191A P Glass, colorless soda lime c. 1864 2
191A CT Pipestem, white ball clay, 8/64ths dia. 1620-1650 1
191A CT Pipestem, white ball clay, 7164ths dis. 1650-1680 7
191A T Pipestem, white ball clay, 6/64ths dia. 1680-1710 12
191A P Pipestem, white ball clay, 5164ths dia. 1710-1750 8
191A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments 34
191A CT Earthenware, blue and white tin-enameled glazed Delft 2
191A CT Earthenware, white tin-enameled glazed Delft 4
191A CT Earthenware, glaze removed Delft 3
191A CT Redware, lead glazed North Devon gravel tempered 1635-1775 13
191A CT Redware, plain North Devon gravel tempered 1635-1775 4
191A CT Redware, green molasses-lead glazed, Codrington 4
191A CT Redware, brown lead glaZed, Codrington 1
191A T Mottledware, brown??? 1680-1750 8
191A R Stoneware, brown feldspar-glazed late 18th c. 1
191A R Earthenware, plain Creamware 1762-1820 1
191A P Earthenware, unscalloped blue shell edged Pearlware 1865-1895 1
191A P Earthenware, unscalloped green shell edged Pearlware 1865-1895 1
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191A Lead. sprue
191B CT Redware. North Devon gravel tempered, plain
191B Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments
191B Flint
192A CT Nail, wrought. fragment
192A CT Nail, wrought
192A P Nail. cut with hand-finished head
192A P Nail. cut
192A P Nail, cut, fragment
192A M Nail, wire, large
192A Iron, handle knife
192A Rivet, copper
192A CT Glass, bottle, pharmaceutical, very pale green
192A CT Glass, drinking, clear lead
192A CT Glass, bottle wine, olive green
192A CT Glass. bottle, liquor, light green
192A Glass, bottle clear
192A Glass, flat
192A Glass, bead opaque yellow (amber) irrgegular spherical with irregular facets
192A Slate
192A CT Brick '
192A Flint
192A Lead, ball, projectile
192A CT Pipestem, white ball clay. 7/64ths dia.
192A T Pipestem. white ball clay, 6/64ths dia.
192A P Pipestem. white ball clay, 5/64ths dia.
192A CT Pipe bowl, white ball clay NH #12
192A T Pipe bowl, white ball clay NH #19
192A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments
192A CT Earthenware, Delft, blue and white tin-enameled glaze
192A CT Earthenware. Delft, white tin-enameled glaze
192A CT Redware, North Devon gravel tempered, lead glazed
192A CT Redware, North Devon gravel tempered, plain
192A CT Redware, Codrington green molasses-lead glaze
192A CT Redware, Codrington, brown lead glaze
192A CT Redware, Codrington, plain
192A T Mottledware. brown???
192A Redware. refined. lead glaze
192A P Earthenware, plain Whiteware
192A Stoneware, gray salt glazed
193A CT Nail, wrought, fragment
193A P Nail, cut
193A P Nail, cut. fragment
193A M Nail, wire, large
193A P Glass. bottle dark green
193A P Glass, colorless soda lime
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1
2
1790-1810 3
1805-present 2
1805-present 4
1860-present 3
1
1
1
1
2
4
2
1 0.065" thick
1
1
1650-1680 11
1680-1710 12
1710-1750 10
1650-1680 1
1690-1750 1
52
7
7
1635-1775 7
1635-1775 10
4
4
1
1680-1750 2
19th c. 1
1805-present 4
1
1660-1805 2
1805-present 3
1805-present 6
1860-present 1
18th-19th c. 2'
c. 1864 1
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193A M Glass, light bulb, frosted
193A CT Glass, bottle, liquor, light green
193A Glass, flat
193A Glass, flat
193A Glass, flat
193A M Glass, bottle clear
193A Bead, glass polished dark blue spherical
193A CT Pipestem, white ball clay, 7164ths dia.
193A T Pipestem, white ball clay, 6/64ths dia.
193A P Pipestem, white ball clay, 5J64ths dia.
193A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments
193A CT Earthenware, blue and white tin-enameled glazed Delft
193A CT Earthenware, white tin-enameled glazed Delft
193A CT Redware, lead glazed North Devon gravel tempered
193A CT Redware, plain North Devon gravel tempered
193A CT Redware, green molasses-lead glazed, Codrington
193A CT Redware, brown lead glazed, Codrington
193A CT Redware, unglaze, Codrington
193A R Stoneware, grey bodied, no glaze
193A T Mottledware, brown???
193A R Earthenware, plain Creamware
193A P Earthenware, annular decorated Pearlware
193A P Earthenware, unscalloped green shell edged Pearlware
193A P Earthenware, plain Whiteware
193A P Earthenware, blue transfer printed Whiteware
193A P Earthenware, black transfer printed Whiteware
193A P Redware, refined,lead glazed
194A CT Nail, wrought
194A CT Nail, wrought, fragment
194A P Nail, cut with hand-finished head, fragment
194A P Nail, cut. fragment
194A M Nail, wire
194A M Fence, barbed wire, fragment
194A Metal, cut, flat rectangular
194A Metal, unidentifiable
194A P Glass, bottle, pharmaceutical, very pale green (base) NH #11
194A CT Glass, bottle wine, olive green
194A CT Glass, bottle, liquor, light green
194A Glass, flat
194A Bead, glass polished dark blue spherical
194A Bead, amber???
194A Bead, glass polished black with yellow b~linear decoaration
194A CT Brick
194A P Brick
194A M Bulb, electric light, machine manufactured, fragments
194A Slate
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1
5
1 0.1" thick
2 0.065" thick
2 0.05" thick
1
1
1650-1680 11
1680-1710 6
1710-1750 12
54
3
2
1635-1775 1
1635-1775 4
5
3
1
late 18th c. 3
1680-1750 3
1762-1820 1
1
1865-1895 1
1805-present 3
1
1
19th c. 3
1660-1805 4
1660-1805 2
1790-1810 2
1805-present 6
1850-present 1
1886-present 1
1
1
1760 1
17th c. 2
5
1 0.05" thick
1
1
1
17th c.
1895-present
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194A CT Pipestem, white ball clay, 7/64ths dia.
194A T Pipestem, white ball clay, 6/64ths dia.
194A P Pipestem, white ball clay, 5/64ths dia.
194A Pipe bow', white ball clay, fragments
194A CT Earthenware. Delft. white tin-enameled glaze
194A CT Redware.lead glazed, North Devon gravel tempered
194A CT Redware, plain, North Devon gravel tempered
194A CT Redware, green molasses-lead glazed. Codrington
194A CT Redware, brown lead glazed, Codrington
194A CT Redware, plain, Codrington
194A Stoneware, unidentified
194A T Mottledware, brown???
194A R Earthenware, annular brown stripe decorated Creamware
194A R Stoneware, brown feldspar-glazed
194A R Stoneware, gray bodied, unglazed
194A P Earthenware, plain Whiteware
194A CT Coin, silver English, Charles I
195A CT Nail, wrought, fragment
195A CT Nail, wrought
195A P Nail, cut with hand-finished head, fragment
195A P Nail, cut, fragment
195A P Nail, wire, fragment
195A CT Glass, bottle, wine, olive green
195A M Glass, light bulb, frosted
195A CT Glass, bottle, liquor, light green
195A CT Glass, bottle. pharmaceutical, very pale green
195A P Glass, bottle dark green
195A M Glass, bottle clear
195A P Glass, decolorized (pink) manganese
195A Glass, flat
19SA Glass, flat
Brick
195A Brick
195A Flint
195A CT Pipestem, white ball clay, 8/64ths dia.
195A CT Pipestem, white ball clay, 7/64ths dia.
195A T Pipestem, white ball clay, 6/64ths dia.
195A P Pipestem, white ball clay, 5/64ths dia.
195A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments
195A CT Earthenware, blue and white tin-enameled glazed Delft
195A CT Earthenware, white tin-enameled glazed Delft
195A CT Earthenware, glaze removed Delft
195A CT Redware, lead glaZed, North Devon gravel tempered
195A CT Redware, plain, North Devon gravel tempered
195A CT Redware, green molasses-lead glazed, Codrington
195A CT Redware, brown lead glazed, Codrington
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1650-1680 5
1680-1710 4
1710-1750 8
10
2
1635-1775 4
1635-1775 1
2
2
1
1
1680-1750 1
1762-1820 1
late 18th c. 1
1
1805-present 1
1
1660-1805 4
1660-1805 1
1790-1810 1
1805-present 5
1850-present 1
17th c. 3
1
1
1
18th-19th c. 2
2
c. 1880 1
2 0.06" thick
1 0.05" thick
17th c.
1620-1650 2
1650-1680 2
1680-1710 5
1710-1750 10
24
5
1640-1800 2
1
1635-1775 6
1635-1775 5
2
2
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195A T Mottledware, brown??? 1680-1750 6
195A Iron, thumb-latch arm, fragment 18-19th c.
195A lead, sprue 1
196A CT Nail, wrought. fragment 1660-1805 1
196A P Nail, cut, fragment 1805-present 11
196A lead, projectile. 0.22 caliber 1
196A CT Glass, bottle, liquor, light green 5
196A Glass, bottle clear 2
196A M Glass, light bulb, frosted 1
196A Glass, bottle, unidentifiable. light green ·19th c.? 1
196A Glass, flat 2 0.065" thick
196A Glass. flat, light blue tint 2 0.065" thick
196A Bead, glass, spherical white with green and blue stripes 1
196A CT Pipestem, white ball clay, 7164ths dia. 1650-1680 5
196A T Pipestem. white ball clay. 6164ths dia. 1680-1710 9
196A P Pipestem, white ball clay, 5164ths dia. 1710-1750 7
196A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments 23
196A CT Earthenware, blue and white tin-enameled glaZed Delft 5
196A CT Earthenware, white tin-enameled glazed Delft 1640-1800 2
196A CT Redware, lead glazed, North Devon gravel tempered 1635-1775 1
196A CT Redware, plain, North Devon gravel tempered 1635-1775 1
196A CT Redware, green molasses-lead glazed. Codrington 1
196A CT Redware, brown lead glaZed, Codrington 4
196A T Mottledware, brown??? 1680-1750 3
196A P Earthenware. annular decorated Pearlware 1
196A P Earthenware, plain Pearlware 1
196A P Earthenware, plain Whiteware 1805-present 2
196A Brass. clock escarpment 1
197A P Nail, cut, fragment 1805-present 12
197A M Nut. square threaded 1
197A M Iron, chain link 1
197A Iron, thin cut narrrow (barrel band) 1
197A Metal. shoelace eyelet 1
197A CT Glass, bottle, liquor. light green 1
197A P Glass, bottle pale blue c. 1853 7
197A P Glass, bottle Manganese decolorized (pink) c. 1880 1
197A Glass, flat 1 0.1" thick
197A M Glass, bottle clear 1
197A M Glass, light bUlb, frosted 2
197A Bead, glass polished opaque light blue short cylindrical 1
197A Bead, glass opaque white curvilinear embossed short cylindrical 1
197A CT Pipestem, white ban clay. 7164ths dia. 1650-1680 8
197A T Pipestem, white ball clay. 6164ths dla. 1680-1710 9
197A P Pipestem, white ball clay. 5164ths dia. 1710-1750 8
197A Pipe bowl, white ball clay. fragments 27
197A CT Earthenware, blue and white tin-enameled glaZed Delft 1
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197A CT Earthenware. white tin-enameled glazed Delft 1640·1800 2
197A CT Redware. lead glazed. North Devon gravel tempered 1635-1775 2
197A CT Redware, plain. North Devon gravel tempered 1635·177S 2
197A CT Redware. green molasses-lead glazed. Codrington 1
197A CT Redware, brown lead glazed. Codrington 3
197A T Mottledware. brown??? 1680-1750 1
197A Stoneware, gray salt glazed 1
197A P Redware, refined. lead glazed 19th c. 1
197A P Earthenware, plain Whiteware 180S-present 2
197A P Earthenware, blue transfer printed (Willow) Whiteware 1805-present 1
197A P Porcelain. white enamaled 1790·1800 2
197A P Earthenware, plain Creamware 1762-1820 2
197A Metal. shoe lace eyelet. hooked 1
198A P Nail. cut, fragment 180S-present 5
198A P Nail. wire. small. fragment 18SQ-present 1
198A CT Glass, bottle, wine, olive green 17th c. 2
198A CT Glass. bottle, liquor, light green 2
198A P Glass, bottle dark green 18th-19th c. 3
198A Glass. flat 1 0.12" thick
198A Brick
198A Brick
198A T Pipestem. white ball clay. 6/64ths dia. 1680-1710 2
198A P Pipestem, white ball clay, S/64ths dia. 1710-1750 1
198A Pipe bowl. white ball clay, fragments 10
198A CT Earthenware, blue and white t1n-enameled glaZed Delft 1
198A CT Earthenware, white tin-enameled glazed Delft 1640-1800 2
198A CT Redware, plain. North Devon gravel tempered 1635·1775 1
198A T Mottledware. brown??? 1680·17S0 1
198A R Stoneware, brown feldspar-glazed 1
199A CT Nail, wrought. fragment 1660-1805 1
199A P Nail. cut, fragment 1805-present 9
199A M Metal, wire. galvanized 1
199A CT Glass, bottle, wine, olive green 17th c. 4
199A CT Glass. bottle. liquor, light green 1
199A PB Glass, colorless soda lime c. 1864 1
199A M Glass, bottle clear 2
199A Glass, flat 1 O.OS" thick
199A CT Pipestem, white ball clay, 8164ths dia. 1620-16S0 1
199A T Pipestem, white ball clay. 6/64ths dia. 1680-1710 3
199A P Pipestem. white ball clay. S/64ths dia. 1710-1750 3
199A Pipe bowl. white ball clay, fragments 4
199A CT Earthenware. blue and white tin-enameled glazed Delft 1
199A CT Earthenware. white tln-enameled glazed Delft 1640-1800 1
199A CT Redware. lead glazed. North Devon gravel tempered 1635-1775 2
199A CT Redware, plain, North Devon gravel tempered 1635-177S 4
199A CT Redware. green molasses·lead glazed, Codrington 2
1S0
199A
199A
199A
199A
199A
199A
199A
199A
200A
200A
200A
200A
200A
200A
200A
200A
200A
200A
200A
200A
200A
200A
200A
200A
200A
200A
200A
200A
201A
201A
201A
201A
201A
201A
201A
201A
201A
201A
201A
201A
201A
201A
201A
201A
201A
201A
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CT Redware, brown lead glazed, Codrington
T Mottledware, brown???
R Earthenware, plain, light colored Creamware
P Earthenware, brown printed Pearlware
P Earthenware, annular decorated Pearlware
P Earthenware, blue transfer printed (Willow) Whiteware
P Stoneware, Bristol white glazed
R Stoneware, brown feldspar glazed (Bois ginger beer bottle)
CT Nail, wrought, fragment
P Nail, cut, fragment
Lead, projectile, 0.22 caliber
CT Glass, boUie, liquor, light green
P Glass, boUle pale blue
M Glass, light bulb, frosted
Glass, flat
CT Pipestem, white ball clay, 8/64ths dia.
T Pipestem, white ball clay, 6/64ths dia.
P Pipestem, white ball clay, 5/64ths dia.
Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments
CT Earthenware, blue and white tin-enameled glazed Delft
CT Earthenware, white tin-enameled glazed Delft
CT Redware, lead glazed, North Devon gravel tempered
CT Redware, plain, North Devon gravel tempered
CT Redware, brown lead glazed, Codrington
T Mottledware, brown???
Earthenware, Terra Cota field drain
P Earthenware, blue transfer printed (Willow) Whiteware
P Earthenware, plain Whiteware
P Nail, cut
P Nail, cut, fragment
CT Glass, boUie, wine, oliVe green
CT Glass, boUie, wine, olive green, neck with applied rim
PB Glass, boUle clear
CT Glass, boUie, liquor, light green
P Glass, bottle dark green
CT Glass, squared boUom case, light green
PB Glass, boUle Manganese decolorlzed (pink)
Glass, bottle, light green
Glass, bead opaque yellow (amber) irrgegular spherical with irregular facets
Brass, domed button half South type 2
Brass. ring wI heart and arrow design
Brass, slag
CT Pipestem, white ball clay, 7/64ths dia.
T Pipestem, white ball clay, 6164ths dia.
P Pipestem, white ball clay, 5/64ths dia.
Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments
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1
1680-1750 3
1775-1820 1
1809-1825 1
1
1805-present 1
1835-present 1
1
1660-1805 2
1805-present 6
1
1
c. 1853 1
3
1 0.05" Thick
1620-1650 1
1680-1710 3
1710-1750 3
17
1
1640-1800 1
1635-1775 2
1635-1775 1
4
1680-1750 3
1848·present 1
1805-present 1
1805-present 1
1805-present 2
1805-present 5
17th c. 3
17th c. 2
19th c. 3
1
18th·19th c. 2
17th c. 1
c. 1880 1
1
1
1
1
0.3g
1650-1680 6
1680-1710 5
1710-1750 3
9
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201A CT Earthenware, blue and white tin-enameled glazed Delft 3
201A CT Earthenware, white tin-enameled glazed Delft 1640-1800 3
201A CT Earthenware, no glaze Delft 1
201A CT Redware, lead glazed, North Devon gravel tempered 1635-1775 1
201A CT Redware, green molasses-lead glazed, Codrington 1
201A CT Redw~re,brown lead glazed, Codrington 3
201A CT Redware. plain, Codrington 1
201A T MoUledware. brown??? 1680-1750 3
201A R Earthenware. plain, light colored Creamware 1775-1820 4
201A P Earthenware, plain Whiteware 1805-present 2
201A P Earthenware, blue transfer printed (Willow) Whiteware 1805-present 1
201A P Stoneware. Bristol white glazed 1835-present 1
201A P Redware, lead glazed 19th c. 1
202A P Nail, cut, fragment 1805-present 7
202A P Nail, wire 1850-present 2
202A M Fence, wire, fragment 2
202A CT Glass, boUie, liquor, light green 1
202A P Glass, bottle dark green 18th-19th c. 3
202A Brick
202A Pipe bowl, white ball clay. fragments 2
202A CT Redware, lead glazed, North Devon gravel tempered 1635-1775 1
202A CT Redware. brown lead glazed, Codrington 1
202A Stoneware, brown feldspar glazed (Bois ginger beer boUle) 3
202A P Earthenware, plain Pearlware 1779-1830 1
202A P Earthenware, plain Whiteware 1805-present 1
202A P Earthenware, unscalloped green shell edge with lightly impressed patterns 1840·1860 1
202A P Earthenware, annular decorated Whiteware 1
202A M Coin, copper alloy US 1979 Lincoln 1 Cent 1
202A M Metal, crown-type bottle cap 1935-present 1
202A M Metal, flat thin band 1
203A CT Nail, wrought. fragment 1660-1805 2
203A P Nail, cut fragment 1805-present 9
203A Glass, brown boWe 1
203A Glass, flat 1 0.07" thick
203A Glass, flat 1 0.05" thick
203A T Pipestem, white ball clay. 6164ths dia. 1680-1710 1
203A P Pipestem, white ball clay, 5164ths dia. 1710-1750 4
203A Pipe bowl, white ball clay. fragments 3
203A CT Earthenware, white tin-enameled glazed Delft 1640·1800 1
203A CT Earthenware, no glaze Delft 1
203A CT Redware, plain, North Devon gravel tempered 1635-1775 1
203A CT Redware, brown lead glazed. Codrington 4
203A T Mottledware, brown??? 1680-1750 2
203A P Earthenware, plain Whiteware 1805-present 2
203A P Earthenware. unscalloped green shell edge with lightly impressed patterns 1840-1860 1
203A R Earthenware, plain. light colored Creamware 1775·1820 1
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204A CT Nail, wrought, fragment 1660-1805 1
204A P Nail, cut, fragment 1805-present 1
204A Nail, unidentifiable 6
204A P Nail, wire. fragment 1850-present 1
204A CT Glass, bottle, wine, olive green 17th c. 1
204A P Glass, bottle dark green 18th-19th c. 1
204A Glass, flat 1 0.175" thick
204A Glass, flat 0.1" thick
204A M Glass, lime green soda bottle
204A P Pipestem. white ball clay, 5/64ths dia. 1710-1750 4
204A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments 13
204A P Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragment NH# 25 1790-1820 1
204A CT Earthenware, blue and white tin-enameled glazed Delft 1
204A CT Earthenware, white tin-enameled glazed Delft 1640-1800 1
204A CT Redware, lead glazed, North Devon gravel tempered 1635-1775 2
204A CT Redware, plain, North Devon gravel tempered 1635-1775 2
204A CT Redware, green molasses-lead glazed, Codrington 2
204A CT Redware, brown lead glaZed. Codrington 1
204A T Mottledware, brown??? 1680-1750 1
204A R Earthenware, plain, light colored Creamware 1775-1820 2
204A R Earthenware, green shell edge Creamware 1774-1800 1
204A R Stoneware, grey bodied, no glaze 1
204A PB Brass, lock, Smith & Egge Mfg. Co., Bridgeport, CT. Patented Sept. 4. 1877 1877 1
205A CT Nail, wrought 1660-1805 2
205A CT Nail, wrought, fragment 1660-1805 1
205A P Nail. cut with hand-finished head, fragment 1790-1810 2
205A P Nail. cut, fragment 1805-present 2
205A Nail, unidentifiable 3
205A Metal, round flat object 1
205A M Glass. light bulb, frosted 2
205A Glass, flat 1 0.05" thick
205A Glass. flat 1 0.06" thick
205A P Glass, colorless soda lime bottle C.1864 1
205A Glass, clear bottle . 1
205A CT Glass, bottle, pharmaceutical, very pale green 1
205A P Glass, bottle Manganese decolorized (pink) c. 1880 1
205A CT Glass, bottle, liquor, light green 1
205A P Glass, bottle dark green 18th-19th c. 6
205A Bead, glass, polished translucent blue spherical 1
205A CT Pipestem. white ball clay, 7164ths dia. 1650-1680 2
205A T Pipestem, white ball clay, 6/64ths dla. 1680-1710 1
205A P Pipestem, white ball clay, 5/64ths dla. 1710-1750 4
205A P Pipestem, white ball clay, 4/64ths dia. 1750-1800 1
205A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments 8
205A CT Earthenware, blue and white tin-enameled glazed Delft 2
205A CT Earthenware, white tin-enameled glazed Delft 1640-1800 1
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205A CT Earthenware, glaze removed Delft 1
205A CT Earthenware, Olive jar 1
205A CT Redware, green molasses-lead glazed, Codrington 2
205A CT Redware, brown lead glazed, Codrington 2
205A R Stoneware, grey bodied, no glaze 2
205A P Stoneware, Bristol white glazed 1835-present 1
205A P Redware, lead glazed 19th c. 1
205A P Earthenware, plain Whiteware 1805-present 1
205A P Earthenware, blue transfer printed (Willow) Whiteware 1805-present 1
205A P Earthenware, red and green (polychrome) transfer print Whiteware 1828-present 2
205A Lead, projectile, 0.22 caliber 1
205A Stone, polished????? 1
206A P Nail, cut, fragment 1805-present 1
206A P Nail, wire, fragment 1850-present 1
206A Metal, flat, irregular 1
206A Metal, round flat (button?) 1
206A Glass, flat 1 0.2" thick
206A Glass, flat 1 0.1" thick
206A Glass, flat 1 0.06" thick
206A P Glass, bottle dark green 18th-19th c. 1
206A Glass, bottle, very pale green 1
206A Bead, glass, spherical, polished opaque black, fragment 1
206A CT Redware, plain. North Devon gravel tempered 1635-1775 1
206A CT Redware, lead glaZed, North Devon gravel tempered 1635-1775 1
206A CT Redware, brown lead glazed, Codrington 1
206A P Earthenware. annular decorated Pearlware 1
206A P Stoneware, gray-bodied, brown glaze (Bois Ginger Beer Bottle) 18th c.? 1
207A P Nail, cut, fragment 1805-present 11
207A P Nail, wire, fragment 1850-present 1
207A CT Glass, bottle, pharmaceutical, very pale green 17th c. 1
207A P Glass, bottle dark green 18th-19th c. 5
207A Glass, clear bottle with raised alpha-numeric 1
207A Glass, flat 1 0.2" thick
207A Glass, flat 2 0.06" thick
207A CT Pipestem, white ball clay, 7164ths dia. 1650-1680 3
207A T Pipestem. white ball clay, 6164ths dia. 1680-1710 2
207A P Pipestem, white ball clay, 5/64ths dla. 1710-1750 3
207A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments 4
207A CT Earthenware, blue and white tin-enameled glazed Delft 1
207A CT Earthenware, white t1n-enameled glazed Delft 1640-1800 1
207A CT Redware, lead glaZed, North Devon gravel tempered 1635-1775 1
207A CT Redware, plain, North Devon gravel tempered 1635-1775 1
207A CT Redware, brown lead glaZed, Codrington 5
207A Stoneware, brown and gray salt-glaze 1
207A R Stoneware, gray-bodied, no glaze 2
207A P Earthenware, plain Pearlware 1
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207A P Earthenware, annular decorated Pearlware 1
207A P Earthenware. plain Whiteware 1805-present 1
207A T Mottledware, brown??? 1680-1750 1
208A CT Nail, wrought, fragment 1660-1805 1
208A P Nail, cut, fragment 1805-present 9
208A M Nail, wire 1850-present 2
208A M Staple, wire 1
208A Nut, square threaded 1
208A CT Glass, bottle brown 17th c. 1 Applied lip rim
208A CT Glass, bottle, liquor, light green 1
208A P Glass, bottle dark green 18th-19th c. 6
208A Glass, flat 1 0.18" thick
208A P Glass, clear bottle 19th c. 1
208A CT Pipestem, white ball clay, 7/64ths dia. 1650-1680 2
208A P Pipestem, white ball clay, 5/64ths dia. 1710-1750 1
208A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments 8
208A CT Earthenware, blue and white tin-enameled glaZed Delft 3
208A CT Earthenware, white t1n-enameled glazed Delft 1640-1800 1
208A CT Redware, brown lead glaZed, Codrington 1
208A P Earthenware, plain Whiteware 1805-present 5
208A P Earthenware, red transfer print 1828-present 1
209A CT Nail, wrought, fragment 1660-1805 1
209A P Nail, cut fragment 1805-present 3
209A M Nail, wire fragment 1850-present 1
209A Nail, unidentifiable fragments 9
209A Iron?, wine bottle top 17th-18th c. 1
209A Iron, hinge cover 1
209A Lead, seal 1
209A CT Glass, bottle, liquor, light green 4
209A CT Glass, bottle brown 17th c. 2
209A P Glass, bottle dark green 18th-19th c. 4
209A Glass, flat 3 0.075" tfiick
209A Glass, flat 1 0.05" thick
209A P Glass, clear bottle 19th c. 3
209A Glass, blue bottle 1
209A CT Pipestem, white ball clay, 7/64ths dia. 1650-1680 1
209A T Pipestem, white ball clay, 6164ths dia. 1680-1710 5
209A P Pipestem, white ball clay, 5/64ths dia. 1710-1750 2
209A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments 6
209A CT Earthenware, blue and white tin-enameled glazed Delft 1 Basal sherd
209A CT Earthenware, white tin-enameled glazed Delft 1640-1800 1
209A CT Earthenware, glaze removed Delft 1
209A CT Redware, plain, North Devon gravel tempered 1635-1775 1
209A CT Redware, green molasses-lead glazed, Codrington 1
209A CT Redware, brown lead glazed, Codrington 3 Basal shard
209A CT Redware, dark brown lead glazed, Codrington 1
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211A
211A
211A
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Stoneware. brown and gray salt-glaze
CT Stoneware, brown salt-galzed, poorly made (Bellarmine?)
T Mottledware, brown???
P Earthenware, plain Whiteware
P Earthenware, green under-glaze Peartware
CT Nail, wrought, fragment
P Nail, cut fragment
P Nail. wire fragment
Nail, unidentifiable fragments
M Staple, wire, Fence
Iron, latch arm fragment
CT Glass, bottle wine, olive green
P Glass, bottle dark green
P Pipestem, white ball clay, 5/64ths dia.
Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments
Brass, button with brass wire eye fastener; ..... lE CElT- 2ND QUALITY" South type 7
CT Earthenware, white tin-enameled glazed Delft
R Stoneware, brown feldspar glazed (Bois ginger beer bottle)
P Nail, cut fragment
P Nail, wire fragment
Nail, unidentifiable fragments
P Brick
CT Glass, bottle wine, olive green
P Glass. bottle dark green
PB Glass, bottle lime green
PB Glass, bottle clear
Glass, flat
CT Pipestem. white ball clay, 7/64ths dia.
Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments
CT Redware, green molasses-lead glaZed, Codrington
CT Redware, brown lead glazed, Codrington
P Earthenware, plain Whiteware
P Earthenware, polychrome print Whiteware
CT Nail, wrought, fragment
P Nail, cut fragment
M Nail, wire
Nail, unidentifiable fragments
P Brass, book hinge
CT Brass, triangular-fastener and fragment of a hollow-csst button
P Glass, bottle dark green
Glass, clear bottle
CT Glass, blue/green round bottle base (w/pontil mark)
Glass, blue/green round bottle
Glass, lime green rectangular bottle base, mold blown (w/pontil mark)
Glass, lime green bottle
Glass, flat
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1
1620-1700 1
1680-1750 2
1805-present 6
1783-1810 1
1660-1805 2
1805-present 2
1850-present 2
8
1
1
17th c. 1
18-19th c. 2
1710-1750 1
3
1
1640-1800 1
18th c.? 1
1805-present 7
1850-present 1
5
19th c.
17th c. 1
18·19th c. 1
19th c. 5
19th-20th c. 4
1 0.06" thick
1650-1680 1
5
1
3
1805-present 2
1828-present 1
1660-1805 2
1805-present 3
1850-present 2
6
1
17th c. 1
18-19th c. 3
2
1
1
1
2
1 0.18" thick
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212A P Pipestem, white ball clay, 5/64ths dia. 1710-1750 2
212A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments 7
212A CT Redware, plain, North Devon gravel tempered 1635·1775 4
212A Earthenware, unidentified coarse-paste, lead glazed 1
212A R Stoneware, brown feldspar glazed (Bois ginger beer bottle) 18th c.? 1
212A R Stoneware, brown and gray salt.glaze 1
212A P Earthenware, blue transfer·print Whiteware 1828-present 2
212A P Earthenware, Pearlware, unscalloped blue shell edged with lightly impressed pattern 1840-1860 1
212A P Earthenware, white granite 1842·present 1
212A R Earthenware, plain Creamware 1762·1820 1
212A P Earthenware, plain Whiteware 1805·present 3
212A Stoneware, gray salt.glazed 2
212A M Coin, copper alloy US 1964 lincoln 1 Cent 1
213A P Nail, cut 1805-present 2
213A P Nail, wire 1850·present 1
213A Nail, unidentifiable fragments 7
213A Brass, furniture tack 17th-18th c. 1
213A P Iron. horseshoe fragment 19th c. 1
213A P Iron, unidentified farm equipment part? 1
213A Iron, barrel band 1
213A CT Glass, bottle dark green 17th c. 1
213A Glass, lime green bottle 9
213A P Glass, bottle dark green 18-19th c. 8
213A Glass. clear bottle 4
213A Glass, bottle brown 1
213A Glass. flat 3 0.18" thick
213A P Pipestem, white ball clay. 5164ths dia. 1710-1750 2
213A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments 4
213A CT Earthenware, white tin-enameled glazed Delft 1640·1800 2
213A CT Redware. brown lead glazed, Codrington 2
213A CT Stoneware, brown salt.glazed. (Bellarmine?) 1620.1700 1
213A CT Pocela!n, Chinese underglaze blue 1660·1800 1
213A P Earthenware, plain Whiteware 1805-present 4
213A P Earthenware, white granite 1842-present 1
213A M Asbestos, tile 20th c. 2
213A M Coin, copper alloy US 1978 lincoln 1 Cent 1978 1
214A CT Spike, wrought fragment 1660.1805 1
214A CT Nail, wrought 1660·1805 1
214A P Nail, cut 1805-present 1
214A Nail, unidentifiable fragments 6
214A P Brass, book hinge 1
214A Brass, molded button (South type 8) 18th c. 1
214A P Glass, bottle dark green 18-19th c. 8
214A Glass, clear bottle 1
214A Glass, clear bottle, heat damaged 1
214A Glass, light green bottle 1
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214A Glass. flat 2 0.17" thick
214A Glass, flat 3 0.07S" thick
214A Glass, flat 1 0.06" thick
214A Glass, flat 1 O.OS" thick
214A T Pipestem. white ball clay. 6/64ths dia. 168Q.1710 1
214A P Pipestem,.white ball clay, Sl64ths dia. 1710-1750 2
214A P Pipestem, white ball clay, 4/64ths dia. 1750-1800 1
214A Pipe bowl, white ball clay. fragments 1
214A CT Earthenware, white tin-enameled glazed Delft 1640-1800 2
214A CT Redware, brown lead glazed. Codrington 4
214A CT Stoneware. brown salt-glazed, (Bellarmine?) 162Q.1700 2
214A R Earthenware, plain Creamware 1762-1820 2
214A P Earthenware, blue transfer-print Whiteware 1828-present 1
214A P Earthenware, annular decorated Pearlware 1
214A lead, sprue 1
215A P Nail, cut with hand-finished head, fragment 1790-1810 1
215A P Nail, cut fragment 1805-present 2
21SA M Nail, wire large 1860-present 1
21SA Nail, unidentifiable fragments 15
21SA P Glass., bottle dark green 18-19th c. 6
21SA CT Glass, bottle, liquor, light green 1
215A P Glass, lime green bottle 1
21SA Glass, bottle clear 2
21SA M Glass, bottle clear soda 1
215A Glass, flat 1 0.1" thick
215A Glass, bead small spherical. translucent blue 1
21SA Brass. buckle 1
215A CT Pipestem. white ball clay, 7/64ths dia. 1650-1680 1
215A T Pipestem, white ball clay, 6/64ths dia. 1680-1710 2
215A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments 2
215A CT Earthenware, white tin-enameled glazed Delft 1640-1800 1
215A CT Redware. brown lead glaZed, Codrington 2
215A R Stoneware, brown feldspar glazed (Bois ginger beer bottle) 1
215A Stoneware, brown and gray salt-glaze 1
215A R Earthenware. plain Creamware 1762-1820 2
215A P Earthenware, plain Pearlware 1
215A P Earthenware. plain Whiteware 1805-present 1
215A lead, shot round 1
216A P Nail. cut with hand-finished head, fragment 1790-1810 3
216A Nail, unidentifiable fragments 11
216A Iron, latch eyelet 1
216A CT Glass, bottle dark green 1
216A P Glass, bottle dark green 18·19th c. 4
216A P Glass, bottle clear 5
216A PB Glass, bottle Manganese decolorized (pink) c. 1880 2
216A Glass, flat 2 0.07" thick
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216A Glass, flat 1 0.1" thick
216A Glass, flat 1 0.06" thick
216A Glass, heat damaged 2
216A T Pipestem, white ball clay, 6/64ths dia. 1680-1710 4
216A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments 2
216A CT Earthenware, white tin.enameled glazed Delft 1640-1800 1
216A CT Redware. lead glazed, North Devon gravel tempered 1635-1775 1
216A CT Redware, brown lead glazed, Codrington 1
216A CT Stoneware, brown salt glazed (Bellarmine) 2
216A R Stoneware. gray (no glaze) (Bois ginger beer bottle) 5
216A Porcelain, plain 1
216A CT Porcelain. English blue under glaze 1670-1800 1
216A T Mottledware, brown??? 1680.1750 1
216A P Earthenware, blue transfer-print Whiteware 1828-present 3
216A R Earthenware. plain Creamware 1762-1820 2
216A P Earthenware, plain Whiteware 180S.present 4
216A P Earthenware, polychrome print Whiteware 1828-present 1
216A P Earthenware. unscalloped blue shell edged with lightly impressed pattern, Pearlware 1840-1860 1
216A P Earthenware. unscalloped green shell edge with lightly impressed patterns Pearlware 1840-1860 1
216A P Earthenware. scalloped green shell edged Pearlware 1
216A M Asbetos tile 1
217A P Nail, cut with hand-finished head, fragment 1790-1810 1
217A P Nail, cut 1805-present 1
217A P Nail, cut fragment 1805-present 6
217A M Nail, wire 1850-present 1
217A M Nail, wire fragment 1850-present 2
217A M Aluminum. light bulb base 3
217A P Iron, 2-inch solid cylindrical pin 1
217A CT Glass, bottle, liquor, light green 2
217A P Glass. bottle dark green 18-19th c. 8
217A PB Glass, bottle Manganese decolorized (pink), "Charleston [Bottle Man. Co.)" c. 1880 5
217A Glass, bottle clear 4
217A M Glass, frosted light bulb 1
217A P Glass, bottle white "milk" 1886 1
217A Glass, flat 5 0.18" thick
217A Glass, flat 3 0.05" thick
217A P Brass. flat disc button with green painted face. well soldered eye (South type 9) 1
217A T Pipestem. white ball clay, 6/64ths dia. 1680-1710 2
217A P Pipestem, white ball clay. 5/64ths dia. 1710-1750 1
217A P Pipestem. white ball clay, 4164ths dia. 1750-1800 1
217A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments 6
217A CT Earlhenware, white tin.enameled glazed Delft 1670-1800 1
217A CT Earthenware, blue tin.enameled glazed Delft 1670-1800 1
217A CT Redware, brown lead glazed, Codrington 3 Basal sherd
217A CT Stoneware, brown salt glazed (Bellarmine) 5
217A R Stoneware, gray (no glaze) (BoIs ginger beer bottle) 1
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217A CT Earthenware, Olive Jar 1
217A P Stoneware, Bristol white glazed 1835-present 2
217A CT Earthenware, lead glazed, yellow slipware 1670-1795 1
217A P Earthenware, plain Whiteware 1805-present 4
217A Brass. flat button fragment 1
217A CT Lead, bottle seal fragment 2
217A M Coin, copper alloy US 1984l/ncoln 1 Cent 1984 1
218A CT Nail, wrought head 1660-1805 1
218A P Nail, cut with hand-finished head, fragment 1790-1810 3
218A P Nail, cut 180S-present 1
218A P Nail, cut fragment 180S·present 14
218A M Nail, wire fragment 1850-present 1
218A M Staple, wire. Fence 1
218A Nail, unidentifiable fragments 6
218A P Brass. book hinge 1
218A P Glass, bottle dark green 18-19th c. 4
218A Glass, bottle clear 1
218A Glass, flat 2 0.18" thick
218A Glass, flat 1 0.08" thick
218A P Pipestem, white ball clay, 5164ths dia. 1710-1750 1
218A Pipe bowl, white ball clay. fragments 2
218A CT Redware, brown lead glazed, Codrington 3
218A P Earthenware, plain Whiteware 1805-present 2
218A lead, shot round with hole through diameter (fish net sinker?) 1
219A P Nail, cut 1805-present 1
219A P Nail, cut fragment 1805-present 5
219A M Nail, wire fragment 1850-present 1
219A M Nail. wire 1850-present 1
219A M Staple, wire. Fence 1
219A Nail, unidentifiable fragments 3
219A Iron, drlpp bit 1
219A P Glass. bottle dark green 18-19th c. 12
219A P Glass, bottle Manganese decolorized (pink) c. 1880 1
219A P Glass, bottle colorless soda-lime green 1864 1
219A Glass, clear with white floral impressed decoration 1
219A Glass, flat 2 0.18" thick
219A Glass. flat 1 0.08" thick
219A T Pipestem. white ball clay, 6/64ths dis. 1680-1710 1
219A P Pipestem. white ball clay, 5/64ths dia. 1710-1750 3
219A Pipe bowl, white ball clay. fragments 7
219A CT Earthenware. white tin-enameled glazed Delft 1640-1800 1
219A CT Redware, brown lead glazed, Codrington 3
219A CT Redware, green lead glazed, Codrington 1
219A T Mottledware, brown??? 1680-1750 1
219A Earthenware, unidentified coarse-paste, lead glazed 2
219A CT Porcelain, Chinese blue under glaze 1670-1800 2
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219A P Stoneware, Bristol white glazed 1835-present 1
219A R Stoneware, gray (no glaze) (Bois ginger beer bottle) 1
219A P Porcelain, purple overglaze enamelled China trade 1790-1825 1
219A R Earthenware, green shell-edged Creamware 1774-1800 1
219A R Earthenware, Creamware 1762-1820 7
219A P Earthenware, plain Pearlware 1779-1830 2
220A P Nail, cut with hand-finished head, fragment 1790-1810 1
220A P Nail, cut 1805-present 2
220A P Nail, cut fragment 1805-present 4
220A P Nail, wire with lead head cover 18S0-present 1
220A Nail, unidentifiable fragments 8
220A Brass, furniture tack 17th-18th c. 2
220A P Glass, bottle dark green 18-19th c. 8
220A Glass, bottle brown with molded unknown form 2
220A P Glass, bottle clear 1
220A Glass, flat 2 0.21" thick
220A Glass, flat 1 0.17" thick
220A Glass, flat· 3 0.08" thick
220A Glass, flat 1 0.09" thick
220A Glass, flat 2 0.05" thick
220A P Brass, furniture knob skirt with clover decoration 1
220A T Pipestem, white ball clay, 6/64ths dla. 1680-1710 1
220A P Pipestem, white ball clay, 5/64ths dia. 1710-1750 1
220A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments 5
220A CT Redware, lead glazed, North Devon gravel tempered 1635-1775 2
220A CT Redware, plain, North Devon gravel tempered 1635-1775 1
220A CT Redware, brown lead glaZed, Codrington 1
220A CT Redware, green lead glazed, Codrington 1
220A CT Redware, plain, Codrington 2
220A R Stoneware, gray (no glaze) (Bois ginger beer bottle) 1
220A R Stoneware, brown salt-glazed (Fulham) 1690-1775 5
220A R Stoneware, brown salt-glazed with brown slipped interior 1
220A P Earthenware, plain Whiteware 1805-present 5
220A P Earthenware, polychrome print Whiteware 1828-present 1
220A P Earthenware, blue transfer-print Whiteware 1828-present 1
220B P Nail, cut fragment 180S-present 2
220B Glass, flat 1 0.17" thick
221A P Nail, cut fragment 1805-present 3
221A P Nail, wire 1850-present 1
221A Nail, unidentifiable fragments 6
221A Brass, furniture tack 17th-18th c. 1
221A Steel, O-ring bridle buckle 1
221A P Glass, bottle dark green 18-19th c. 6
221A Glass, bottle brown 3
221A P Glass, bottle clear 3
221A Glass, flat 7 0.21" thick
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P Glass, bottle Manganese decolorized (pink)
M Glass, light bulb. frosted
P Pipestem. white ball clay, 5/64ths dia.
Pipe bowl. white ball clay, fragments
CT Earthenware, blue and white tin-enameled glazed Delft
CT Earthenware, (glaze removed) Delft
CT Redware. lead glazed. North Devon gravel tempered
CT Redware, brown lead glazed, Codrington
R Stoneware. gray (no glaze) (Bois ginger beer bottle)
R Stoneware, brown salt-glazed (Fulham)
CT Stoneware. brown salt glazed (Bellarmine)
R Earthenware, plain light colored Creamware
P Earthenware. plain Peartware
P Earthenware, plain Whiteware
P Porcelain, plain "Ironstone china"
P Porcelain, overglaze enamelled China trade with hand-painted red floral decoration
CT Nail, wrought head
CT Nail, wrought head, fragment
P Nail, cut
P Nail, cut fragment
M Nail, wire fragment
Nail, unidentifiable fragments
CT Glass, bottle, liquor, light green
Glass, flat
CT Pipestem, white ball clay, 7/64ths dia.
T Pipestem, white ball clay, 6/64ths dia.
P Pipestem, white ball clay, 5164ths dia.
Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments
CT Earthenware, blue and white tin-enameled glazed Delft
CT Earthenware, white tin-enameled glazed Delft
CT Redware, lead glazed, North Devon gravel tempered
CT Redware, plain, North Devon gravel tempered
CT Redware, green molasses-lead glazed, Codrington
CT Earthenware, lead glazed, yellow slipware
T Mottledware, brown???
P Earthenware, plain Whiteware
CT Nail, wrought head
CT Nail, wrought head, fragment
P Nail, cut with hand-finished head, fragment
P Nail, cut
P Nail, cut fragment
Nail, unidentifiable fragments
CT Glass, bottle, liquor, light green
P Glass, bottle dark green
Glass, bottle clear
M Glass, light bulb, frosted
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c. 1880 1
4
1710-1750 5
3
1640-1800 1
1640-1800 1
1635-1775 1
2
1
1690-1775 4
1
1775-1820 5
1780-1830 7
1805-present 2
1813-1900 1
1790-1825 1
1660-1805 1
1660-1805 3
1805-present 1
1805-present 1
1850-present 1
5
1
2 0.1" thick
1650-1680 3
1680-1710 4
1710-1750 7
10
1640-1800 1
1640-1800 2
1635-1775 3
1635-1775 5
1
1670-1795 1
1680-1710 2
1805-present 1
1660-1805 2
1660-1805 1
1790-1810 4
1805-present 1
1805-present 8
11
6
18-19th c. 1
1
1
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267A CT Pipestem, white ball clay, 7/64ths dia. 16S0-1680 7
267A T Pipestem, white ball clay, 6164ths dla. 1680-1710 10
267A P Pipestem, white ball clay, Sl64ths dia. 1710-17S0 13
267A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments 37
267A CT Earthenware, blue and white tln-enameled glazed Delft 1640-1800 5
267A CT Earthenware, white tin-enameled glazed Delft 1640-1800 6
267A CT Redware, lead glazed, North Devon gravel tempered 1635-1775 4
267A CT Redware, plain, North Devon gravel tempered 1635-1775 8
267A CT Redware, green molasses-lead glazed, Codrington 2
267A T Mottledware, brown??? 1680-1750 4
267A P Earthenware, plain Whiteware 1805-present 3
268A CT Nail, wrought head 1660-1805 1
268A CT Nail, wrought head, fragment 1660-1805 2
268A P Nail, cut 180S-present 1
268A P Nail, cut fragment 1805-present 12
268A M Nail, wire 1850-present 3
268A CT Glass, bottle, liquor, light green 9
268A Glass, clear bottle 1
268A Bead, glass clear, short cylindrical droplet embossed 1
268A Bead, glass blue, long cyIlndricallongitudal incised 1
268A CT Pipestem, white ball clay, 7/64ths dia. 1650-1680 10
268A T Pipestem, white ball clay, 6164ths dia. 1680-1710 8
268A P Pipestem, white ball clay, 5/64ths dia. 1710-1750 16
268A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments 45
268A Pipe bowl, black earthenware, fragment 1
268A CT Earthenware, blue and white tin-enameled glazed Delft 1640-1800 2
268A CT Earthenware, white tin-enameled glazed Delft 1640-1800 2
268A CT Redware, lead glazed, North Devon gravel tempered 1635-1775 7
268A CT Redware, plain, North Devon gravel tempered 163S-1775 5
268A CT Redware, brown lead glazed, Codrington 2
268A CT Redware, green lead glazed, Codrington 7
268A CT Earthenware, lead glazed, yellow slipware 1670-1795 1
268A CT Earthenware, joggled slipware 1
268A Earthenware, soft white and pink paste, unglazed, unidentified 3
268A T Mottledware, brown??? 1680-1750 4
268A P Earthenware, blue transfer print Whiteware 1805-present 1
268A P Earthenware, green transfer print Whiteware 1828-present 2
268A P Earthenware, plain Whiteware 1805-present 1
268A P Stoneware, terra cotta field drain 1835-1860 2
268A M Iron, stamped flat washer 1
268A Lead, shot round 1
269A CT Silver, coin (Spanish) 1
269A Iron, chain link 1
269A CT Nail, wrought head 1660-1805 1
269A CT Nail, wrought head, fragment 1660-1805 1
269A P Nail, cut with hand-finished head, fragment 1790-1810 3
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269A P Nail, cut 1805-present 1
269A P Nail, cut fragment 1805-present 3
269A Nail, unidentifiable fragments 5
269A Metal, cap, percussion 19th c. 1
269A Metal. wire. barb 1
269A Bead, glass blue, long cylindricallongitudal incised 1
269A Bead. glass blue, long cylindrical longitudal incised, fragment 1
269A Bead. glass, spherical opaque white with green and blue alternating stripes 1
269A Bead. glass, spherical opaque white, fragment 1
269A CT Glass, bottle, liquor, light green 8
269A CT Glass. bottle dark green 17th c: 1
269A P Glass, bottle dark green 18-19th c. 2
269A Glass, clear bottle 3
269A Glass, clear bottle 2
269A M Glass, light bulb, frosted 1
269A Glass, flat 1 0.05" thick
269A Glass, flat 1 0.06" thick
269A Glass, flat 1 0.07" thick
269A Glass, flat 3 0.08" thick
269A CT Pipestem. white ball clay, 8/64ths dia. 1620-1650 1
269A CT Pipestem, white ball clay, 7/64ths dia. 1650-1680 7
269A T Pipestem, white ball clay, 6/64ths dia. 1680-1710 7
269A P Pipestem, white ball clay. 5/64ths dia. 1710-1750 9
269A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments 106
269A CT Earthenware, blue and white tin.enameled glazed Delft 1640-1800 6
269A CT Earthenware, glaze removed Delft 1640-1800 1
269A CT Earthenware, white tin-enameled glazed Delft 1640-1800 2
269A CT Redware, lead glazed, North Devon gravel tempered 1635-1775 1
269A CT Redware, plain, North Devon gravel tempered 1635-1775 2
269A CT Redware, brown lead glazed, Codrington 5
269A CT Redware, green lead glazed, Codrington 3
269A P Earthenware, blue annular decorated, yellow ware 1830-1940 1
269A CT Porcelain, blue on white Chinese 1
269A T MotUedware, brown??? 1680-1750 3
269A P Earthenware, blue transfer print Whiteware 1805-present 1
269A P Earthenware, plain Whiteware 1805-present 1
269A P Earthenware, plain Pearlware 1780-1830 1
269A P Earthenware, annular decorated Whiteware 1
269A CT Stoneware, Rhenish sprig molded, combed lines, blue and gray salt-glazed 1650-1725 1
269A R Stoneware, brown feldspar glazed (Bois ginger beer bottle) 1
269A Stoneware. unidenfiable, gray-bodied, heat damaged 1
269A P Redware. lead glazed 19th c. 1
378A CT Nail. wrought head, fragment 1660-1805 1
378A P Nail, cut 1805-present 2
378A P Nail, cut fragment 1805-present 2
378A M Nail, wire, fragment 1850-present 1
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378A Nail, unidentifiable fragments 1
378A T Pipestem, white ball clay, 6/64ths dia. 1680-1710 1
378A P Pipestem, white ball clay, 5164ths dia. 1710-1750 1
378A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments 1
378A CT Earthenware. blue and white tin-enameled glazed Delft 1640-1800 2
378A CT Redware, lead glazed. North Devon gravel tempered 1635-1775 3
378A CT Redware, plain, North Devon gravel tempered 1635-1775 3
378A CT Porcelain, blue on white Chinese 1
378B CT Pipestem, white ball clay, 7/64ths dia. 1650-1680 1
379A CT Nail, wrought head 1660-1805 1
379A CT Nail, wrought head, fragment 1660-1805 4
379A M Nail, wire, fragment 1850-present 1
379A Nail, unidentifiable fragments 5
379A Glass, flat 1 0.06" thick
379A Glass, flat 2 0.14" thick
379A CT Pipestem, white ball clay, 7/64ths dia. 1650-1680 2
379A T Pipestem, white ball clay, 6164ths dia. 1680-1710 1
379A P Pipestem, white ball clay, 5164ths dia. 1710-1750 3
379A Pipestem. white ball clay, indeterminant diameter 2
379A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments 8
379A CT Redware, lead glazed, North Devon gravel tempered 1635-1775 4
379A CT Redware, plain, North Devon gravel tempered 1635-1775 2
379A CT Redware, brown lead glazed, Codrington 2
379A P Earthenware, blue transfer print Whiteware 1805-present 1
380A P Nail, cut fragment 1805-present 1
380A Glass, clear bottle 1
380A P Glass, bottle Manganese decolorized (pink) c. 1880 1
380A Glass, flat 1 0.07" thick
380A T Pipestem, white ball clay, 6/64ths dia. 1680-1710 1
380A P Pipestem. white ball clay, 5164ths dia. 1710-1750 2
380A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments 4
380A T Mottledware, brown??? 1680-1750 1
380A P Earthenware, plain Whiteware 1805-present 1
381A CT Nail, wrought head, fragment 1660-180S 3
381A P Nail, cut 1805-present 1
381A M Nail, wire, fragment 18So-present 1
381A Nail, unidentifiable fragments 3
381A P Pipestem, white ball clay, Sl64ths dia. 1710-1750 2
381A Pipestem, white ball clay, indeterminant diameter 1
381A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments 8
381A T Mottledware, brown??? 1680-1750 1
381A P Earthenware. plain Whiteware 1805-present 3
382A CT Nail, wrought head, fragment 1660-1805 2
382A P Nail, cut, fragment 1805-present 4
382A M Nail, wire 1850-present 1
382A Nail, unidentifiable fragments 3
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382A Metal, barrel band fragments
382A CT Glass, bottle, liquor, light green
382A Bead, glass clear, short cylindrical droplet embossed
382A Bead, glass, spherical opaque white with three brown, green, and blue longitudal stripes
382A CT Pipestem, white ball clay, 7164ths dia.
382A T Pipestem, white ball clay, 6164ths dia.
382A P Pipestem, white ball clay, 5/64ths dia.
382A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments
382A CT Earthenware, plain white tin-enameled glazed Delft
382A CT Redware, lead glazed, North Devon gravel tempered
382A CT Redware, plain, North Devon gravel tempered
382A CT Redware, green lead glazed, Codrington
382A T Mottledware, brown???
382A P Earthenware, annular decorated Whiteware
431A CT Nail, wrought head, fragment
431A P Nail, cut, fragment
431A M Nail, wire
431A Nail, unidentifiable fragments
431A M Metal, (treated aluminum?) wooden screw
431A Iron, wire
431A CT Glass, bottle, liquor, light green
431A Glass, clear bottle
431A M Glass, frosted light bulb
431A lead, seal
431A P Pipestem, white ball clay, 5/64ths dia.
431A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments
431A CT Earthenware, plain white tin-enameled glazed Delft
431A CT Redware, lead glaZed, North Devon gravel tempered
431A CT Redware, green lead glazed, Codrington
431A Stoneware, pink paste, brown glaZed
431A P Earthenware, unscalloped green shell edge with lightly impressed pattems Pearlware
535A CT Pipestem, white ball clay, 7/64ths dia.
535A P Pipestem, white ball clay, 5/64ths dia.
535A Pipestem, white ball clay, indeterinant diameter
535A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments
535A CT Redware, lead glazed, North Devon gravel tempered
535A CT Redware, plain, North Devon gravel tempered
535A CT Porcelain, blue on white Chinese
535A T Mottledware, brown???
535A P Earthenware, plain Whiteware
535A P Earthenware, blue transfer print Whiteware
536A CT Nail, wrought head, fragment
536A P Nail, cut, fragment
536A Nail, unidentifiable fragments
536A lead, projectile, 0.22 caliber
536A Glass, clear bottle
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3
3
1
1
1650·1680 3
1680-1710 2
1710-1750 2
31
1640-1800 2
1635-1775 1
1635-1775 2
1
1680-1750 2
1
1660-1805 1
1805-present 1
1850-present 1
6
1846-present 1
1
1
1
4
1
1710-1750 2
5
1640-1800 2
1635-1775 2
2
1
1840-1860 1
1650-1680 1
1710-1750 1
1
4
163.5-1775 3
1635-1775 5
1
1680-1750 1
1805-present 2
1805-present 1
1660-1805 1
1805-present 2
2
1
2
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536A T Pipestem, white ball clay, 6/64ths dia. 1680-1710 3
536A P Pipestem, white ball clay, 5/64ths dia. 1710-1750 1
536A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments 3
536A CT Redware, plain, North Devon gravel tempered 1635-1775 1
536A Porcelain, plain white 1
536A P Earthenware, purple transfer print Whiteware 1828-present 1
579A Glass, flat 1 0.1" thick
579A Glass, flat 1 0.14" thick
579A lead, round projectile 1
579A CT Earthenware, lead glazed, yellow slipware with brown combed decoration 1670-1795 1
580A CT Glass, bottle, liquor, light green 1
580A Glass, bottle dark green 1
580A Glass, clear bottle 1
580A M Metal, pin, cotter 1
580A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments 3
580A Redware, roofing tile 1
581A Glass, flat 1
581A Glass, fire damaged 1
581A CT Redware, lead glazed, North Devon gravel tempered 1635-1775 1
581A CT Redware, plain, North Devon gravel tempered 1635-1775 1
582A P Nail, cut 1805-present 1
582A Nail, unidentifiable fragments 3
582A lead, round projectile, small 1
582A Glass, clear bottle 1
582A P Earthenware, plain Whiteware 1805-present 1
583A Glass, brown bottle 1
583A Glass, flat 1 0.075" thick
583A CT Pipestem, white ball clay, 7/64ths dia. 1650-1680 1
584A M Nail, wire 1850-present 1
584A Glass, flat 1 0.04" thick
584A Glass, flat 1 0.14" thick
584A CT Redware, plain, North Devon gravel tempered 1635-1775 1
584A lead, projectile, 0.22 caliber 1
584A CT lead, round projectile 1
585A CT Nail, wrought head. fragment 1660-1805 1
585A P Glass, bottle dark green 3
585A Glass, flat 1 0.14" thick
585A M Glass, clear bottle 1
585A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments 1
585A CT Redware, plain. North Devon gravel tempered 1635-1775 1
586A M Nail, wire 1850-present 1
586A CT Glass, bottle, liquor, light green 1
586A M Glass, frost~ light bulb 1
586A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments 1
616A CT Nail, wrought head, fragment 1660-1805 1
616A Nail, unidentifiable fragments 5
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616A CT Glass, bottle, liquor, light green 1
616A P Glass, bottle dark green 1
616A Glass, flat 1 0.07" thick
616A M Glass, clear bottle 1
616A Glass, heat damaged 1
616A M Glass, fro~ted light bulb 1
616A T Pipestem, white ball clay, 6164ths dia. 1680-1710 1
616A Pipestem, black earthenware 1
616A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments 2
616A CT Earthenware, glaze removed Delft 1640-1800 1
616A P Earthenware, blue transfer print Whiteware 1805-present 5
616A P Earthenware, plain Whiteware 1805-present 1
617A CT Nail, wrought head, fragment 1660-1805 1
617A Nail, unidentifiable fragments 5
617A M Glass, clear bottle 2
617A Glass, heat damaged 1
617A M Glass, frosted light bUlb 1
617A CT Pipestem, white ball cfay, 7/64ths dia. 1650-1680 1
617A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments 2
617A T Mottledware, brown??? 1680-1750 1
617A P Earthenware, floral decorated Whiteware 1805-present 1
618A M Nail, wire 1850-present 2
618A P Nail, cut, fragment 1805-present 5
618A Nail, unidentifiable fragments 7
618A P Glass, bottle dark green 2
618A Glass, flat 1 0.06" thick
618A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments 2
618A CT Redware, lead glazed, North Devon gravel tempered 1635-1775 1
618A CT Redware, green lead glazed, Codrington 1
618A CT Redware, brown lead glazed, Codrington 1
618A P Earthenware, plain Whiteware 1805-present 1
619A P Nail, cut with hand-finished head, fragment 1790-1810 3
619A P Nail, cut 1805-present 1
619A M Nail, wire 1850-present 2
619A Nail, unidentifiable fragments 16
619A Brass, furniture tack 1
619A Aluminum, light bulb base 1
619A Lead, sprue 1
619A Lead, slag 1
619A P Glass, bottle dark green 5
619A Glass, clear bottle 7
619A Glass, heat damaged 1
619A Glass, flat 1 0.18" thick
619A CT Pipestem, white ball clay, 7/64ths dia. 1650-1680 1
619A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments 1
619A CT Earthenware, blue on white tln-enameled glazed Delft 1640-1800 1
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619A CT Redware, lead glazed, North Devon gravel tempered 1635-1775 1
619A CT Redware. plain, North Devon gravel tempered 1635-1775 1
619A CT Redware, green lead glazed. Codrington 2
619A CT Redware, brown lead glazed. Codrington 1
619A P Earthenware, plain Whiteware 1805-present 4
619A P Earthenware. annular decorated Whiteware 2
620A P Nail, cut with hand-finished head, fragment 1790-1810 3
620A P Nail, cut 1805-present 1
620A M Nail, wire 1850-present 2
620A Nail, unidentifiable fragments 6
620A lead, slag
620A M Tungsten, glass coated light bulb filament 1
620A P Glass, bottle dark green 7
620A Glass, clear bottle 3
620A Glass, brown bottle 1
620A P Glass, bottle Manganese decolorized (pink) c. 1880 1
620A Brass, book hinge 1
620A Brass, buckle 1
620A T Pipestem, white ball clay, 6/64ths dia. 1680-1710 2
620A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments 10
620A CT Earthenware, plain white tin-enameled glazed Delft 1640-1800 2
620A CT Redware.lead glazed, North Devon gravel tempered 1635-1775 1
620A P Earthenware, blue transfer print Whiteware 180S-present 1
620A R Stoneware, gray-bodied, brown glaze 1
620A P Earthenware. light green, unscalloped and unmolded shell edged Pearlware 1865-1895 1
620A P Earthenware, brown print decorated Whiteware 1
621A P Nail, cut with hand-finished head 1790-1810 1
621A P Nail, cut with hand-finished head, fragment 1790-1810 2
621A P Nail. cut. fragment 1805-present 3
621A Nail, unidentifiable fragments 1850-present 8
621A lead, slag 1
621A Glass, flat 1 0.18" thick
621A Glass, clear bottle 3
621A P Glass. bottle dark green 6
621A CT Glass, bottle, liquor, light green 1
621A CT Iron, two-pronged Fork 17th c. 1
621A Brass, buckle, shoe? 1
621A T Pipestem, white ball clay, 6164ths dia. 1680-1710 1
621A Pipe bowl. white ball clay, fragments 2
621A CT Redware. green lead glazed. Codrington 1
621A R Stoneware, gray-bodied, brown glaze 1
675A CT Nail, wrought head 1660-1805 1
675A P Nail, cut with hand-finished head, fragment 1790-1810 1
675A P Nail, cut, fragment 1805-present 2
675A M Nail, wire 1850-present 3
675A Nail, unidentifiable fragments 4
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675A Iron, wrought door hinge 1
675A P Glass. bottle dark green 1
675A CT Glass, bottle, liquor. light green 5
675A M Glass, frosted light bulb 1
675A lead, sprue 1
675A CT Pipestem, white ball clay, 7/64ths dia. 1650-1680 3
675A T Pipestem, white ball clay, 6164ths dia. 1680-1710 9
675A P Pipestem, white ball clay. 5/64ths dia. 1710-1750 4
675A Pipestem, white ball clay. indeterminant bore diameter 2
675A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments 21
675A CT Earthenware, plain white tin-enameled glazed Delft 1640-1800 1
675A CT Redware. lead glazed, North Devon gravel tempered 1635-1775 6
675A CT Redware. green lead glazed. Codrington 1
675A T Mottledware. brown??? 1680-1750 1
675A CT Stoneware, brown salt-glaze 1
675A P Earthenware, plain Whiteware 1805-present 1
6758 CT Redware, plain, North Devon gravel tempered 1635-1775 1
6758 CT Earthenware, plain white tin-enameled glazed Delft 1640-1800 1
6758 CT Glass, bottle, Iiquor,light green 3
6758 CT Pipestem, white ball clay, 7/64ths dia. 1650-1680 2
6758 T Pipestem, white ball clay, 6/64ths dia. 1680-1710 3
6758 P Pipestem, white ball clay, 5164ths dia. 1710-1750 2
67S8 Pipe bowl. white ball clay, fragments 13
6758 8ead. glass clear, short cylindrical droplet embossed 1
6758 Glass, bead opaque white with blue and green horizontal stripes 1
6758 P Pearlware, plain 1
676A P Nail, cut with hand-finished head, fragment 1790-1810 2
676A P Nail, cut, fragment 1805-present 2
676A M Nail, wire 18So-present 1
676A Nail, unidentifiable fragments 3
676A M Screw, single slot, aluminum 1
676A 8rass. cartridge, 0.22 caliber, rim-fired 1
676A CT Glass, bottle, liquor, light green 10
676A Glass, bottle, clear 1
676A Glass, bottle, green tint 3
676A P Glass, bottle Manganese decolorized (pink) c. 1880 1
676A CT Pipestem. white ball clay, 7/64ths dia. 16S0-1680 10
676A T Pipestem, white ball clay, 6164ths dia. 1680·1710 5
676A P Pipestem, white ball clay. Sl64ths dia. 1710-17S0 6
676A Pipestem, white ball clay. indeterminant bore diameter 3
676A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments 8
676A CT Earthenware, blue and white tin-enameled glazed Delft 1640-1800 1
676A CT Redware. brown lead glaZed, Codrington 2
676A T Mottledware, brown??? 1680·1750 1
676A P Earthenware, plain Pearlware 1780-1830 1
676A P Earthenware, plain Whiteware 1805-present 1
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676A P Earthenware, brown print decorated Whiteware 1
676B CT Glass, bottle, liquor, light green 3
677A P Nail, cut. fragment 1805-present 9
677A M Nail, wire 1850-present 1
677A Nail, unidentifiable fragments 6
677A Brass, cartridge, shotgun 1
677A Lead, slag 1
677A CT Glass, bottle dark green 17th c. 13
677A CT Glass, bottle, liquor, light green 2
677A Glass, flat 1 0.075" thick
677A P Glass, bottle, aqua 1
677A P Glass, bottle Manganese decolorized (pink) c. 1880 1
677A P Brass, furniture handle 1
677A CT Pipestem, white ball clay, 7/64ths dia. 1650·1680 3
677A T Pipestem, white ball clay, 6/64ths dia. 1680-1710 5
677A P Pipestem, white ball clay, 5/64ths dia. 1710·1750 7
677A Pipestem, white ball clay, indeterminant bore diameter 2
6nA Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments 43
677A CT Earthenware, plain white tin-enameled glazed Delft 1640-1800 1
677A CT Redware, lead glazed, North Devon gravel tempered 1635-1775 1
677A CT Redware, green lead glazed, Codrington 6
677A CT Redware, red lead glazed, Codrington 3
6nA CT Stoneware, brown salt-glazed 2
6nA T Mottledware, brown??? 1680·1750 1
6nA P Earthenware, plain Pearlware 1780·1830 1
677A P Earthenware, plain Whiteware 1805-present 4
677A P Earthenware, annular decorated Whiteware 2
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Square 10 Artifact Nomenclature _ ~__ Date Range Quant. Comments
2A P Nail, cut wlth hand-finished head, fragment
2A P Nail, cut, fragment
2A P Nail, wire
2A Nail, unidentifiable fragments
2A CT Glass, bottle dark green
2A P Glass, bottle dark green
2A P Glass, bottle clear
2A Glass, flat
2A Glass, bead spherical opaque blue
2A CT Flint and Flint Debitage
2A CT Pipestem, white ball clay, 7/64ths dia.
2A T Pipestem, white ball clay, 6/64ths dia.
2A P Pipestem, white ball clay, 5/64ths dia.
2A P Pipestem, white ball clay, 4/64ths dia.
2A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments
2A CT Earthenware, blue and white tin-enameled glazed Delft
2A CT Earthenware, white tin-enameled glazed Delft
2A CT Earthenware, lead glazed, North Devon gravel tempered redware
2A Earthenware, pUve Jar
2A CT Earthenware, lead glazed, yellow slipware with brown combed decoration
2A CT Earthenware, green molasses-lead glazed redware, Codrington type
2A CT Earthenware, brown lead glazed redware, Codrington type
2A P Stoneware, Bristol white glazed
2A Redware, coarse green glaze
2A Redware, coarse dark brown glaze
2A Earthenware, refined, lead glazed redware
2A P Earthenware, unscalloped blue shell edged Pearlware
2A P Earthenware, plain Whiteware
2A P Earthenware, blue transfer printed Whiteware
3A P Nail, cut, fragment
3A Nail, unidentifiable fragments
3A CT Iron, matchlock fire arm
3A CT Glass, bottle dark green
3A P Glass, bottle dark green
3A P Glass, bottle clear
3A Glass, flat
3A Glass, nat
3A P Glass, lime green bottle
3A Glass, electrical insulator, blue/green
3A CT Flint and Flint Debitage
3A CT Pipestem, white ball clay, 7/64ths dia.
3A T Pipestem, white ball clay, 6/64ths dia.
3A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments
3A CT Earthenware, lead glazed, North Devon gravel tempered redware
3A CT Earthenware, green molasses-lead glazed redware, Codrington type
1790-1810
1805-present
1850-present
17th c.
18th-19th c.
19th c.
1650-1680
1680-1710
1710-1750
1750-1800
1640-1800
1640-1800
1635-1775
1670-1795
1835-present
19th c.
1865-1895
1805-present
1805-present
17th c.
18th-19th c.
19th c.
1865-present
1650-1680
1680·1710
1635·1775
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1
9
1
3
2
3
3
2 0.05"
1
12.6g
2
6
7
1
29 1 drawing specimen
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
1 Photo
1
2
5
1
4
1
1
1
1
1
3
4
3 0.1" thick
1 0.08" thick
5
2
31.7g Photo
4
2
7
3
1
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3A CT Earthenware, brown lead glazed redware, Codrington type 1
3A Earthenware, coarse, brown lead glazed redware 5 Photo
3A R Earthenware, plain light colored Creamware 1775-1820 2
3A P Earthenware, plain Pearlware 178Q.1830 1
3A P Earthenware, plain Whiteware 1805-present 2
3A P Earthenware, blue transfer printed Whiteware 1
4A CT Spike, wrought 1660-1805 1
4A P Nail, cut with hand-finished head, fragment 1790-1810 3
4A P Nail, cut 1805-present 1
4A P Nail, cut. fragment 1805-present 1
4A Nail, unidentifiable fragments 4
4A P Lead, .41 caliber volcanic rocket bullet c. 1856 1 Photo
4A P Lead•.32 caliber bullet post-Civil War 1 Photo
4A Brass, ornate breastplate buckle or book mount 17th-18th c. 1 Photo
4A Iron, square buckle 1 Photo
4A P Glass, bottle dark green 18th-19th c. 5
4A P Glass. bottle clear 19th c. 4
4A PB Glass, bottle Manganese'decolorized (pink) c. 1880 2
4A Glass, flat 2 0.17" thick
4A Glass, flat 1 0.08" thick
4A Glass, flat 1 0.06" thick
4A CT Flint and Flint Debitage 14.0g
4A CT Pipestem, white ball clay, 7/64ths dia. 1650-1680 3
4A T Pipestem, white ball clay, 6/64ths dia. 1680-1710 2
4A P Pipestem, white ball clay. 5164ths dia. 171Q.1750 2
4A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments 4
4A CT Earthenware, lead glazed, North Devon gravel tempered redware 1635-1775 1
4A CT Earthenware. lead glazed, yellow slipware with brown combed decoration 1670-1795 .1 Photo
4A Earthenware, refined, lead glazed redware 19th c. 2
4A Redware, coarse, plain 1
4A P Earthenware, plain Whiteware 1805-present 4
5A P Nail. cut with hand-finished head, fragment 179Q.1810 1
5A P Nail, cut, fragment 1805-present 6
5A Nail, unidentifiable fragments 5
5A CT Glass, bottle dark green 17th c. 4
5A P Glass. bottle dark green 18th-19th c. 3
5A P Glass, bottle clear 19th c. 5
5A PB Glass, bottle Manganese decolorized (pink) c. 1880 2
5A Glass, flat 1 0.07" thick
5A CT Flint and Flint Debitage 5.5g
5A CT Pipestem, white ball clay, 7164ths dia. 165Q.1680 1
5A T Pipestem, white ball clay. 6164ths dia. 168Q.1710 3
5A P Pipestem, white ball clay. 5/64ths dia. 171Q.1750 6
5A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments 20
5A CT Earthenware, green molasses-lead glazed redware, Codrington type 1
5A CT Earthenware, lead glazed, yellow slipware with brown combed decoration 1670-1795 1
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5A T Earthenware, Brown mottled
5A CT Porcelain, Chinese blue under glaze
5A R Earthenware, plain light colored Cn!amware
5A P Earthenware. plain Whiteware
5A P Earthenware, annular decorated Whiteware
5A P Earthenware, blue transfer printed Whiteware
SA CT Nail, wrought. fragment
6A P Nail, cut, fragment
6A P Brass, cast rivet sprue
6A Iron, cutlery fragment
6A CT Glass, bottle dark green
6A CT Glass, bottle, liquor, light green
6A P Glass, bottle dark green
6A P Glass, bottte clear
6A Glass, flat
6A Glass, flat
6A CT Flint and Flint Debitage
6A CT Pipestem, white ball clay, 7/64ths dia.
6A T Pipestem, white ball clay, 6164ths dia.
6A P Pipestem, white ball clay, 5/64ths dia.
6A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments
6A CT Earthenware, blue and white tin-enameled glazed Delft
6A CT Earthenware, white tin-enameled glazed Delft
6A CT Earthenware, brown lead glazed redware, Codrington type
6A T Earthenware, Brown mottled
6A R Earthenware, plain light colored Creamware
6A P Earthenware, even scalloped green shell edge with impressed patterns Pearlware
6A P Earthenware, embossed green edge ware
6A P Earthenware, unscalloped green shell edge with simple repeating lightly impressed patterns
6A P Earthenware, blue transfer printed (Willow pattern) Whiteware
7A P Nail, cut with hand-finished head, fragment
7A P Nail, cut, fragment
7A Nail, unidentifiable fragments
7A Iron, cast, fragment
7A P Glass, bottle dark green
7A P Glass, bottle clear
7A P Glass, bottle colorless lime
7A Glass, flat
7A Glass, flat
7A CT Flint and Flint Debitage
7A CT Pipestem, white ball clay, 7/64ths dia.
7A T Pipestem, white ball clay, 6/64ths dia.
7A P Pipestem, white ball clay, 5164ths dia.
7A Pipe bowl, white ball clay. fragments
7A CT Earthenware, white tin-enameled glazed Delft
7A CT Earthenware, lead glazed, North Devon gravel tempered redware
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1680-1750 1
1670-1800 1
1775-1820 2
1805-present 4
1
1
1660-1805 1
1805-present 7
18th c. 2
1
17th c. .3
1
18th-19th c. 6
19th c. 3
1 0.17" thick
1 0.07" thick
29.0g
1650-1680 4
1680-1710 6
1710-1750 5
9 Dutch Bowl fragment?
1640-1800 3
1640-1800 1
1
1680-1750 2
1775-1820 2
1800-1835 1
1820-183S 2
1840-1860 2
1
1790-1810 2
180S-present 1
3
1
18th-19th c. S One sherd looks "worked"
19th c. 4
c. 1864 2
1 0.175" thick
1 O.OS" thick
18.0g
1650-1680 2
1680-1710 1
1710-17S0 2
10 Dutch Bowl fragment?
1640-1800 1
1635-1775 3
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7A P Earthenware, blue transfer-print (non-Chinese motif) Pearlware 1779-1830 3
7A P Earthenware, blue transfer-prlnt ware 1
8A P Nail, cut. fragment 1805-present 2
8A P Nail, wire, small 1850-present 6
8A Nail, unidentifiable fragments 4
SA Wire, barbed fragments c. 1886 7
8A CT Glass. bottle dark green 17th c. 3
8A P Glass,'bottle dark green 18th-19th c. 8
8A P Glass, bottle clear 19th c. 2
8A P Glass, bottle colorless lime c. 1864 1
SA Glass. bottle brown 1
8A Glass. flat 1 0.1015" thick
8A Glass, flat 1 0.07" thick
SA CT Flint and Flint Oebitage 21.8g
SA CT Pipestem, white ball clay, 8164ths dia. 1620-1650 1
8A CT Pipestem, white ball clay. 7/64ths dia. 1650-1680 2
8A T Pipestem, white ball clay, 6/64ths dia. 1680-1710 2
8A P Pipestem. white ball clay. 5/64ths dia. 1710-1750 1
8A P Pipestem, white ball clay, 4164ths dia. 1750-1800 1
8A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments 15
8A CT Earthenware, blue and white tin-enameled glazed Delft 1640-1800 1
SA CT Earthenware. lead glazed, North Devon gravel tempered redware 1635-1775 2 Photo
8A CT Earthenware. lead glazed. yellow slipware with brown dot decoration 1670-1795 1
8A CT Earthenware, green molasses-lead glazed redware, Codrington type 1
8A Earthenware, coarse. brown lead glazed redware 2
8A R Earthenware. plain light colored Creamware 1775-1820 4
8A P Earthenware, plain Whiteware 1805-present 2
9A P Nail, cut, fragment 1805-present 7
9A P Nail, wire, large 1860-present 1
9A Nail, unidentifiable fragments 4
9A Wire, barbed fragments c. 1886 3
9A P Glass, bottle dark green 18th-19th c. 6
9A P Glass. bottle clear 19th c. 2
9A P Glass, bottle colorless lime c. 1864 4
9A Glass, bottle brown 1
9A Glass. flat 1 0.02" thick
9A PB Glass. bottle Manganese decolorized (pink) c. 1880 1
9A CT Flint and Flint Debitage 11.7g
9A T Pipestem, white ball clay. 6/64ths dia. 1680-1710 1
9A P Pipestem, white ball clay, 5/64ths dia. 1710-1750 ,2
9A Pipe bowl. white ball clay. fragments 9
9A Asbestos, tile fragment 2
9A CT Earthenware, lead glazed. North Devon gravel tempered redware 1635-1775 1
9A T Earthenware, Brown mottled 1680-1750 1
9A R Stoneware. brown feldspar-glazed 1
9A Redware, coarse yellow glaze 1
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10A P Nail, cut, fragment 1805-present 6
10A P Nail, wire, large 1860-present 1
10A Nail, unidentifiable fragments 8
10A Wire, barbed fragments c. 1886 1
10A CT Glass, bottle, liquor, light green 3
10A P Glass, bottle colorless lime c. 1864 1
10A PB Glass, bottle Manganese decolorized (pink) c. 1880 2
10A Glass, flat 1 0.07" thick
10A Glass, bead opaque white lozenge 1
10A CT Flint and Flint Debitage 16.3g
10A CT Pipestem, white ball clay, 8/64ths dia. 1620-1650 1
10A CT Pipestem, white ball clay, 7/64ths dia. 1650-1680 5
10A T Pipestem, white ball clay, 6/64ths dia. 1680-1710 9
10A P Pipestem, white ball clay, 5/64ths dia, 1710-1750 4
10A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments 26 Dutch Bowl fragment?
10A CT Earthenware, blue and white tin-enameled glazed Delft 1640-1800 6
10A CT Earthenware, lead glazed, North Devon gravel tempered redware 1635-1775 2
10A CT Earthenware, green molasses-lead glazed redware, Codrington type 6
10A Stoneware, grey bodied 1
10A R Earthenware, plain light colored Creamware 1775-1820 2
10A P Earthenware, blue transfer-print (non-Chinese motif) Pearlware 1779-1830 2
10A P Earthenware, even scalloped blue shell edge with impressed patterns Pearlware 1800-1835 1
10A Earthenware, refined, lead glazed redware 19th C. 3
11A P Nail, cut, fragment 1805-present 4
11A Nail, unidentifiable fragments 8
11A Brass, hinge 1
11A CT Brass, ball button 17th c. 1 Photo
11A CT Brass, flat, hand-stamped face design, South type-9 17th·18th c. 1 Photo
11A P Glass, bottle dark green 18th-19th c. 2
11A P Glass, bottle clear 19th c. 3
11A P Glass, bottle colorless lime c. 1864 3
11A Glass, flat 1 0.1" thick
11A M Glass, light bulb, frosted 1
11A CT Flint and Flint Debitage 17.9g
11A CT Pipestem, white ball clay, 7/64ths dia, 1650-1680 3
11A T Pipestem, white ball clay, 6/64ths dia, 1680-1710 2
11A P Pipestem, white ball clay, 5164ths dia, 1710·1750 . 1
11A P Pipestem, white ball clay, 4/64ths dia, 1750-1800 1
11A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments 8
11A CT Earthenware, blue and white tin-enameled glazed Delft 1640-1800 1
11A CT Earthenware, lead glazed, North Devon gravel tempered redware 1635-1775 4
11A CT Earthenware, green molasses-lead glazed redware, Codrington type 2
11A R Earthenware, plain light colored Creamware 1775-1820 1
11A P Earthenware, unscalloped green shell edge with simple repeating lightly impressed patterns 1840-1860 1
11A P Earthenware, annular finger-trailed decorated Whiteware 1
11A P Earthenware, refined, lead glazed redware 19th C. 1
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11A P Earthenware. plain Whiteware 1805-present 3
12A P Nail, cut, fragment 1805-present 10
12A P Nail, wire, large 186Q-present 3
12A Nail. unidentifiable fragments 10
12A Wire. barbed fragments c. 1886 2
12A M Metal, cut door hinge 1
12A M Plastic, white four-holed buUon 1
12A CT Glass. boUle dark green 17th c. 2
12A Glass, boUle brown 3
12A P8 Glass, boUle Manganese decolorized (pink) c. 1880 2
12A Glass, flat '2 0.05" thick
12A CT Flint and Flint Debitage 8.9g
12A CT Pipestem. white ball clay, 7/64ths dia. 1650-1680 1
12A T Pipestem, white ball clay, 6/64ths dia. 1680-1710 1
12A Pipe bowl, white ball clay. fragments 12
12A CT Earthenware, blue and white tin-enameled glaZed Delft 1640-1800 1
12A CT Earthenware. lead glazed. North Devon gravel tempered redware 1635-1775 1
12A CT Earthenware, lead glazed, yellow slipware 1670-1795 1
12A R Stoneware, brown feldspar-glazed 1
12A Earthenware, coarse, brown lead glazed redware 1
12A R Earthenware, plain light colored Creamware 1775-1820 4
12A P Earthenware, plain Whiteware 1805-present 1
13A P Nail, cut with hand-finished head, fragment 1790-1810 1
13A P Nail, cut, fragment 1805-present 1
13A P Nail, wire, large 1850-present 1
13A Nail, unidentifiable fragments 1
13A CT Glass. boUle dark green 17th c. 1
13A P Glass, boUle dark green 18th-19th c. 3
13A P Glass. boUle clear 19th c. 1
13A P Glass. bottle colorless lime c. 1864 5
13A PB Glass, boUle Manganese decolorized (pink) c. 1880 4
13A M Glass. light bulb, frosted 1
13A CT Flint and Flint Debitage 1.3g
13A P Pipestem, white ball clay, 5/64ths dia. 1710-1750 1
13A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments 3
13A CT Earthenware. white tin-enameled glazed Delft 1640-1800 1
13A CT Earthenware. lead glazed. North Devon gravel tempered redware 1635-1775 1
13A R Earthenware, plain light colored Creamware 1775-1820 1
13A P Earthenware, plain Pearlware 1780-1830 1
13A P Earthenware, plain Whiteware 1805-present 1
14A P Nail, cut, fragment 1805-present 2
14A Nail, unidentifiable fragments 5
14A Iron, barrel band, fragment 1
14A Iron, key fragment 1
14A CT Glass, boUle. liquor, light green 3
14A P Glass, boUle colorless lime c. 1864 1
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14A Glass. flat
14A Glass, bead opaque white lozenge curvilinear embossed, fragment
14A CT Flint and Flint Oebitage
14A CT Pipestem, white ball clay. 7/64ths dla. 1650-1680
14A P Pipestem, white ball clay, 5/64ths dia. 1710-1750
14A P Pipestem. white ball clay. 4/64ths dia. 1750-1800
14A Pipe bowf. white ball clay. fragments
14A CT Earthenware, lead glazed. North Devon gravel tempered redware 1635-1775
14A CT Earthenware. green molasses-lead glazed redware. Codrington type
14A CT Earthenware. plain redware. Codrington type
14A P Earthenware. blue printed Whiteware 1828-present
14A P Earthenware, plain Whiteware 18Q5-present
15A CT Nail, wrought. fragment 1660-1805
15A Nail. unidentifiable fragments
15A Metal. cutlery handle fragment
15A CT Lead, ball shot
15A Iron, knife blade fragment
15A Iron, reign-guide. horse-drawn wagon
15A P Glass, bottle dark green 18th-19th c.
15A P Glass. bottle clear . 19th c.
15A P Glass, bottle colorless lime c. 1864
15A Glass. flat
15A CT Flint and Flint Oebitage
15A CT Pipestem, white ball clay, 7/64ths dia. 1650-1680
15A P Pipestem, white ball clay. 6/64ths dia. 1680-1710
15A P Pipestem. white ball clay, 5/64ths dia. 1710-1750
15A Pipe bowf. white ball clay. fragments
15A CT Earthenware. blue on white tin-enameled glaZed Delft 1640-1800
15A CT Earthenware. lead glazed, North Devon gravel tempered redware 1635-1775
15A CT Earthenware, "Metropolitan"-style slipped redware 1630-1680
15A .P Stoneware, Bristol white glazed 1835-present
15A P Earthenware. annular blue stripe decorated Whiteware
15A P Earthenware, blue printed Whiteware 1828-present
15A P Earthenware, plain Whiteware 1805-present
16A P Nail. cut with hand-finished head, fragment 1790-1810
16A P Nail, cut, fragment 1805-present
16A P Nail, wire. large 1850-present
16A Nail, unidentifiable fragments
16A PB Wire, barbed fragments c.1886
16A M Aluminum. light bulb base. fragment
16A Iron. barrel band fragments
16A CT Glass, bottle, liquor, light green
16A CT Glass. bottle dark green 17th c.
16A Glass. bottle brown
16A P Glass, bottle clear 19th c.
16A P Glass. bottle colorless lime c. 1864
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1 0.09" thick
1
17g
3
2
1
17 Photo
1
1
1
1
1
2
5
1
1
1
1
5
2
2
2 0.12" thick
8·09
4
4
3
7
1
5
1
1
1
1
1
1
5
1
5
2
1
2
2
2
8
4
2
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16A Glass, flat 2 0.08" thick
16A CT Flint and Flint Debitage 3.7g
16A P Pipestem, white ball clay, 6/64ths dia. 1680-1710 2
16A P Pipestem, white ball clay, 5/64ths dia. 1710-1750 2
16A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments 5
16A CT Earthenware, lead glazed, North Devon gravel tempered redware 1635-1775 1
16A Earthenware, plain redware 2
16A R Earthenware, plain light colored Creamware 1775-1820 2
16A P Earthenware, unscalloped green shell edge with simple repeating lightly impressed patterns 1840-1860 1
16A P Earthenware, plain Whiteware 1805-present 1
17A P Nail, cut with hand-finished head, fragment 1790-1810 1
17A P Nail, cut, fragment 1805-present 3
17A P Nail, wire, large 1850-present 2
17A Nail, unidentifiable fragments 8
17A PB Wire, barbed fragments c. 1886 1
17A CT Glass, bottle, liquor, light green 2
17A CT Glass, bottle dark green 17th c. 1
17A P Glass, bottle dark green 18th-19th c. 1
17A P Glass, bottle clear, "Charleston" embossed 19th c. 4
17A P Glass, bottle clear 19th c. 7
17A P Glass, bottle colorless lime c. 1864 5
17A Glass, flat 1 0.165" thick
17A M Glass, bottle brown, "Clorox" embossed 1
17A Glass, bottle brown 6
17A M Glass, bottle medicine (whole) 1
17A M Plastic, white four-holed button 1
17A CT Flint and Flint Debitage 25.5g
17A CT Pipestem, white ball clay, 7/64ths dia. 1650-1680 1
17A P Pipestem, white ball clay, 6/64ths dla. 1680-1710 2
17A P Pipestem, white ball clay, 5164ths dia. 1710-1750 3
17A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments 15
17A CT Earthenware, lead glazed, North Devon gravel tempered redware 1635-1775 3
17A Earthenware, plain redware 1
17A CT Earthenware, green molasses-lead glazed redware, Codrington type 1
17A CT Earthenware. lead glazed, yellow slipware with brown combed decoration 1670-1795 1
17A P Earthenware, even scalloped blue shell edge with impressed patterns Pearlware 1800-1835 1
17A P Earthenware, unscalloped green shell edged Pearlware 1865-1895 1
17A P Earthenware, annular brown and green stripe decorated Whiteware 1
17A P Earthenware, plain Whiteware 1805-present 2
18A P Nail, cut, fragment 1805-present 3
18A Nail, unidentifiable fragments .13
18A CT Glass. bottle, liquor, light green 9 Rim sherd
18A CT Glass, bottle dark green 17th c. 2 I and Basal sherd
18A P Glass, bottle dark green 18th-19th c. 2
18A Glass, bottle brown 2
18A P Glass, bottle colorless lime c. 1864 3
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18A
18A
18A
18A
18A
18A
18A
18A
18A
18A
18A
18A
18A
18A
18A
18A
18A
19A
19A
19A
19A
19A
19A
19A
19A
19A
19A
19A
19A
19A
19A
19A
19A
19A
19A
19A
20A
20A
20A
20A
20A
20A
20A
20A
20A
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P Glass, bottle clear
PB Glass, bottle Manganese decolorized (pink)
Glass, flat
CT Flint and Flint Debitage
CT Pipestem, white ball clay, 8/64ths dia.
CT Pipestem, white ball clay, 7/64ths dla.
T Pipestem, white ball clay, 6/64ths dia.
P Pipestem, white ball clay, Sl64ths dia.
Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments
CT Earthenware, blue on white tin-enameled glazed Delft
CT Earthenware, lead glaZed, North Devon gravel tempered redware
Earthenware, plain redware
CT Earthenware, green molasses-lead glazed redware, Codrington type
Earthenware, refined, lead glazed redware
R Earthenware, plain light colored Creamware
P Earthenware, unscalloped green shell edge with simple repeating lightly impressed patterns
P Earthenware, blue printed Whiteware
P Earthenware, plain Whiteware
P Nail, cut with hand-finished head, fragment
P Nail, cut, fragment
P Nail, wire, large
Nail, unidentifiable fragments
CT Glass, bottle, liquor, light green
P Glass, bottle dark green
P Glass, bottle colorless lime
Glass, flat
CT Flint and Flint Oebitage
CT Pipestem, white ball clay, 7/64ths dia.
T Pipestem, white ball clay, 6/64ths dia.
P Pipestem, white ball clay, Sl64ths dia.
Pipe bowl. white ball clay I fragments
CT Earthenware, lead glaZed, North Devon gravel tempered redware
CT Stoneware, Rhenish sprig molded, combed lines, blue and gray salt-glazed
R Earthenware, plain light colored Creamware
P Earthenware, brown painted parallel to rim, ungerglaze
P Earthenware, even scalloped blue shell edge with impressed patterns Pearlware·
P Earthenware, plain Whiteware
P Nail, cut, fragment
Nail, unidentifiable fragments
CT Lead, ball shot
M Glass, bottle brown
P Glass, bottle dark green
P Glass, bottle clear
P Glass, bottle colorless lime
Glass, flat
Glass, flat
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19th c. 2
c. 1880 2
2
18.5g
1620-1650 1
1650-1680 5
1680-1710 6
1710-1750 3
30
1640-1800 4
1635-1775 1
1
2
19th c. 1
1775-1820 1
1840-1860 1
1828-present 2
1805-present 3
1790-1810 1
1805-present 2
1850-present 1
5
1
18th-19th c. 1
c. 1864 1
2
7.8g
1650-1680 4
1680-1710 2
1710-1750 3
10
1635-1775 4
1650-1725 1
1775-1820 1
1810-1833 1
1800-1835 3
180S-present 1
1805-present 6
S
1
26
18th-19th c. 2
19th c. 2
c. 1864 1
1
1
0.09" thick
0.07" thick
Photo
All from same beer bottle
0.09" thick
0.06" thick
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20A P Slate, roofing fragments
20A CT Flint and Flint Debitage
20A CT Pipestem, white ball clay, 7/64ths dia.
20A T Pipestem, white ball clay, 6I64ths dia.
20A P Pipestem, white ball clay, 5164ths dia.
20A Pipe bowt, white ball clay, fragments
20A CT Earthenware, blue on white tin-enameled glazed Delft
20A R Earthenware, plain light colored Creamware
20A P Earthenware, unscalloped green shell edge with simple repeating lightly impressed patterns
20A P Earthenware, blue printed Whiteware
20A P Earthenware. annular brown and green stripe decorated Whiteware
21A P Nail, cut with hand-finished head, fragment
21A P Nail. cut. fragment
21A Nail. unidentifiable fragments
21A PB Wire, barbed fragments
21A M Glass, bottle brown
21A P Glass, bottle clear
21A P Glass, bottle colortess lime
21A M Plastic, green four-holed button
21A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments
21A CT Earthenware, lead glazed. North Devon gravel tempered redware
21A P Earthenware, unscalloped green shell edge with simple repeating lightly impressed patterns
21A P Earthenware. plain Pearlware
21A P Earthenware, annular "Mocha" pattern Creamware
21A P Earthenware, plain Whiteware
22A P Nail, cut, fragment
22A P Nail, wire, large
22A Nail, unidentifiable fragments
22A T Pipestem, white ball clay, 6/64ths dia.
22A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments
22A .CT Earthenware, lead glazed, North Devon gravel tempered redware
22A P Earthenware, blue printed Whiteware
22A P Earthenware. plain Whiteware
23A P Nail, cut. fragment
23A Nail, unidentifiable fragments
23A M Metal, square 1-inch diameter nut
23A P Glass, bottle dark green
23A P Glass, bottle clear
23A P Glass, bottle colorless lime
23A P Pipestem, white ball clay, 5164ths dia.
23A Pipe bowl. white ball clay. fragments
23A CT Earthenware. green molasses-lead glazed redware. Codrington type
23A Earthenware. coarse. brown lead glazed redware
24A P Nail, cut. fragment
24A Nail, unidentifiable fragments
24A P Glass, bottle dark green
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3.2g
6.7g
1650-1680 3
1680-1710 2
1710-1750 1
7
1640-1800 1
1775-1820 1
1840-1860 2
1828-present 1
1
1790-1810 1
1805-present 7
4
c. 1886 4
14
19th c. 5
c. 1864 2
1
4
1635-1775 3
1840-1860 2
1780-1830 1
1795-1820 1
1805-present 4
1805-present 1
1850-present 2
2
1680-1710 1
3
1635-1775 3
1828-present 2
1805-present 1
1805-present 3
5
1
18th-19th c. 1
19th c. 1
c. 1864 1
1710-1750 1
4
1
2
1805-present 4
1
18th-19th c. 2
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24A P Glass, boUle colorless lime, "Charleston, S.C." embossed c. 1864 1
24A P Glass, boUle colorless lime c.1864 3
24A Glass. flat 1 0.2" thick
24A CT Flint and Flint Debltage 11.8g
24A P Pipestem, white ball clay, 5164ths dia. 1710-1750 2
24A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments 1
24A CT Earthenware. lead glazed, North Devon gravel tempered redware 1635-1775 1
24A T Earthenware, Brown moUled 1680-1750 1
24A Earthenware, coarse, brown lead glazed redware 1
24A P Earthenware. brown painted parallel to rim, ungerglaze 1810-1833 2
24A P Earthenware, plain Whiteware 1805-present 3
25A P Nail, cut with hand-finished head, fragment 1790-1810 1
25A P Nail, cut, fragment 1805-present 4
25A P Nail, wire 1850-present 2
25A Nail, unidentifiable fragments 4
25A CT Glass, boUle dark green 17th c. 3
25A P Glass, boUle dark green 18th-19th c. 1
25A Glass, flat 1 0.1" thick
25A Glass, flat 1 0.06" thick
25A CT Flint and Flint Debitage 2.5g
25A CT Pipestem, white ball clay, 7/64ths dia. 1650-1680 3
25A T Pipestem, white ball clay, 6/64ths dia. 1680-1710 1
25A P Pipestem, white ball clay, 5/64ths dia. 1710-1750 1
25A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments 12
25A CT Earthenware, lead glazed, North Devon gravel tempered redware 1635-1775 3 Photo
25A CT Earthenware, green molasses-lead glazed redware, Codrington type 1
25A CT Earthenware, lead glazed, yellow slipware 1670-1795 1
25A P Earthenware, annular finger-trailed decorated Whiteware 1805-present 1
26A P Nail, cut, fragment 1805-present 2
26A P Nail, wire, small 1850-present 2
26A Nail, unidentifiable fragments 4
26A Brass, spiral paUern linked chain 1
26A CT Glass, bottle. liquor. light green 6
26A P Glass, bottle dark green 18th-19th c. 1
26A P Glass, bottle clear 19th c. 1
26A Glass, flat 1 0.11" thick
26A Glass, bead opaque white lozenge curvilinear embossed 1
26A CT Flint and Flint Debitage 24.1g
26A CT Pipestem, white ball clay, 7/64ths dia. 1650-1680 2
26A T Pipestem, white ball clay, 6164ths dia. 1680-1710 2
26A P Pipestem, white ball clay, 5/64ths dia. 1710-1750 6
26A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments 20
26A CT Earthenware, blue on white tin-enameled glazed Delft 1640-1800 1
26A CT Earthenware, white tin-enameled glazed Delft 1640-1800 1
26A CT Earthenware, lead glaZed. North Devon gravel tempered redware 1635-1775 4 Photo
26A T Earthenware, Brown moUled 1680-1750 1
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26A CT Earthenware, green molasses-lead glazed redware, Codrington type
26A CT Earthenware, brown lead glazed redware, Codrington type
26A P Earthenware, brown painted parallel to rim, ungerglaze
26A P Earthenware, annular finger-trailed decorated Whiteware
26A P Earthenware, even scalloped green shell edge with impressed patterns Pearlware
26A P Earthenware, green floral pattern decorated Whiteware
26A P Earthenware, red cut sponge stamped Whiteware
27A CT Nail, wrought, fragment
27A P Nail, cut with hand-finished head, fragment
27A P Nail, cut, fragment
27A P Nail, wire
27A Nail, unidentifiable fragments
27A CT Glass, bottle, liquor, light green
27A M Glass, bottle soda, dark green
27A P Glass, bottle clear
27A PB Glass, bottle Manganese decolorized (pink)
27A Glass, flat
27A Glass, bead opaque white lozenge curvilinear embossed
27A CT Flint and Flint Debitage
27A CT Pipestem, white ball clay, 7164ths dia.
27A T Pipestem, white ball clay, 6/64ths dia.
27A P Pipestem, white ball clay, 5I64ths dia.
27A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments
27A CT Earthenware, lead glazed, North Devon gravel tempered redware
27A CT Earthenware, green molasses-lead glazed redware, Codrington type
27A CT Earthenware, brown lead glazed redware, Codrington type
27A Earthenware, coarse, brown lead glazed redware
27A P Earthenware, annular finger-trailed decorated Whiteware
27A P Earthenware, red floral pattern decorated Whiteware
27A P Earthenware, green floral pattern d~corated Whiteware
27A P Earthenware, annular brown and blue parallel striped decorated Whiteware
27A P Earthenware, plain Whiteware
28A P Nail, cut. fragment
28A Nail, unidentifiable fragments
28A PB Wire, barbed fragments
28A CT Glass, bottle, liquor, light green
28A PB Glass, bottle Manganese decolorized (pink)
28A M Glass, light bulb, frosted
28A Glass, flat
28A CT Flint and Flint Debltage
28A CT Pipestem, white ball clay, 7/64ths dia.
28A T Pipestem, white ball clay, 6/64ths dia.
28A P Pipestem, white ball clay, 5/64ths dia.
28A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments
28A CT Earthenware, green molasses-lead glazed redware, Codrington type
28A CT Earthenware, brown le.ad glazed redware, Codrington type
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1
1
1810-1833 1
1
1800-1835 1
1828-present 1
1845-1930 1
1660-1805 3
1790-1810 1
1805-present 4
1850-present 2
11
17
20th c. 1
19th c. 1
c. 1880 1
1 0.07" thick
1
4.3g
1650-1680 4
1680-1710 5
1710-1750 6
17
1635-1775 3
2
2
1
1805-present . 1
1828-present 1
1828-present 1
1805-present 1
1805-present 1
1805-present 4
6
c. 1886 1
8
c. 1880 1
1
2 0.07" thick
5·09
1650-1680 4
1680-1710 3
1710-1750 4
10
2
3
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28A P Porcelain, white enamaled 1790·1800 1
28A P Stoneware, Albany slipped 1805·1920 1
28A P Earthenware, annular finger-trailed decorated Whileware 1805-present 1
28A P Earthenware, annular brown and blue parallel striped decorated Whiteware 1805-presenl 1
28A R Earthenware, plain light colored Creamware 1775·1820 1
28A P Earthenware, plain Whiteware 1805·present 3
29A P Nail, cut, fragment 1805-present 4
29A Nail, unidentifiable fragments 7
29A Metal, cutlery handle fragment 3
29A ct Melal, solid cast button 17th c. 1 Photo
29A CT Brass, small utility buckle half 17th c. 1 Photo
29A CT Glass, bottle, liquor, light green 8
29A P Glass, bottle dark green 18th-19th c. 2
29A Glass, flat 1 0.05" thick
29A Glass, bead lozenge, opaque white with brown and blue horizontal stripes 1
29A CT Flint and Flint Debitage 27.5g Photo
29A CT Pipestem, white ball clay, 7/64ths dia. 1650·1680 1
29A T Pipestem, white ball clay, 6164ths dia. 1680-1710 4
29A P Pipestem, white ball clay, 5/64ths dia. 1710·1750 4
29A Pipe bowl, while ball clay, fragments 22
29A CT Earthenware, blue on white tin-enameled glazed Delft 1640-1800 2
29A CT Earthenware, white tin-enameled glazed Delft 1640·1800 3
29A CT Earthenware, lead glazed, North Devon gravel tempered redware 1635·1775 2
29A CT Earthenware, green molasses-lead glazed redware, Codrington type 1
29A CT Earthenware, brown lead glaZed redware, Codrington type 1
29A CT Earthenware, "Metropolitan"-style slipped redware 1630·1680 1
29A Earthenware, coarse, brown lead glazed redware 1 Photo
29A P Earthenware, blue and brown decorated Whiteware 1805-present 2
29A P Earthenware, blue printed Whiteware 1828·present 1
29A P Earthenware, plain Whiteware 1805-present 1
30A P Nail, cut, fragment 1805·present 7
30A Nail, unidentifiable fragments 5
30A M Metal, nut and bolt wI flat washer assembly 1
30A CT Glass, bottle, liquor, light green 1
30A M Glass, bottle soda, dark green 20thc. 1
30A Glass, flat 1 0.075" thick
30A CT Flint and Flint Debitage 19.8g
30A CT Pipestem, white ball clay, 7164ths dia. 1650·1680 2
30A T Pipestem, white ball clay, 6/64ths dia. 1680-1710 2
30A P Pipestem, white ball clay, 5164ths dia. 1710·1750 . 1
30A P Pipestem, white ball clay, 4164ths dia. 1750-1800 1
30A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments 9
30A CT Earthenware, blue on white tin-enameled glazed Delft 1640·1800 1
30A CT Earthenware, lead glazed, North Devon gravel tempered redware 1635-1775 2
30A Earthenware, coarse, brown lead glazed redware 2
30A Stoneware, grey bodied with a thin blue stripe decoration 18-19th c. 1
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30A P Earthenware, red stripe with geometric patterned decoration Whiteware 1805-present 1
30A P Earthenware, blue printed Whiteware 1828-present 2
30A P Earthenware, plain Whiteware 1805-present 1
31A P Nail, cut, fragment 1805-present 3
31A P Nail, wire 185O-present 2
31A Nail, unidentifiable fragments 3
31A CT Glass, bottle, liquor, light green 3
31A CT Glass, bottle dark green 17th c. 1
31A M Glass, bottle brown 9
31A P Glass, bottle clear 19th c. 3
31A Glass, flat 2 0.06" thick
31A CT Flint and Flint Debitage 1.8g
31A P Pipestem, white ball clay, 5/64ths dia. 1710-1750 1
31A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments 2
31A CT Earthenware, lead glazed, North Devon gravel tempered redware 1635-1775 2
31A CT Stoneware, brown salt-glaze 1
31A P Earthenware, brown painted Whiteware 1805-present 1
31A P Earthenware, blue painted Whiteware 1805-present 1
31A P Earthenware, blue printed Whiteware 1828-present 1
31A P Earthenware, plain Whiteware 1805-present 1
32A P Nail, cut, fragment 1805-present 2
32A P Nail, wire 185Q-present 4
32A Nail, unidentifiable fragments 5
32A CT Glass, bottle, liquor, light green 2
32A CT Glass, bottle dark green 17th c. 1
32A M Glass, bottle brown 5
32A PB Glass, bottle Manganese decolorized (pink) c. 1880 2
32A Glass, flat 3 0.1" thick
32A CT Flint and Flint Debitage 0.2g
32A T Pipestem, white ball clay, 6164ths dia. 1680-1710 1
32A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments 5
32A CT Earthenware, lead glazed, North Devon gravel tempered redware 1635-1775 1
32A P Earthenware, plain Whiteware 1805-present 2
33A P Nail, wire 1850-present l'
33A Nail, unidentifiable fragments 4
33A M Glass, bottle soda, dark green 20th c. 1
33A M Glass, light bulb, frosted 1
33A Glass, flat 1 0.06" thick
33A Earthenware, coarse pale orange-colored redware 2
33A P Earthenware, blue printed Whiteware 1828-present 1
34A P Nail, wire 1850-present 1
34A P Glass, bottle colorless lime "Drug" embossed c. 1864 1
34A P Glass, bottle colorless lime "-ALE" embossed c. 1864 1
34A Glass, flat 2
34A P Pipestem, white ball clay, 5/64ths dla. 1710-1750 1
34A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments 2
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34A CT Earthenware. lead glazed. North Devon gravel tempered redware 1635-1775 1
34A P Earthenware. blue printed Whiteware 1828-present 1
34A P Earthenware. plain Whiteware 1805-present 2
35A P Nail, cut, fragment 1805-present 1
35A P Nail, wire 1850-present 1
35A Nail. unidentifiable fragments 5
35A Metal, cutlery handle fragment 1
35A M Metal, bottle cap c. 1935 1
35A P Glass. bottle clear 19th c. 1
3SA PB Glass. bottle Manganese decolorized (pink) c. 1880 1
35A Glass, flat 1 0.1" thick
35A Glass, flat 1 0.06" thick
35A Glass, flat 1 0.05" thick
35A CT Flint and Flint Debitage 3.1g
35A CT Pipestem, white ball clay. 7/64ths dia. 1650-1680 2
35A T Pipestem. white ball clay. 6164ths dia. 168C-1710 1
35A P Pipestem. white ball clay, 5/64ths dia. 1710-1750 2
35A Pipe bowl. white ball clay. fragments 12
35A CT Earthenware, lead glazed. North Devon gravel tempered redware 1635-1775 3 Photo
35A P Earthenware. annular finger-trailed decorated Whiteware 1805-present 1
35A P Stoneware, Albany slipped 1805-1920 1
36A Nail. unidentifiable fragments 5
36A CT Glass. bottle, liquor, light green 2
36A P Glass. bottle dark green 18th-19th c. 1
36A P Glass, bottle clear 19th c. 2
36A P Glass, bottle colortess lime c. 1864 3
36A Glass, flat 1 0.07" thick
36A CT Flint and Flint Debitage 1.1g
36A T Pipestem, white ball clay. 6/64ths dia. 1680-1710 1
36A P Pipestem. white ball clay. S/64ths dia. 1710-1750 2
36A Pipe bowl. white ball clay, fragments 5
36A CT Earthenware. lead glazed, North Devon gravel tempered redware 1635-1775 2
36A Redware. coarse. plain 1
36A T Earthenware. Brown mottled 1680-1750 1
36A P Earthenware, annular finger-trailed decorated Whiteware 1805-present 1
36A P Earthenware, annular blue stripe decorated Whlteware 1
36A P Earthenware, annular blue and green stripe decorated Whiteware 1
37A P Nail, wire 1850-present 1
37A Nail, unidentifiable fragments 3
37A P Brass, stamped four-holed bUllon with sunken concave back 18th-19th c. 1
37A P Brass, brass sleeve link. South type 31 18th c. 1
37A CT Glass. bottle. liquor, light green 5
37A P Glass. bottle dark green 18th-19th c. 2
37A PB Glass, bottle Manganese decolorized (pink) c. 1880 1
37A Glass, flat 1 0.17" thick
37A Glass, flat 1 0.09" thick
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37A Glass, flat 1 0.07" thick
37A CT Flint and Flint Dabitage 1.8g
37A CT Pipestem, white ball clay, 7/64ths dia. 1650-1680 1
37A T Pipestem, white ball clay, 6/64ths dia. 1680-1710 2
37A P Pipestem, white ball clay, 5/64ths dia. 1710-1750 1
37A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments 6
37A CT Earthenware, blue on white tin-enameled glazed Delft 1640-1800 1
37A Redware, coarse, plain 1
37A CT Earthenware, green molasses-lead glazed redware, Codrington type 2
37A T Earthenware, Brown mottled 1680-1750 1
37A P Earthenware, annular brown stripe decorated Whiteware 2
37A P Earthenware, plain Whiteware 1805-present 2
38A P Nail, cut, fragment 1805-present 3
38A P Nail, wire 1850-present 1
38A Nail, unidentifiable fragments 8
38A Metal, barrel band fragment 1
38A CT Glass, bottle, liquor, light green 14
38A P Glass, bottle dark green 18th-19th c. 1
38A PB Glass, bottle Manganese decolorized (pink) c. 1880 1
38A P Glass, bottle colorless lime c. 1864 2
38A Glass, flat 1 0.015" thick
38A Glass, bead small spherical, translucent blue 1
38A CT Flint and Flint Debitage 4.7g
38A CT Pipestem, white ball clay, 7/64ths dla. 1650-1680 1
38A T Pipestem, white ball clay, 6/64ths dis. 1680-1710 2
38A P Pipestem, white ball clay, 5/64ths dia. 1710-1750 3
38A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments 9
38A CT Earthenware, white tin-enameled glazed Delft 1640-1800 1
38A CT Earthenware, lead glazed, North Devon gravel tempered redware 1635-1775 3 Photo
38A Redware, coarse, plain 1
38A T Earthenware, Brown mottled 1680-1750 2
38A R Stoneware, scratch blue white salt-glazed 1744-1775 1
38A P Earthenware, annular brown stripe decorated Whiteware 1
38A P Earthenware, plain Whiteware 1805-present 3
39A P Nail, cut, fragment 1805-present 6
39A P Nail, wire 1850-present 1
39A Nail, unidentifiable fragments 8
39A CT Lead, ball shot 1
39A Iron, rolled fragment 1
39A CT Glass, bottle, liquor, light green .15
39A Glass, flat 1 0.125" thick
39A .Glass, flat 1 0.065" thick
39A CT Pipestem, white ball clay, 7/64ths dia. 1650-1680 1
39A T Pipestem. white ball clay, 6/64ths dia. 1680·1710 4
39A P Pipestem, white ball clay, 5/64ths dia. 1710-1750 4
39A P Pipestem, white ball clay, 4/64ths dia. 1750-1800 1
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39A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments 20
39A CT Earthenware, lead glazed, North Devon gravel tempered redware 1635-1775 1
39A CT Earthenware, green molasses-lead glazed redware, Codrington type 1
39A CT Stoneware, brown salt-glaze 1
39A CT Earthenware, lead glazed, yellow slipware 1670-1795 1 Photo
39A T Earthenware, Brown mottled 1680-1750 3
39A P Earthenware, annular blue stripe decorated Whiteware 1
39A P Earthenware, plain Whiteware 1805-present 2
40A P Nail, cut, fragment 1805-present 3
40A Nail, unidentifiable fragments 4
40A CT Lead, ball shot 1
40A Wire, plastic coated electrical 2
40A Iron, rolled fragment 1
40A CT Glass, bottle, liquor, light green 7
40A P Glass, bottle dark green 18th-19th c. 1
40A Glass, clear stemmed base 1
40A Glass, flat 2 0.07" thick
40A Glass, bead small spherical, translucent blue 1
40A CT Flint and Flint Debitage 6.7g
40A CT Pipestem, white ball clay, 7/64ths dia. 1650·1680 1
40A P Pipestem, white bail clay, 5/64ths dia. 1710-1750 6
40A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments 6
40A CT Earthenware, white tin-enameled glazed Delft 1640·1800 1
40A CT Earthenware, lead glazed, North Devon gravel tempered redware 1635-1775 1
40A P Earthenware, unscalloped green shell edge with simple repeating lightly impressed patterns 1840-1860 1
40A P Porcelain, white enamaled 1790·1800 1
40A P Earthenware, blue annular decorated, yellow ware 1830·1940 1
41A P Nail, cut, fragment 1805·present 2
41A Nail, unidentifiable fragments 1
41A CT Glass, bottle, liquor, light green 3
41A P Glass, bottle dark green 18th-19th c. 1
41A Glass, clear, fire damaged 1
41A Glass, flat 1 0.06" thick
41A Flint and Flint Debitage 1.1g
41A CT Pipestem, white ball clay, 7/64ths dia. 1650-1680 1
41A T Pipestem, white ball clay, 6164ths dia. 1680·1710 1
41A P Pipestem. white ball clay, 5/64ths dia. 1710-1750 1
41A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments 6
41A Plastic. yellow fragment 1
41A CT Earthenware, lead glazed. North Devon gravel tempered redware 1635·1775 2
41A P Earthenware, plain Whiteware 1805-present 6
42A P Nail. wire 1850-present 1
42A Nail, unidentifiable fragments 4
42A CT Glass, bottle, liquor, light green 1
42A Glass, bottle. light green 1
42A P Glass, bottle dark green 18th-19th c. 1
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42A Glass, bottle clear 1
42A PB Glass, bottle Manganese decolorized (pink) c. 1880 1
42A Glass, flat 1 0.07" thick
42A CT Pipestem, white ball clay, 7/64ths dia. 1650-1680 2
42A T Pipestem, white ball clay, 6I64ths dia. 1680-1710 3
42A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments 6
42A CT Earthenware, blue on white tin-enameled glazed Delft 1640-1800 1
42A CT Earthenware,lead glazed, North Devon gravel tempered redware 1635-1775 1
42A Porcelain, Chinese blue under glaze 1670-1800 1
42A Earthenware, dark brown glazed redware 1
42A P Earthenware, unscalloped green shell edge with simple repeating lightly impressed patterns 1840-1860 1
42A P Earthenware, blue annular decorated, yellow ware 1830-1940 1
42A P Earthenware, brown transfer print Pearlware 1809-1825 1
42A P Earthenware, plain Whiteware, fire damaged 1805-present 1
43A P Nail, cut, fragment 1805-present 2
43A P Nail, wire 1850-present 1
43A Nail, unidentifiable fragments 8
43A PB Wire, barbed fragments c. 1886 1
43A Metal, square 112-inch diameter nut 1
43A CT Flint and Flint Debitage 4.2g
43A CT Glass, bottle, liquor, light green 1
43A Glass, bottle, light green 1
43A P Glass, bottle dark green 18th-19th c. 3
43A Glass, bottle clear 3
43A PB Glass, bottle Manganese decolorized (pink) c. 1880 1
43A M Glass, bottle brown 1
43A Glass, flat 1 0.07" thick
43A P Pipestem, white ball clay, 5/64ths dia. 1710-1750 1
43A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments 5
43A CT Earthenware, lead glazed, North Devon gravel tempered redware 1635-1775 1
43A CT Earthenware, brown lead glazed redware, Codrington type 1
43A Earthenware, coarse paste, plain redware 1
43A CT Earthenware, lead glazed, plain yellow slipware 1670-1795 1
43A P Earthenware, plain Whiteware 1805-present 1
43A P Earthenware, annular decorated Whiteware 6
44A P Nail, cut, fragment 1805-present 2
44A P Nail, wire 1850-present 1
44A Nail, unidentifiable fragments 4
44A Lead, ball shot 1
44A M Glass, bottle brown 3
44A Glass, flat 2 0.05" thick
44A Glass, flat 1 0.06" thick
44A CT Flint and Flint Debitage 4.5g
44A CT Pipestem, white ball clay, 7/64ths dia. 1650-1680 1
44A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments 2
44A Earthenware, coarse, brown lead glazed redware 1
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44A P Earthenware, blue annular decorated. yellow ware 1830-1940 1
44A P Earthenware, blue printed Whiteware 1828-present 2
44A P Earthenware, plain Whiteware 1805-present 3
45A P Nail. cut, fragment 1805-present 1
45A Glass, bottle, light green 3
45A P Glass. bottle dark green 18th-19th c. 1
45A P Glass, bottle colorless soda-lime 3 c. 1864
45A Glass, flat 2 0.1" thick
45A Flint and Flint Debitage 6.3g
45A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments 2
46A P Nail, cut, fragment 1805-present 4
46A Nail, unidentifiable fragments 5
46A Glass, bottle, light green 1
46A P Glass, bottle colorless soda-lime 2
46A M Glass, bottle brown 1
46A Glass, flat 1 0.07" thick
46A Glass, flat 2 0.1" thick
46A CT Flint and Flint Debitage . 0.7g
46A P Pipestem, white ball clay, 5/64ths dia. 1710-1750 2
46A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments 5
46A CT Earthenware,lead glazed, North Devon gravel tempered redware 1635-1775 1
46A R Stoneware, brown feldspar-glazed 1
46A P Earthenware, annular decorated Whiteware 1
47A P Nail, wire 1850-present 1
47A Nail, unidentifiable fragments 2
47A P Brass, cast rivet 18th c. 1
47A CT Glass, bottle dark green 17th c. 3
47A CT Glass, bottle. liquor, light green 1
47A P Glass. bottle dark green 18th-19th c. 1 0.06" thick
47A Glass, flat 1
47A CT Flint and Flint Debitage 5.5g
47A CT Pipestem, white ball clay, 7/64ths dia. 1650·1680 2
47A T Pipestem, white ball clay, 6/64ths dia. 1680·1710 1
47A P Pipestem, white ball clay. 5/64ths dia. 1710-1750 1
47A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments 2
47A P Earthenware. bille printed Whiteware 1828-present 1
47A P Earthenware. annular decorated Whiteware 1
47A P Earthenware, plain Whiteware 1805-present 1
48A P Nail. cut, fragment 1805-present 1
48A Nail. unidentifiable fragments 4
48A CT Glass, bottle dark green 17th c. 1
48A Glass. bottle, light green 1
48A Glass. bottle. aqualblue 1
48A P Glass, bottle, clear 19th c. 1
48A M Plastic, white fragmented 2
48A M Asbestos, tile fragment 1
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48A T Pipestem, white ball clay, 6J64ths dla. 1680-1710 1
48A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments 4
48A CT Earthenware. blue on white tin-enameled glazed Delft 1640-1800 1
48A CT Earthenware. lead glazed, North Devon gravel tempered redware 1635-1775 2
48A Stoneware, brown feldspar-glazed 1
48A Earthenware, coarse paste. plain redware 2
48A P Earthenware, blue printed Whiteware 1828-present 1
48A P Earthenware, annular decorated Whiteware 1
49A P Nail, cut, fragment 1805-present 2
49A P Nail, wire 1850-present 1
49A Nail, unidentifiable fragments 8
49A M Metal, wire fastener 1
49A CT Lead, ball shot sprue 5
49A CT Glass, bottle dark green 17th c. 7
49A M Glass. bottle, light green 1
49A Glass, bead lozenge, opaque white with brown and blue horizontal stripes, fragment 1
49A CT Flint and Flint Debitage 1.0g
49A CT Pipestem, white ball clay, 7J64ths dia. 1650-1680 3
49A P Pipestem, white ball clay, 5/64ths dia. 1710-1750 1
49A Pipe bowl, white b~1I clay, fragments 12
49A T Earthenware, Brown mottled 1680-1750 1
49A R Stoneware. brown feldspar-glazed 1
49A P Earthenware. annular decorated Whiteware 1
50A P Nail, cut. fragment 1805-present 5
50A Nail. unidentifiable fragments 3
50A CT Lead, ball shot 1
50A CT Glass. bottfe dark green 17th c. 4
50A P Glass, bottle dark green 18-19th c. 1
50A M Glass. bottle; light green 1
50A Glass. bottle clear 1
50A Glass. flat 1 O.OT' thick
SOA Glass, flat 1 0.06" thick
50A Glass. flat 1 0.05" thick
SOA CT Flint and Flint Debitage 4.2g
50A CT Pipestem, white ball clay, 7J64ths dia. 1650-1680 1
50A T Pipestem, white ball clay, 6/64ths dia. 1680-1710 7
50A P Pipestem, white ball clay, 5J64ths dia. 1710-1750 4
50A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments 6
50A CT Earthenware, lead glaZed, North Devon gravel tempered redware 1635-1775 1
50A P Porcelain, white enamaled 1790-1800 1
50A P Earthenware. unscalloped green shell edge with simple repeating lightly impressed patterns 1840-1860 3
50A P Earthenware, annular decorated Whiteware 1
50A P Earthenware, plain Whiteware 1805-present 4
51A P Nail, cut with hand-finished head, fragment 1790-1810 1
51A P Nail, cut, fragment "1805-present 3
51A P Nail, wire 1850-present 1
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51A Nail, unidentifiable fragments
51A M Iron, threaded lug
51A Iron, cast, pot, fragment
51A Brass, cast rivet
51A CT Glass, bottle dark green
51A CT Glass, bottle, liquor, light green
51A P Glass, bottle dark green
51A P Glass, bottle clear
51A Glass. light bulb, frosted
51A Glass, flat
51A Glass, flat
51A CT Flint and Flint Debitage
51A CT Pipestem, white ball clay, 7/64ths dia.
51A P Pipestem, white ball clay, 5/64ths dia.
51A Pipestem, white ball clay, 4/64ths dia.
51A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments
51A CT Earthenware, lead glazed, North Devon gravel tempered redware
51A CT Stoneware, Rhenish sprig molded, combed lines, blue and gray salt-glazed
51A P Earthenware. plain Yellow ware
51A M Asbestos, tile fragment
51A P Earthenware, unsealloped green shell edge with simple repeating lightly impressed patterns
51A P Earthenware, brown painted parallel to rim, ungerglaze .
51A P Earthenware, plain Whiteware
52A P Nail, cut. fragment
52A P Nail, wire
52A Nail, unidentifiable fragments
52A Iron, barrel band fragments
52A CT Glass, bottle dark green
52A CT Glass, bottle, liquor. light green
52A P Glass, bottle dark green
52A Glass, dish, "cranberry"-colored
52A Glass, flat
52A Glass, flat
52A CT Flint and Flint Oebitage
52A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments
52A CT Earthenware, lead glazed, North Devon gravel tempered redware
52A R Stoneware, scratch blue white salt-glazed
52A P Porcelain, white enamaled
52A P Earthenware, annular decorated Whiteware
52A P Earthenware, plain Whiteware
53A Nail, unidentifiable fragments
53A Iron, barrel band fragments
53A CT Flint and Flint Debitage
53A P Glass, bottle dark green
53A Glass. flat
53A Glass, flat
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1
1
1
17th c. 4
2
18-19th c. 5
3
3
1 0.1" thick
1 0.05" thick
10.9g
1650-1680 2
1710-1750 2
1750-1800 1
5
1635-1775 1
1650-1725 2
1830-1940 2
1
1840-1860 1
1810-1833 1
1805-present 6
1805-present 5
185O-present 3
7
4
17th c. 3
2
18-19th c. 1
1
2 0.08" thick
1 0.06" thick
10.6g
2
1635-1775 2
1744-1775 1
1790-1800 1
1
1805-present 5
6
1
8.2g
18-19th c. 4
1 0.075" thick
1 0.05" thick
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S3A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments 2
S3A Earthenware, coarse paste, plain redware 1
S3A P Earthenware, even scalloped green shell edge with impressed patterns Pearlware 1800-1835 1
53A P Earthenware, unscalloped green shell edge with simple repeating lightly impressed patterns 1840-1860 2
54A Nail, unidentifiable fragments 6
54A Iron, barrel band fragments 1
54A Brass, hinge 1
54A Lead, shot, unidentifiable 1
54A M Plastic, brown cigarette package insert 1
54A CT Flint and Flint Debitage 8.2g
54A P Glass, bottle dark green 18-19th c. 4
54A P Glass, bottle clear 19th c. 1
54A M Glass, light bUlb, frosted 1
54A Glass, flat 1 0.075!! thick
54A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments 1
54A Earthenware, coarse paste, plain redware 1
54A R Stoneware, engine-turned red 1763-1775 1
54A P Earthenware, plain Whiteware 1805-present 3
267A P Nail, wire 1850-present 2
267A Metal, flat, unidentifiable 1
267A M Plastic, yellow fragment 1
267A Slate, roofing fragments 47.5g
267A Glass, flat 1 0.05!! thick
268A Nail, unidentifiable fragments 3
268A Slate, roofing fragments 52.7g
268A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments 1
268A Ceramic. white electrical insulator fragment 1
269A Nail, unidentifiable fragments 3
269A Metal, flat, unidentifiable 1
269A CT Lead, ball shot 1
269A Slate, roofing fragments 38.2g
269A CT Glass, bottle dark green 1
269A Glass, bottle brown 1
269A P Glass, bottle clear 1
269A Glass, flat 3 0.075" thick
269A Glass, flat 1 0.05" thick
269A Glass, light bUlb, frosted 1
269A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments 2
269A P Earthenware, plain Whiteware 1805-present 3
270A P Nail, cut, fragment 1805-present 2
270A Nail, unidentifiable fragments 5
270A lead, fragment 1
270A Slate, roofing fragments 26.3g
270A Flint and Flint Debitage 0.3g
270A CT Glass, bottle dark green 17th c. 1
270A P Glass, bottle crear 1
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270A PB Glass, bottle Manganese decolorized (pink) c. 1880 1
270A Glass, nat 1 0.1" thick
270A Glass, flat 1 0.075" thick
270A Glass, flat 1 0.05" thick
270A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments 5
270A CT Earthenware, lead glazed, North Devon gravel tempered redware 1635-1775 1
270A P Earthenware, annular decorated Whiteware 2
270A P Earthenware, blue printed Whiteware 1828-present 1
270A P Earthenware, plain Whiteware 1805-present 2
271A P Nail, cut, fragment 1805-present 1
271A Nail, unidentifiable fragments 1
271A M Wire, insulated 1
271A CT Lead, ball shot 1
271A Slate, roofing fragments 46.7g
271A CT Flint and Flint Debitage 9.4g
271A CT Glass, bottle dark green 17th c. 1
271A CT Glass, bottle, liquor, light green 1
271A P Glass, bottle clear 1
271A Glass, flat 1 0.065" thick
271A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments 1
272A P Nail, cut, fragment 1805-present 1
272A P Nail, wire 1850-present 1
272A Nail, unidentifiable fragments 9
272A M Iron, square nut, 7/16" 1
272A Slate, roofing fragments 37.1g
272A CT Flint and Flint Debitage 32.39
272A PB Glass, bottle Manganese decolorized (pink) c. 1880 1
272A Glass, brown 1
272A Glass, light bulb, frosted 1
272A Glass, flat 1 0.075" thick
272A Pipe bowl, white ball clay, fragments 1
272A Earthenware, coarse paste, plain redware 1
272A Stoneware, Albany slipped 1805-1920 1
272A P Earthenware, plain Whiteware 1805-present 1
273A P Nail, cut, fragment 1805-present 1
273A P Nail, wire 1850-present 1
273A Nail, unidentifiable fragments 6
273A M Metal, wire fastener 1
273A Metal object 1
273A Slate, roofing fragments 43.2g
273A CT Flint and Flint Debitage 6.3g
273A P Glass, bottle dark green 18-19th c. 1
273A P Glass, bottle colorless lime c. 1864 1
273A PB Glass, bottle Manganese decolorized (pink) c. 1880 1
273A Glass, light bulb, frosted 3
273A P Earthenware, plain Whiteware 1805-present 2
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274A
274A
274A
274A
275A
275A
275A
275A
275A
275A
Nail. unidentifiable fragments
Slate. roofing fragments
P Glass, bottle dark green
Glass. boWe brown
P Nail, cut. fragment
Nail. unidentifiable fragments
M Metal. bolt, threaded
Slate. roofing fragments
M Glass. boWe brown
P Earthenware. plain Whiteware
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18-19th c.
1805-present
1805-present
1
36.4g
2
3
1
2
1
24.6g
1
1
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ST ID Artifact Nomenclature Date Range Quant. A Depth
A-158A Negative 0.7
A-159A P Slate, fragment 0.2g 1.1
A-160A P Slate, fragment 0.5g 1.4
A-160A I Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian, plain 2
A-160A I Lithic, Brown coastal Chert, flake 1
A-161A P Brick, fragment 1.8g 0.6
A-161A Shell, oyster, fragment 1.2g
A-162A P Slate, fragment 0.3g 0.6
A-162A P Brick, fragment 6.8g"
A-162A P Mortar (lime and gravel) 6.0g
A-163A P Slate, fragment 5.1g 0.5
A-164A P Brick, fragment 1.0g 0.9
A-164A P Slate, fragment 0.7g
A-165A Glass, slag 1 1.1
A-165A P Slate, fragment 2.1g
A-165A P Shell, oyster, fragment 5.5g
A-166A P Glass, burned 19th c. 1 1.3
A-166A P Slate, fragment 0.5g
A-166A Shell, oyster, fragment 3.7g
A-167A Shell, oyster, fragment 0.7g 1.7
A-168A Negative 0.3
A-169A Negative 0.4
A-170A Shell, oyster, fragment 1.9g 0.4
A-171A Negative 0.4
A-172A P Nail, cut. fragment 1805-present 1 1.2
A-172A P Slate, fragment 4.9g
A-172A Shell, oyster. fragment 4.3g
B-323A Unidentifiable glazed ceramic (burnt) 1 0.7
B-323A Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian, sandy-paste 1
B-323A Shell, oyster, fragment 1.3g
B-324A Negative 0.5
B-325A Negative 0.5
B-326A P Brick, fragment 0.5g 0.4
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B-328A CT Pipestem. white batl clay. 6/64ths dia. 168Q.1710 1 1.4
8-328A Glass, button 1
B-328A P Slate. fragment 0.4g
B-328A I Earthenware. unidentifiable Indian, sandy-paste 1
B-329A I Earthenware, unidentifiable Indian, sandy-paste? 1
B-329A Glass, flat 19-2oth c. 1 0.4
8-330A M Nail, wire, aluminum roofing late 19th c. 2 0.4
B-331A P Nail, cut, fragment 1805-present 1 0.3
B-331A P Brick, fragment 0.3g
B-332A Glass, clear bottle, fragment 19-2oth c. 1 0.35
8-333A P Slate, fragment 19th c. 2.5g 1.3
B-333A P Nail. cut, fragment 1805-present 1
B-333A P Stoneware, brown feldspar-glazed late 18th c. 1
B-333A Shell, oyster, fragment 3.0g
8-334A Shell, oyster, fragment 6.5g 1.2
B-334A P Slate, fragment 19th c. 0.4g
B-334A P Brick. fragment 2.3g
B-335A Negative 0.2
B-336A P Brick, fragment 4.6g 0.8
B-336A Shell, oyster, fragment 1·09
B-336A P Slate, fragment 19th c. 0.5g
B-336A Iron, flat unidentifiable object 2
B-337A Negative 1
B-338A P Brick, fragment 1.9g 0.3
B-339A Negative 0.5
B-34OA Shell, oyster, fragment 12.9 1.05
B-341A Shell, oyster, fragment 38.7g 1.5
8-342A Negative 0.8
B-343A P Slate, fragment 0.2 0.6
B-344A NegatIve 0.4
B-345A Shell, oyster, fragment 4.5g 1.1
B-348A Shell, oyster, fragment 9.1g 1.2
B-347A Bone, fragment 0.3g 0.5
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B-375A M Wire, barbed
B-376A Negative
8-377A Negative
B-378A Negative
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1886 1ft 0.8
0.75
0.6
0.6
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